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ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT

The government’s Annual Report for the year ended March 31, 2008

was prepared under my direction on behalf of the government in

accordance with the Government Accountability Act and the government’s

accounting policies. All of the government’s policy decisions as at 

June 18, 2008 with material economic or fiscal implications have been

considered in the preparation of the Annual Report.

Iris Evans
Minister of Finance and Enterprise



A MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER 
OF FINANCE AND ENTERPRISE
Alberta continued to experience the benefits of a strong economy over the past
year. With the highest employment growth and second highest economic growth in
the country, the province maintained its position as a leader in attracting the
people, resources and investments needed to keep our fiscal engine running.

In 2007-08, the government increased support for capital projects by 46%. 
Capital funding for post-secondary facilities, schools, housing, provincial highways,
health facilities, municipal infrastructure and other infrastructure reached a total of
$7 billion. An agreement was also reached with teachers in which the government
assumed responsibility for the teachers’ $2.2 billion share of the pre-1992
unfunded pension liability, and which provided for five years of labour peace. 

Operating spending increased by 10% to address growth pressures and improve
services for Albertans. The additional $2.5 billion supported numerous initiatives,
including those related to health, education and affordable housing.

Government also announced a new royalty framework, intended to ensure
Albertans receive a fair return on the province’s energy resources, and a new in-year
surplus allocation policy. The surplus allocation policy helps meet Albertans’ needs
for today and into the future by allocating one-third of an increase in the surplus
to savings and two-thirds to capital. 

Looking to the future, we will continue to build on the province’s fiscal and
economic strengths as we address the government’s new priorities: ensuring
Alberta’s energy resources are developed in an environmentally sustainable way;
increasing access to quality health care and improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of health care service delivery; promoting strong and vibrant communities and
reducing crime so that Albertans feel safe; enhancing value-added activity,
increasing innovation, and building a skilled workforce to improve the long-run
sustainability of Alberta’s economy; and providing the roads, schools, hospitals and
other public infrastructure to meet the needs of a growing economy and
population.

Albertans can be confident that government has a solid, fiscally responsible plan in
place to ensure they continue to live in the province they want – and deserve. 

Iris Evans
Minister of Finance and Enterprise
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PREFACE

The Public Accounts of Alberta are prepared in accordance with the
Financial Administration Act and the Government Accountability Act. 
The Public Accounts consist of the annual report of the Government 
of Alberta and the annual reports of each of the 20 ministries.

This annual report of the Government of Alberta contains the
Ministers’ accountability statements, an Executive Summary, the
consolidated financial statements of the Province and the 
Measuring Up report, which compares actual performance results to
desired results set out in the government’s business plan. 
The Measuring Up report is published in a separate document. 

On March 12, 2008 the government announced new ministry
structures. Since the 2007-08 fiscal year was substantially completed
prior to this announcement, ministry annual reports and financial
statements are being prepared as if the restructuring took place on 
April 1, 2008, to provide proper accountability for the 2007-08 fiscal
year against the original business plan.

The annual reports of ministries, released in the fall of each year,
contain Ministers’ accountability statements, the audited consolidated
financial statements of the ministries and a comparison of actual
performance results to desired results set out in the ministries’ business
plans. Each ministry annual report also includes:

• Financial statements of entities making up the ministry including
departments (all departments combined form the General Revenue
Fund), regulated funds, provincial agencies and Crown-controlled
corporations, 

• Other financial information as required by the Financial
Administration Act and Government Accountability Act, either as
separate reports or as a part of financial statements, to the extent that
the ministry has anything to report, and

• Financial information relating to accountable organizations and trust
funds.



Executive Summary



1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Budget 2007 was based on five priorities: 
• Govern with integrity and transparency.
• Manage growth pressures.
• Improve Albertans’ quality of life.
• Build a stronger Alberta.
• Provide safe and secure communities.

Emphasis was placed on addressing growth pressures
and improving services. Both operating and capital
spending were significantly increased, in part driven
by about an 8% increase in population plus inflation.

Actions were taken to better manage future growth,
including the development of a new royalty
framework, a secure longer-term funding arrangement
with municipalities and the preparation of the
20-Year Strategic Capital Plan.

Greater transparency was provided on surplus
allocation decisions with the establishment of a policy
on how in-year increases would be allocated.

MAJOR INITIATIVES

Program Initiatives

• Operating spending increased by $2.5 billion, or
10%, to $26.9 billion. This supported:

❖ Health. Increased funding to address health
authority operating pressures and increased drug
costs. Initiatives to improve physician recruitment
and retention, and innovative service delivery.
Development of new Health Workforce Action Plan
and expanded electronic health record system.

❖ Advanced and Basic Education. Increased funding
for post-secondary student spaces, student
assistance, and Small Class Size Initiative. New
limits on tuition increases. Initiatives to enhance
adult literacy,  support Aboriginal education, and
improve early learning opportunities and high
school completion rates.

❖ Safe and Secure Communities. Implementation of
the Traffic Safety Plan. Establishment of a Crime
Reduction and Safe Communities Task Force.
Initiatives to improve family safety and dispute
resolution services. More Crown prosecutors and
highway sheriffs were hired.

❖ Other. Affordable housing initiatives. Increases to
income support and AISH benefits. Improved
access to childcare. New long-term climate change
strategy. 

Capital Plan

• Support for capital projects increased by 46%, or
$2.2 billion, reaching $7 billion. Major increases for
post-secondary and health facilities, housing and
provincial highways. A new Municipal Sustainability
Initiative increases support to municipalities and
provides secure longer-term funding.

Taxes

• Albertans and Alberta businesses continued to pay
the lowest overall taxes when compared to other
provinces. Changes were made to tobacco taxes and
several personal tax credits.

Fiscal Responsibility

• Surplus recorded for the 14th consecutive year.
Operating spending was lower than budgeted.
Addressed the teachers’ share of the pre-1992
unfunded liability of the Teachers’ Pension Plan.

Surplus Allocations

• Savings. $1.8 billion added to savings. A further
$0.3 billion committed from fourth quarter results.

• Capital Account. $1.4 billion added to Capital
Account for future-year requirements. A further
$0.6 billion commited from fourth quarter results. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NOTE ON SCOPE OF REPORTING

The Annual Report includes a larger scope of
reporting than the budget and quarterly
presentations. On a budget presentation basis, the
2007-08 surplus was $4.6 billion. On the larger
reporting basis the surplus was $2.4 billion.
The larger reporting scope includes:

• Net income of Crown-controlled entities in the
SUCH sector (schools, universities, colleges,
health authorities). This added $156 million to
revenue.

• The change in pension obligations. This added 
$2.3 billion to expense (primarily the $2.2 billion
liability assumed by government for teachers’
share of the pre-1992 Teachers’ Pension Plan
liability).

Commentary on changes from 2006-07 include
the change in equity of the SUCH sector. Changes
from budget and forecast exclude the change in
equity of the SUCH sector, as this information was
not available.

BUDGET 2007: MANAGING OUR GROWTH
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• Overview. On a fully consolidated basis (includes
$2.3 billion for pension provisions and $156 million
increase in the equity of SUCH sector), the
Province recorded a surplus of $2.4 billion. This was
$6.4 billion lower than in 2006-07.

On a budget basis (excluding SUCH sector and
pension  provisions), the surplus was $4.6 billion,
$3.9 billion lower than in 2006-07. The lower
surplus was due to essentially flat revenue and a
13.3%, or $3.9 billion, increase in expense.

• Revenue was $38.2 billion. This was $388 million,
or 1.0% lower than in 2006-07. Revenue was
$2.7 billion higher than estimated in the budget. 

❖ Change from 2006-07. A $1.7 billion increase in
income tax revenue was more than offset by
decreases of $1.2 billion in non-renewable
resource revenue, $0.7 billion in investment
income and a net $0.2 billion in other revenue.

❖ Change from Budget. A $2.5 billion increase in
income tax revenue and $0.8 billion increase in
non-renewable resource revenue were partly offset
by $0.7 billion in lower federal transfers. 

• Expense was $35.7 billion. This was $6.1 billion, or
20.4%, higher than in 2006-07 and $2.5 billion
higher than estimated in the budget. Excluding the
$2.3 billion for pension provisions, the increase from
2006-07 was $3.9 billion or 13.3%. The increase
from budget was $370 million or 1.1%. 

❖ Change from 2006-07. The increase was due to
higher operating spending (10% or $2.5 billion),
higher capital grants (49% or $1.7 billion) and
the $2.1 billion increase in pension provisions.
Disaster/emergency/natural gas rebates expense
was $0.3 billion lower.

❖ Change from Budget. The increase was due to
higher capital grants. This was partly offset by
lower operating spending.

• Fourth Quarter Results. $550 million increase in
the surplus from the April 2008 forecast in 
Budget 2008 documents. Revenue was $256 million
higher and expense was $294 million lower
(excluding the change in pension provisions).

• Net Assets. At March 31, 2008, net assets were
$49.2 billion. This included $14.1 billion in capital
assets and $3.5 billion in equity in Crown-
controlled SUCH sector organizations. 

a Increase in equity of Crown-controlled organizations in the SUCH sector was not available for budget and quarterly forecasts.
b For the purposes of the Fiscal Responsibility Act, the change in equity of SUCH sector organizations and the annual change in pension obligations are

excluded from balanced budget requirements.
c Updated forecast published in April 2008 in Budget 2008 documents.

2006-07

Budget Forecast c Actual Actual

1 Revenue
2   Revenue (budget basis) 35,332          37,757          38,013          38,017  
3   SUCH sector increase in equity a n.a. n.a. 156               540       
4 Total Revenue n.a. n.a. 38,169          38,557  
5 Expense
6 Program expense
7 Operating expense 27,019          27,138          26,921          24,440  
8 Capital grants 4,656            5,181            5,170            3,474    
9 Disaster/emergency/natural gas rebates 527               580               553               854       
10 Capital amortization and nominal sum disposals 625               602               574               524       
11 Debt servicing costs 235               225               214               215       
12 Total Expense (excluding pension provisions) 33,062          33,726          33,432          29,507  
13 Extraordinary expense (pre-1992 teachers unfunded liability) b -                    2,215            2,215            -            
14 Pension provisions b 117 250               75                  158
15 Total Expense b 33,179          36,191          35,722          29,665  
16 Revenue in Excess of Expense n.a. n.a. 2,447           8,892   
17 Adjustment for pension provisions 117               2,465            2,290            158       
18 Adjustment for SUCH sector n.a. n.a. (156)              (540)     
19 Surplus (budget basis) b 2,270            4,031            4,581            8,510    

2007-08
Fiscal Summary
(millions of dollars)

FISCAL HIGHLIGHTS
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• New in-year surplus allocation policy specifies an
in-year increase in the available cash surplus is
allocated:

❖ one-third to savings and
❖ two-thirds to capital, with at least 50% used to

address capital maintenance and renewal
requirements.

• This calculation is applied after cash adjustments and
changes to the Heritage Fund inflation-proofing
requirement. 

• In 2007-08, based on initial budget allocations and
the application of the in-year surplus policy: 
❖ $1.4 billion was allocated to the Capital Account

for future requirements.
❖ $1.8 billion was allocated to savings.

• This does not include $928 million in cash available
from the higher-than-forecast fourth quarter results.
This allocation will occur in 2008-09, as the fiscal
year ended prior to final results being known. The
cash available was greater than the increase in the
surplus in the fourth quarter because of changes in
the retained income of funds and agencies and lower
capital investment cash requirements.

a The increase in pension provisions is a non-cash requirement. The increase in SUCH equity is retained by SUCH organizations.
b Includes cash adjustments, retained income of funds and agencies and capital investment cash requirements.
c The 2007-08 forecast in Budget 2008 documents (April 2008) included $30 million to be transferred to the Capital Account and $19 million to be transferred to

the Heritage Fund in 2008-09. In addition to this $49 million, a further $879 million of cash was available for allocation as result of the final year-end results.

Surplus Allocation
(millions of dollars)

SURPLUS ALLOCATION

Capital Account

• A net $1.4 billion was transferred to the Capital
Account in 2007-08 to help pay for capital projects
in future years. This does not include $0.5 billion
that was added to the Capital Account from the 
in-year surplus allocation policy to support increased
capital spending in 2007-08.

• A further $616 million will be added to the Capital
Account in 2008-09 based on fourth quarter results.

Savings

• $1.4 billion was added to the Heritage Fund in
2007-08. This included $466 million for inflation-
proofing.

• $227 million was added to the Scholarship Fund in
2007-08 based on cash available from 2006-07
fourth quarter results.

• $150 million was added to the Medical Research
Endowment Fund (in the initial budget) as the
fulfillment of a 3-year, $500 million commitment.

• A further $312 million will be allocated to savings
in 2008-09 based on fourth quarter results.

2006-07
Actual Actual

Surplus 2,447                       8,892                       
Adjustment for pensions and SUCHa 2,134                       (382)                         
Surplus (budget basis) 4,581                       8,510                       
Adjustmentsb (1,193)                      (1,002)                      
Cash transferred from previous year fourth quarter results 682                           1,095                       
Net Cash Available for Allocation 4,070                       -  8,603                       
Allocation
  Capital Account - net deposits for future-year commitments 1,381                       1,848                       
  Heritage Fund - deposit 918                           1,000                       
  Heritage Fund - inflation-proofing 466                           283                           
  Advanced education endowment (in the Heritage Fund) -                               250                           
  Scholarship Fund 227                           20                             
  Medical Research Endowment Fund 150                           150                           
  Science and Engineering Research Endowment Fund -                               100                           
  Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund -                               500                           
  Energy Innovation Fund -                               200                           
  Sustainability Fund net increase -                               3,570                       
Current-Year Allocation 3,142                       7,921                       
Cash from fourth quarter results transferred after March 31
  Deposit in Capital Accountc 616                           455                           
  Deposit in Scholarship Fund -                               227                           
  Deposit in Heritage Fundc 19                             -                               
  Deposit for Savings 293                           -                               
Total Allocation 4,070                       8,603                       

2007-08
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ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS (calendar year basis)

• 2007 Economic Growth. Following a period of
exceptional growth, Alberta’s economy increased at a
more sustainable pace in 2007, growing by 3.3%.
However, employment, population and income
growth remained exceptional. Capacity constraints
helped increase Alberta’s inflation rate to 5%. 

• Employment. Alberta employment increased by
88,700, or 4.7%, the highest provincial growth rate.
The unemployment rate averaged 3.5%, the lowest
provincial rate for the fourth consecutive year.
Alberta is essentially at full employment.

• Population Growth. Alberta’s total population grew
by 3.1% for the 2007 census year, the highest
population growth in Canada. Growth in net
interprovincial migration started to slow in the first
half of 2007 and became negative in the second
half. However, this was partly offset by rising
international migration, particularly non-permanent
residents, which increased by 40% in 2007. 

• Personal Income. Albertans had the highest per
capita disposable income in Canada at $34,494.
This was $7,532, or nearly 28% higher than the
Canadian average. With the strong growth in
employment and wages, total labour income
increased by 11.4%.

• Consumer Sector. Alberta’s retail sector grew at a
strong though more moderate pace of 9% in 2007,
following a 15.6% gain in 2006.

• Housing. 2007 housing starts leveled off at just over
48,000, slightly off the 2006 record high of 48,962.
Growth in the new house price index moderated to
18.6% in 2007 from 39.6% in 2006. 

• Inflation and Cost Pressures. Rising housing costs
were the main driver of Alberta inflation in 2007,
which averaged 5%, up from 3.9% in 2006.
Excluding shelter costs, Alberta’s inflation was 2.3%. 

With moderation in housing and drilling activity,
cost pressures eased slightly in 2007. The non-
residential construction cost index increased by
4.3%, down from an average increase of over 8% in
the prior two years. The residential construction
index rose 18.3%, compared to 21.3% in 2006. 

• Energy Sector. Although oil prices were high,
natural gas prices weakened in 2007, weighing on
drilling activity. The number of rigs drilling fell by
35% from 2006. Despite the decline in

ECONOMIC AND TAX HIGHLIGHTS 

conventional drilling activity, overall real business
investment in Alberta increased by 3.1%, led by
strength in oilsands and the non-energy sector. 

• Manufacturing Sector. Despite the strong Canadian
dollar and slower U.S. economic growth, Alberta’s
manufacturing shipments increased 1.2% in 2007,
higher than the national increase of 0.4%.

• Agriculture Sector. Led by higher prices, 2007
wheat and oil seeds exports increased 30% to almost
$2.5 billion. However, it was a challenging year for
the livestock sector. While the numbers of live cattle
and pork exported increased, prices declined. As a
result, the total value of live animal exports was
$756 million, an increase of just 1%.

TAX HIGHLIGHTS 

• Lowest Overall Taxes. Albertans and Alberta
businesses continue to pay the lowest overall taxes in
Canada. 

• Indexation. Alberta indexed the provincial personal
income tax system by 4.7% in 2008, saving Alberta
taxpayers $132 million. 

• Caregiver/Infirm Dependant/Disability/Disability
Supplement Amounts. Alberta enhanced the
caregiver, infirm dependant, disability, and disability
supplement credit amounts by $5,000 above annual
inflation indexing, effective Jan 1, 2008. 

• Dividend Tax Credit/Small Business Threshold.
The province continues to phase in changes to its
dividend tax credits and the small business
threshold, as announced in September 2006. 
By 2009, Alberta’s personal and corporate income
tax regimes will be fully integrated with respect to
income subject to the general rate of corporate tax
and active business income earned by small
businesses. To further encourage investment in, and
growth of, small business, the small business
threshold was also increased from $400,000 to
$430,000, effective April 1, 2007.

• Education Property Tax. Education property tax
mill rates fell by about 5.8% in 2007, the 
14th consecutive year the provincial government has
either reduced or frozen them.

• Tobacco Tax. To help encourage less tobacco use,
the tobacco tax was raised by 16% effective 
April 20, 2007. This increased the tax per carton 
of 200 cigarettes from $32 to $37. 
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Note on Capital Investment

In 2007-08, capital investment in government-owned facilities and equipment was $1.8 billion, an increase of $506 million from 
2006-07. Capital investment is not recorded as an expense; only the amortization cost of government-owned capital is reflected in
expense. Capital support to external authorities (including the SUCH sector) is treated as an expense and is not amortized in provincial
government financial statements. Capital investment plus capital grants to external authorities, and support for other infrastructure equal
the total Capital Plan support provided by the provincial government. The Capital Plan does not include amortization costs.

2006-07 2006-07
Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual

Operating expense 27,019         26,921         24,440         (98)               2,481           
Capital grants 4,656           5,170           3,474           514              1,696           
Disaster/emergency assistance 50                224              476              174              (252)             
Natural gas rebates 477              329              378              (148)             (49)               
Capital amortization and nominal sum disposals 625              574              524              (51)               50                
Debt servicing costs 235              214              215              (21)               (1)                 
Total Expense (budget basis) 33,062         33,432         29,507         370              3,925           
Pension provisions 117              2,290           158              2,173           2,132           
Total Expense 33,179         35,722         29,665         2,543           6,057           

Capital investment 2,051              1,801              1,295              (250)                506                 

Change from 
2007-08

EXPENSE

Total expense was $35.7 billion in 2007-08. This
includes $2.3 billion for pension provisions. Pension
provisions included an extraordinary expense of 
$2.2 billion due to the government assuming the
teachers’ share of the Teachers’ Pension Plan pre-1992
unfunded liability. Excluding pension provisions, total
expense was $33.4 billion. 

Health and education accounted for 63% of total
expense (excluding pension provisions).

Year-over-Year Comparison. Total expense increased
by 20.4% or $6.1 billion. Excluding pension
provisions, the increase was 13.3% or $3.9 billion.
This included:

• Operating expense – $2.5 billion or 10% increase.
Most functional areas received significant increases
in operating spending.

• Capital grants – $1.7 billion or 49% increase due to
higher support for most capital areas.

• Disaster/emergency assistance – $252 million, or
53%, decrease from 2006-07. Decrease was due to
lower wildfire fighting costs and no agriculture
emergency assistance payments in 2007-08. Partly
offsetting these decreases was increased support for
fighting mountain pine beetle infestations and
higher flood assistance.

• Natural gas rebates – $49 million, or 13%, decrease
from 2006-07. This was due to lower natural gas
prices.

Budget-to-Actual Changes. Total expense (excluding
pension provisions) was $370 million higher than
budgeted. This was due to higher capital grants. 

• Capital grants – $514 million increase, mainly for
post-secondary, health, schools, housing and
municipal infrastructure support.

• Operating expense – $98 million lower than
budgeted.

• Disaster/emergency assistance – $174 million
increase for wildfires, flood assistance and
combating mountain pine beetle infestations.

• Other expense – $220 million net decrease due to a
$148 million decrease in natural gas rebates, and
lower amortization and debt servicing costs. 

Forecast-to-Actual Changes. Expense was down 
$296 million from the 2007-08 forecast provided in
the Budget 2008 documents (excludes change in
pension provisions). This was mainly due to lower
operating expense.

Expense
(millions of dollars)

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM AND CAPITAL SPENDING
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Expense by Function
(millions of dollars)

2007–08 Expense by Function

$33.4 billion (excludes pension provisions)

Education 

26.6%

Health 

36.7%
Regional Planning and Development

2.3%

Debt Servicing costs 

0.6%

Transportation, Communications 
and Utilities 

6.9%

Agriculture, Resource Management 
and Economic Development 

5.7%

Social Services

9.3%

Other 

8.0%

Protection of Persons and Property

3.9%

2006-07
Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual %

Health 12,259   12,281   10,878   22         1,403    12.9      
Education 8,568     8,884     7,976     316       908       11.4      
Social Services 3,148     3,117     2,931     (31)        186       6.3        
Transportation, Communications and Utilities 2,365     2,306     2,169     (59)        137       6.3        
Agriculture, Resource Management and Economic Development 2,129     1,909     1,959     (220)      (50)        (2.6)       
Protection of Persons and Property 1,183     1,293     1,208     110       85         7.0        
Regional Planning and Development 736        755        400        19         355       88.8      
Recreation and Culture 541        538        308        (3)          230       74.7      
Housing 349        538        262        189       276       105.3    
Environment 238        345        218        107       127       58.3      
General Government 1,311     1,252     983        (59)        269       27.4      
Debt Servicing Costs 235        214        215        (21)        (1)          (0.5)       

Total Expense (budget basis) 33,062   33,432   29,507   370       3,925    13.3      
Pension provisions
  Extraordinary expense (pre-1992 teachers unfunded liability) -             2,215     -             2,215    2,215    n.a
  Other pension provisions 117        75          158        (42)        (83)        (52.5)     
Total Expense 33,179   35,722   29,665   2,543    6,057    20.4      

2007-08
Change from 

2006-07
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a Capital for emergent projects funding is reallocated to appropriate functional areas based on the projects funded.

Interprovincial Comparison of Capital Expenditure
(dollars per capita)

Source: Dominion Bond Rating Service Limited, The 2007 Canadian Federal and Provincial Governments Overview: Still on Solid Ground, October 2007.
Alberta data for 2007-08 has been updated by Alberta Finance and Enterprise.

Capital Plan
(millions of dollars)
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726

2,460
Alberta

Average of other
provinces

CAPITAL PLAN 

• The Capital Plan supported $7 billion of capital
projects in 2007-08. This was an increase of 
$2.2 billion, or 46% from 2006-07, and 
$264 million higher than budgeted.

• Almost all areas received significant increases in
capital spending. Lower spending on water and
wastewater management was due to the rescheduling
of funding into 2008-09. 

• About 3%, or $190 million of capital spending in
2007-08 was financed through public-private
partnerships.

• Alberta’s per capita spending on infrastructure is
about three times the per capita average of other
provinces.

• The government released the 20-Year Strategic
Capital Plan which identifies broad capital projects
and commits an average of $6 billion in support
each year in 2007 dollars for infrastructure. The
2008-11 Capital Plan published in Budget 2008
averages over $7 billion per year. 

2,006

726

2006-07 2006-07
Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual

Municipal infrastructure support 1,402        1,526        1,076        124           450            
Provincial highway network 1,342        1,388        924           46             464            
Health facilities and equipment 1,220        1,290        934           70             356            
Post-secondary facilities 747           906           399           159           507            
Schools 508           620           579           112           41              
Community facilities 407           359           121           (48)            238            
Water and wastewater management 209           158           170           (51)            (12)            
Housing, government facilities and equipment, and other capital 706           724           566           18             158            
Capital for emergent projects a 166           -                -                (166)          -                 
Total Capital Plan 6,707        6,971        4,769        264           2,202         

Funded from:
  Current-year revenue 2,788        2,607        1,443        (181)          1,164         
  Capital Account 3,717        4,174        3,200        457           974            
  Alternative financing including P3s 202           190           126           (12)            64              
Total Capital Plan 6,707        6,971        4,769        264           2,202         

Change from 
2007-08
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HEALTH

• Health expense was $12.3 billion, an increase of
13% or $1.4 billion, from 2006-07, and 
$22 million higher than budgeted. 

• The increase from 2006-07 reflected higher funding
for health services, physician services, prescription
drug costs, community-based health services and
health facilities infrastructure. Operating increases
included:

❖ $621 million, or 10.3%, in base operating grants
for the health authorities.

❖ $230 million, or 11.2%, for physician services,
reflecting increases in volume and rates, and
benefit and program increases under the new Tri-
Lateral Master Physician Agreement.

❖ $67 million, or 53%, for protection, promotion
and prevention programs including various
community-based health initiatives.

• The increase from budget reflected additional
capital grants for maintenance and renewal projects.

Major Initiatives 

• A new Health Workforce Action Plan 2007-2016 was
released. This comprehensive workforce strategy was
designed to retain, recruit and train qualified  health
professionals.

• Increase connectivity to Netcare, Alberta’s electronic
health record system. More health facilities,
physician offices and pharmacies across the
province, as well as the Alberta Cancer Board, were
connected to Alberta Netcare.

• Support for the Alberta Provincial Stroke Strategy was
increased, to help health regions work together on
prevention programs, primary and comprehensive
treatment, telehealth links and improved after-stroke
care.

• Support for the Rick Hanson Foundation put
Alberta on the road to becoming a national leader in
spinal cord injury research, treatment and service.
This funding assisted Alberta-based organizations to
better meet the needs of Albertans with spinal cord
injury and other mobility impairments, help them
integrate back into the workforce and improve their
quality of life.

• Support was provided for the attraction of
international experts and expansion of mental health
research in Alberta. The new Mental Health
Research Chairs program is focused on four key
areas: child and adolescent mental health, mental
health in the workplace, mental illness and
addictions, and effectiveness of mental services and
the health system.

• Strengthened public health and wellness through a
new cancer screening program, ban on smoking in
public places and workplaces and the establishment
of a 10-year immunization program.

Capital Plan

• Funding provided to the Northern Lights Health
Region for three community health centres, to
purchase land for a proposed continuing care
facility, and for subsidized housing units for health
care providers in response to recommendations in
the Investing in Our Future: Responding to the Rapid
Growth of Oil Sands Development report.

• Funding provided for improvements to the Alberta
Hospital Edmonton food services area,
redevelopments of emergency and the endoscopy
suite in Grande Prairie’s Queen Elizabeth Hospital,
and upgrades to the inpatient and emergency
departments at Foothills Medical Centre, Peter
Lougheed Centre and Rockyview General Hospital.

• Continued funding for projects in the Capital
Health region including the Mazankowski Alberta
Heart Institute, redevelopment of the Royal
Alexandra, Misercordia, Grey Nuns, University and
Sturgeon Hospitals, and support for a new health
facility in Sherwood Park and a replacement health
facility in Fort Saskatchewan.

• Infrastructure enhancements to improve hand
hygiene in health facilities in support of the
Provincial Review of Infection Prevention and Control
report.

• Maintenance upgrades to fire safety systems, as well
as roofing, heating, ventilation and cooling systems
in seven health regions.

• Purchase of medical equipment and supplies
inventory for influenza pandemic preparedness and
the purchase of patient lift and transfer systems in
hospital and home care settings.

SPENDING HIGHLIGHTS (by functional area)
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EDUCATION

• Education expense was $8.9 billion in 2007-08, 
an increase of 11.4% or $908 million from 
2006-07, and $316 million higher than budgeted.

• The increase from 2006-07 reflected greater
operating support for basic and post-secondary
education and increased capital grants.

• In 2007-08, the pre-1992 pension payments for the
Teachers’ Pension Plan have been reclassified from
education expense to a general government expense.
Excluding pre-1992 pension payments made in
2006-07, education expense increased by 13.6%
from 2006-07.

• The increase from budget reflected increased capital
grants primarily for capital maintenance and
renewal and increased operating funding to school
boards as a result of the teachers’ salary settlement.

Major Initiatives

Kindergarten to Grade 12 Education

• Operating support to school jurisdictions increased
by $254 million, or 6.4% from 2006-07. Support
for school facilities increased by 7%.

• Small Class Size Initiative support was increased. In
four years more than 2,700 new teachers have been
hired across the province. For the 2007-08 school
year, class size averages are at or below the
Commission on Learning guidelines in all categories
with the exception of K-3.

• New initiatives provided children with access to early
learning opportunities, including funding for
children who would benefit from English as a

Second Language support, two years prior to starting
grade one.

• Actions were taken to improve high school
completion rates.

Advanced Education 

• Operating support for post-secondary institutions
increased $127 million from 2006-07. This
included a 6% grant rate increase.

• Strategic long-term planning for advanced education
was strengthened through the release of the Roles
and Mandates Policy Framework for Alberta’s Publicly
Funded Advanced Education System.

• To improve affordability, changes were made to the
student financial assistance program including:
increasing living allowances, eliminating vehicle
restrictions, increasing the annual student loan limit,
and reducing expected parental contribution for
loan eligibility.

• Implemented a new Tuition Fee Regulation that
limits annual tuition increases to the annual change
in the Alberta Consumer Price Index.

• $50 million provided through the Access to the
Future Fund to match donations and fund
innovative projects in the advanced learning system.

• Continued development of a post-secondary
application service that will allow online
applications to all 21 public post-secondary
institutions, reducing data entry duplication and
simplifying the application process.

2007–08 Comparison of Provincial Government Health Expenditures
(dollars per capita)

Source: Canadian Institute for Health Information, National Health Expenditure Trends, 1975-2007, 2007.

Notes: 2007-08 expenditures are forecasts. Provincial Government Health Expenditures refers to spending by the Ministry of Health and health related
spending by other government departments and agencies. 
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• The total number of apprenticeship seats scheduled
at public post-secondary institutions increased by
21% for the 2007-08 academic year.

• $54 million in scholarships were awarded, the most
ever, recognizing the achievement of excellence that
occurs throughout the learning process.

• Participation in the Alberta Centennial Education
Savings Plan increased.

Capital Plan

• $1.5 billion was provided for education capital
projects in 2007-08. Funding included $620 million
for school projects and $906 million for post-
secondary facilities. 

• 13 new schools opened, 45 modular classrooms
were provided to school boards, 37 modernization
projects were approved and additional support was
provided to the 4 metro boards in Edmonton and
Calgary for a total of ten modernization projects.

• Post-secondary facilities – Projects announced in
2007-08 included:

❖ Energy, Environment and Experiential Learning
building at the University of Calgary. 

❖ Medical research, pharmacy and scientific support
facilities at the University of Alberta.

❖ Academic and Research Centre at Athabasca
University. 

❖ Markin Building at the University of Lethbridge.

❖ Power engineering expansion at Medicine Hat
College.

❖ Trades expansions at Lethbridge, Medicine Hat,
Keyano and Lakeland Colleges.

SOCIAL SERVICES

• Social services expense was $3.1 billion in 2007-08.
This was an increase of 6.3% or $186 million from
2006-07. 

• The increase from 2006-07 was due to increased
financial benefits and caseloads in the Assured
Income for the Severely Handicapped (AISH)
program, increased funding to Persons with
Developmental Disabilities Boards (PDD) for
agency staff retention and recruitment and increased
support for children’ services.

• The $31 million decrease from budget was
primarily due to lower-than-budgeted caseload
growth in AISH and lower-than-anticipated growth
in clients eligible for supplementary accommodation
benefits through Alberta Seniors Benefit program.

Major Initiatives

• Over $3 billion provided for services for children
and seniors, as well as support to Albertans who
need assistance through programs such as AISH,
PDD and other income support programs.

• Total funding for AISH increased by over 10%,
primarily due to increasing the monthly financial
support to $1,050 effective April 1, 2007 and to
$1,088 effective January 1, 2008.

• Increased financial assistance to PDD for agency
staff recruitment and retention.

• 8.4% increase for Children’s Services, including:

❖ Additional funding for child care to help parents
have access to quality, affordable child care
options. This included increased child care
subsidies, increased child care staff wages, and
funding to address child care issues in the Fort
McMurray area. 

❖ 10-year cross Ministry initiative on Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder (FASD) to enhance access to
programs and services for Albertans affected by
FASD and reduce the incidence of this disability. 

❖ Improved services to victims of family violence.
Enhanced prevention of family violence and
bullying through public awareness, education and
community projects. 

• Continuing care system was expanded by
committing funding for over 790 new affordable
supportive living units for seniors and persons with
disabilities. The quality of accommodations was
improved by the introduction of licensing and
monitoring in over 390 supportive living settings
and monitoring against the accommodation
standards in 40 long-term care facilities.

AGRICULTURE, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• Expense was $2 billion in 2007-08, a decrease of
2.6% or $50 million from 2006-07 and 
$220 million from budget.

• The decrease from 2006-07 reflected the 
$100 million, one-time funding for a Rural
Development Fund in 2006-07 and the absence of
agriculture disaster/emergency payments in 2007-08
($230 million in 2006-07). This was offset by
increased funding in other areas, including research,
tourism and immigration.

• The decrease from budget mainly reflected lower 
AgriStability/CAIS program costs, and crop and hail
insurance payments.
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Major Initiatives 

• Approval of the Policy and Action Plan for Value-
Added and Technology Commercialization related to
venture capital, product and business development
centres, entrepreneurship and other
commercialization assistance.

• The Alberta Institute for Agriculture, Forestry and
the Environment was established. It will identify
environmentally-friendly products and practices for
agriculture and forestry industries, as well as
opportunities for these industries to become more
innovative, competitive and profitable. 

• Alberta producers received $176 million in
transitional assistance through the Alberta Farm
Recovery program. This provided producers,
especially livestock producers, with some short-term
assistance to help deal with economic challenges.

• In July 2007, a new federal enhanced feed ban came
into effect. Specified Risk Materials (SRM) in cattle
must be excluded from all animal feed, pet food and
fertilizer and must be destroyed or contained in an
approved manner. Funding was provided for
infrastructure and equipment in support of SRM
segregation and destruction and to offset increased
costs of the feed ban.

• A prototype Alberta Premises Identification system
has been developed. The intent of Premises
Identification is to identify all agriculture and food
premises where animals, plants and food are kept,
assembled, disposed of or grown. 

• $81 million was provided to combat mountain pine
beetle infestations in Alberta forests. 

• Work was undertaken on developing a Land-use
Framework.

• World-class biodiversity monitoring program
launched as a critical element to maintain healthy
ecosystems. 

• An Alberta Nanotechnology Strategy was developed
which outlines key initiatives to help capture a share
of the global nanotechnology market. Government
partnered with stakeholders to develop and test new
nano-enabled products and applications.

• A new Agreement for Canada-Alberta Cooperation
on Immigration was signed that allowed for an
increase in the number and types of immigrants that
would come to Alberta through the Provincial
Nominee program. In 2007-08, Alberta increased
the number of nominees by almost 700 to 1,660, up
69% over 2006-07 levels.

• Established the Oil Sands Sustainable Development
Secretariat to coordinate and improve planning,
communications and service delivery for the oilsands
region.

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS
AND UTILITIES

• Expense was $2.3 billion in 2007-08, an increase of
6.3% or $137 million from 2006-07. However, this
was $59 million lower than budgeted. 

• The increase from 2006-07 primarily reflected
increases in municipal infrastructure grants partly
offset by lower natural gas rebates.

• The decrease from budget reflected lower natural
gas rebates as a result of lower natural gas prices. 

Major Initiatives

• Government provided support to municipalities to
address transportation infrastructure priorities
through grant programs such as the Alberta
Municipal Infrastructure program, Cities Special
Transportation Grant, Streets Improvement program
and Rural Transportation Partnership.

• Recommendations for Alberta’s electricity system
were developed and implemented. This included the
removal of the 900MW threshold on wind power
generation, allowing for increased development of
cleaner and environmentally-friendly energy
alternatives.

• Three-year action plan developed to reduce traffic
related deaths and injuries on Alberta’s roads. It
outlines initiatives to help prevent motor vehicle
collisions, build safer roads, establish and enforce
traffic laws, and better educate all Albertans about
traffic safety.

• Payment of $329 million in rebates to Albertans
under the Natural Gas Rebate program to help
offset the increase in natural gas costs.

Capital Plan

• $1.2 billion in capital grants, primarily to
municipalities, to address transportation,
communication and utility requirements.

• $1.4 billion for the provincial highway network, an
increase of $464 million from 2006-07. This
included:

❖ Completion of Alberta’s first Public-Private
Partnership (P3) highway project, Southeast
Anthony Henday Drive, using a made-in-Alberta
design, build, finance, operate agreement.  
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❖ Further planning and construction of the
Northeast Stoney Trail section of ring road in
Calgary. The Province signed a P3 agreement with
the Northeast Stoney Trail Group in 2007 and
completion is planned for fall of 2009.

❖ Initiated major highway work to twin Highway
63 south of the Fort McMurray area.

❖ Continued the rehabilitation and preservation of
highways and roads throughout the province. 

PROTECTION OF PERSONS 
AND PROPERTY

• Protection of Persons and Property expense was 
$1.3 billion in 2007-08, an increase of 
$85 million or 7% from 2006-07, and 
$110 million from budget.

• The increase from 2006-07 reflected higher
spending to combat mountain pine beetle
infestations, flood assistance and funding for
policing and correctional services programs.

• The increase from budget reflected higher costs for
fighting forest fires and mountain pine beetle
infestations.

Major Initiatives

• Alberta’s Crime Reduction and Safe Communities
strategy, Keeping Communities Safe was released. Its
focus is on reducing crime, enhancing safety in our
communities and improving public confidence in
the criminal justice system. 

• The new Peace Officer Act, clarifies the roles and
responsibilities of Peace Officers (formerly called
"special constables").

• Completed the final design report on a $100 million
information technology initiative that will provide a
shared database for all police services in Alberta and
a central hub for sharing information with federal
partners.

• Expansion of the Alberta Sheriffs program which
supports police efforts and supplements policing
activities in areas such as traffic safety, warrant
apprehension, investigation and surveillance, critical
infrastructure/crisis management and Court security.

• Completed the Blueprint for the Future of Corrections
report. It sets out an implementation plan that
addresses increasing offender population pressures
resulting from changing inmate demographics, an
increasing number of gangs and gang affiliation in
correctional centres and increased levels of
addictions, health and mental health issues in
offenders.

• The Alberta Serious Incident Response Team was
established. This provincial investigative body
investigates serious and sensitive matters involving
police where the actions of an officer have resulted
in serious injury or death.

• Access to the justice system was improved through
new types of dispute resolution processes and
additional support for individuals entering the
system.  This included the Provincial Court Civil
Mediation program and Family Law Information
Centres, which expanded to five across Alberta.

REGIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

• Expense was $755 million in 2007-08, 89% or
$355 million higher than 2006-07, and $19 million
higher than budgeted.

• The increase from 2006-07 primarily reflected new
program spending under the new Municipal
Sustainability Initiative (MSI). 

• The increase from budget reflected increased loans
to local authorities through the Alberta Capital
Finance Authority.

Major Initiatives

• Municipal Sustainability Initiative. This new
initiative, once fully implemented, will provide 
$1.4 billion a year to municipalities to help meet
their growth and sustainability needs. Funding is
phased-in over four years starting in 2007-08.
Under the MSI, municipalities received 
$400 million in provincial funding in 2007-08. 

•Capital Region Integrated Growth Management Plan.
The report outlines the long-range plans regarding
regional land-use planning, intermunicipal transit, a
regional geographic information system and a
strategic plan for housing for the capital region.

OTHER PROGRAM EXPENSE

• Other program expense was $2.7 billion in 
2007-08. This was an increase of 51% or 
$902 million from 2006-07, and $234 million
higher than budgeted.

• The increase from 2006-07 primarily reflected
increased spending on the environment, housing,
recreation and culture,  and reclassification of
payments for the pre-1992 Teachers’ Pension Plan.

• The increase from budget primarily reflected
additional housing and environment spending.

• $85 million of the increase from 2006-07 and
budget was the result of a legal settlement with the
Western Irrigation District (environment function).
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Major Initiatives

• Recreation and Culture – 75% increase from 
2006-07.  This included a major increase in capital
funding for community facilities, through a new
two-year Major Community Facilities program and
increased capital maintenance funding for provincial
parks and protected areas. The Spirit of Alberta:
Alberta’s Cultural Policy was released, which provides
a decision-making framework for cultural support,
growth and development.

• Housing – 105%, or $276 million increase from
2006-07. This included initiatives such as:  

❖ Affordable Supportive Living Initiative which
allocated $48 million to 22 organizations for
construction of affordable supportive living units
in communities throughout Alberta.

❖ Rural Affordable Supportive Living which
allocated over $21 million in additional funding
to 18 organizations in rural Alberta to complete
projects impacted by construction cost increases.

❖ Other housing programs, including off-reserve
aboriginal housing, rental assistance for lower
income families, homeless shelters and other
facilities for transitional and emergency
accommodation.

• Environment – 58% increase from 2006-07.
Excluding the one-time Western Irrigation District
legal settlement, the increase was 19%. Initiatives
included: 

❖ Alberta’s new Climate Change and Emissions
Management Act implemented July 2007 to reduce
greenhouse gas emission intensity for large
industries. Large emitters will be required to
reduce their emissions intensity by 12%.

❖ The Cumulative Effects Management Framework,
which considers the environmental implications of
development for an entire region, was introduced
in October 2007.

• General Government – A 27% increase from 
2006-07. Excluding the reclassification of payments
for pre-1992 Teachers’ Pension Plan, the increase
was 7.3%. This reflected increased facility
maintenance and accommodations spending.

DEBT SERVICING COSTS

• Debt servicing costs primarily represents the interest
paid on unmatured accumulated debt and interest
costs related to Agriculture Financial Services
Corporation’s lending operations.

• Debt servicing costs were $214 million in 2007-08,
a decrease of $1 million from 2006-07 and 
$21 million from the budget estimate, primarily due
to lower debt and in-year financing requirements.

• Sufficient funds have been set aside in the Debt
Retirement Account to repay the outstanding 
$1.8 billion of accumulated debt as it matures. 

Accumulated Debt
(millions of dollars)

2007-08 2006-07
Accumulated debt at start of year 2,030        2,195        
Repayment of debt maturities (246)         (165)         
Accumulated debt at end of year 1,784        2,030        
Less Debt Retirement Account 1,794        2,035        
Accumulated Debt 
  less Debt Retirement Account a

(10)           (5)             

a The assets in the Debt Retirement Account exceeded unmatured
accumulated debt by $10 million, at March 31, 2008.

PENSION PROVISIONS

• Pension obligations in respect of public sector
pension plans increased by $2.3 billion in 2007-08.

• $2.2 billion of the increase was the result of the
government assuming the teachers’ share of the 
pre-1992 liability of the Teachers’ Pension Plan.
There was also a $118 million increase in the
liability in the existing government’s share of the
pre-1992 liability. 

• The pension obligations for other pension plans,
including the post-1992 Teachers’ Pension Plan,
declined by a net $43 million. 

• For purposes of the Fiscal Responsibility Act, the
annual change in pension obligations is excluded
from expense and balanced budget requirements.
The change in pension obligations does not affect
surplus allocations in 2007-08. 
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TOTAL REVENUE

• After exceptional yearly increases averaging 18%
from 2002-03 to 2005-06, revenue has been flat.

• Total revenue was $38.2 billion, $388 million or
1% lower than 2006-07. Revenue was 
$2.7 billion or 7.6% higher than budgeted.

• The decrease from 2006-07 was due to lower
resource revenue and investment income, and a
smaller increase in SUCH sector equity.  These were
partly offset by higher income tax revenue.

• The increase from budget was mainly due to higher
income tax and resource revenue, partially offset by
lower federal transfers and investment income. 

• The $256 million increase from the April forecast
in Budget 2008 was due mainly to higher resource
and income tax revenue.

1997–98 to 2007–08 Revenuea

(billions of dollars)

Revenue
(millions of dollars)

Energy Prices and Exchange Rates
1997-98 to 2007-08

2006-07 2006-07
Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual

Personal income tax 7,318            8,271            7,622            953               649               
Corporate income tax 3,126            4,695            3,606            1,569            1,089            
Other taxes 3,630            3,573            3,468            (57)                105               
Non-renewable resource revenue 10,260          11,024          12,260          764               (1,236)           
Transfers from Government of Canada 3,715            3,048            3,077            (667)              (29)                
Investment income 2,500            2,349            3,013            (151)              (664)              
Net income from commercial operations 2,358            2,331            2,474            (27)                (143)              
Premiums, fees and licences 1,876            1,971            1,888            95                 83                 
Increase in equity of SUCH sector organizations n/a 156               540               n/a (384)              
Other 549               751               609               202               142               
Total Revenue 35,332          38,169          38,557          2,681            (388)              

Change from 
      2007-08

97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08
Oil Price (WTI US$/bbl) 18.93 13.70 23.18 30.20   24.13 29.04 31.38 45.03 59.94 64.89 82.25
Natural Gas Price (Cdn$/GJ) 1.76 1.89 2.52 5.76 3.57 4.72 5.45 6.05 8.29 5.94 5.92
Exchange Rate (USc/Cdn$) 71.3 66.6 68.0 66.5 63.9 64.6 74.0 78.4 83.9 87.9 97.1

REVENUE HIGHLIGHTS

Non-Renewable Resource Revenue

• Non-renewable resource revenue was $11 billion in
2007-08, $1.2 billion lower than 2006-07, but
$764 million higher than budgeted.

• In 2007-08, oil prices were higher than estimated in
the budget or projected by most energy forecasters,
while natural gas prices were lower than budgeted. 

• Oil prices averaged US$82.25 per barrel (WTI),
$17.36 higher than 2006-07 and $24.25 higher
than the budget estimate. As a result, oil royalties
were $1.7 billion higher than budgeted, and 
$757 million higher than 2006-07.

• Natural gas prices averaged Cdn$5.92 per gigajoule,
83 cents lower than budgeted, but about the same
as in 2006-07. Royalties were $824 million lower
than budgeted due to lower prices, and were 
$789 million lower than 2006-07 due to lower
production and higher costs of processing Crown gas. 

• Revenue from bonuses and sales of Crown leases
was $86 million lower than budgeted and 
$1.3 billion lower than 2006-07, reflecting a lower
price per hectare and a reduction in the number of
hectares sold.
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2007–08 Energy Price Volatility 
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• 2007-08 oil prices reflected strong growth in world
oil demand that exceeded OPEC and non-OPEC
supply growth, and continuing geopolitical
uncertainty. The appreciation of the Canadian dollar
relative to the US dollar partially offset the impact
of higher oil prices. 

• Natural gas prices were depressed for the first three
quarters of the year, due to modest demand growth
and record storage levels in the US, boosted by
record LNG imports and robust US supply growth.

• In 2007-08, Alberta’s royalty regime was reviewed
and a new royalty framework was developed.
Implementation begins on January 1, 2009.

Tax Revenue

• Tax revenue was $16.5 billion in 2007-08, 
$1.8 billion higher than 2006-07, and $2.5 billion
higher than budgeted.

• Personal income tax revenue was $8.3 billion, 
$649 million higher than 2006-07, and 
$953 million higher than budgeted. The increases
reflect high labour income and job creation,
resulting in strong personal income growth. After
taking into account prior years’ adjustments in 
2006-07 and 2007-08 relating to revised
assessments, base personal income tax revenue
increased by about 8.8% in 2007-08.

• Corporate income tax revenue was $4.7 billion,
$1.1 billion higher than 2006-07 and $1.6 billion
higher than budgeted. The increases were primarily
due to strong corporate profits and a one-time 
$551 million adjustment in 2007-08 relating to
overestimated income tax refunds.

• Other tax revenue was $3.6 billion, $105 million
higher than 2006-07 but $57 million lower than
budgeted. The increase from 2006-07 was mostly
due to higher education property, tobacco and fuel
tax revenue, while the decrease from budget was
mainly from lower-than-expected tobacco and
freehold mineral rights tax revenue.

Transfers from Government of Canada

• Federal transfers were $3 billion, $29 million lower
than 2006-07 and $667 million lower than budget.

• The decreases reflect several negative prior years’
adjustments recorded in 2007-08, the impact of
higher income tax revenue and below-normal
agricultural support program payments. 

Oil Price 
(WTI US$/b)

Gas Price
(ARP C$/GJ)

Investment Income

• Investment income was $2.3 billion in 2007-08,
$664 million less than 2006-07 and $151 million
lower than budgeted. This reflected turbulence in
world capital markets and resultant weak equity
market performance, and the write-down of asset-
backed commercial paper. The appreciation of the
Canadian dollar also reduced the market value of
foreign investments.

SUCH Sector

• Net income of SUCH sector organizations was
$156 million, $384 million lower than in 2006-07.

• The net increase in equity comprised a $126 million
school board increase, a $50 million post-secondary
institution increase, less a $20 million health
authority decrease. 

Other Revenue

• Revenue from all other sources was $5.1 billion, 
$82 million higher than 2006-07 and $270 million
higher than estimated in the budget.

• The increases from 2006-07 and the budget were
primarily due to higher gaming and lottery revenue,
and health care insurance premiums.

• Alberta Treasury Branches net income was 
$30 million, $232 million lower than the budget
estimate and $244 million lower than 2006-07,
primarily due to write-downs of $253 million
related to asset-backed commercial paper.

• The Climate Change and Emissions Management
Fund was established in 2007-08. $40 million in
emissions management credits were deposited.
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school boards and $510 million in health
authorities and boards.

❖ Other financial assets. $8.6 billion, of which 
$616 million will be transferred to the Capital
Account in 2008-09 and $312 million will be
transferred to a savings vehicle. The remaining
$7.8 billion represents accounts and interest
receivable, natural gas royalty deposits, and cash
associated with future liabilities including federal
transfers and corporate income tax refunds.

Liabilities

• Liabilities as at March 31, 2008 amounted to 
$24.4 billion. This included:

❖ Pension obligations. $7.9 billion, of which 
$6.8 billion related to the Teachers’ Pension Plan
(including the $2.2 billion related to the teachers’
previous share of the pre-1992 liability).

❖ Self-supporting lending organizations. $7.3 billion
in liabilities of Alberta Capital Finance Authority
and Agriculture Financial Services Corporation,
whose financial assets more than offset these
liabilities.

❖ Accumulated Debt. $1.8 billion, fully offset by
the financial assets of the Debt Retirement
Account. Most of the accumulated debt will
mature and be repaid by 2013. 

❖ Accounts and interest payable and other liabilities.
$7 billion. This includes natural gas royalty and
security deposits, liabilities for government-owned
capital, unearned revenue and trade payable and
liabilities. There is an offsetting relationship
between some of these liabilities and Other
Financial Assets.

• At March 31, 2008, the assets of the Government of
Alberta exceeded its liabilities by $49.2 billion. This
included $14.1 billion in capital assets and 
$3.5 billion in equity in Crown-controlled SUCH
sector organizations.

Financial assets

• Financial assets as at March 31, 2008 were 
$59.4 billion. This included:

❖ Heritage Fund. $16.4 billion (book value).
Includes $1 billion for the advanced education
endowment. This was a $1.4 billion increase from
March 31, 2007.

❖ Endowment funds. $3.2 billion. This was a 
$0.4 billion increase from March 31, 2007. In
addition, there was $0.6 billion in the Alberta
Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund, Energy
Innovation Fund and the Climate Change and
Emissions Management Fund. 

❖ Sustainability Fund. $7.7 billion. This was
unchanged from March 31, 2007. 

❖ Capital Account. $7.5 billion, plus $616 million
to be transferred from Other Financial Assets
(cash) in 2008-09.

❖ Debt Retirement Account. $1.8 billion set aside
for repaying the Province’s remaining accumulated
debt as it matures.

❖ Self-supporting lending organizations. $8 billion
in financial assets of Alberta Capital Finance
Authority and Agriculture Financial Services
Corporation. These assets more than offset the
liabilities of these lending organizations.

❖ Equity in commercial enterprises. $2.3 billion,
primarily equity in Alberta Treasury Branches.

❖ Equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector
organizations. $3.5 billion, including $2.5 billion
in post-secondary institutions, $538 million in

Capital Account
(millions of dollars)

2007-08 2006-07
Assets at start of year 6,091          4,243          
Allocations to Capital Account 5,555          5,048          
Withdrawals
  Local authority capital (3,012)         (2,508)         
  Government-owned capital (1,162)         (692)            
Assets at End of Year 7,472          6,091          

NET FINANCIAL AND CAPITAL ASSETS

Pension Obligations
Government Obligations for Pension Plans
(millions of dollars) 2007-08 2006-07

Teachers' Pension Plan
  – Pre-1992 unfunded liability 6,776   4,443     
  – Post-1992 unfunded liability 79        124        
Universities Academic 205      196        
Public Service Management (Closed) 699      722        
Members of the Legislative Assembly 50        50          
Special Forces 50        58          
Management Employees 20        -             
Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers 4          -             
Total Pension Obligations 7,883   5,593     
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a There were balance sheet adjustments of net $493 million primarily related to reclassification of highway rehabilitation projects. In 2007-08, there was
also a net $316 million negative balance sheet adjustments to the equity of SUCH organizations primarily related to universities' share of the unfunded
liability of the Universities Academic Pension Plan. This adjustment was reflected in the reported equity of the SUCH organizations. 

Change
2008 2007 from

Actual Actual 2007
Financial Assets

Total Heritage Fund equity 16,412            15,028            1,384              
Endowment funds -                      

Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research 1,511              1,370              141                 
Alberta Heritage Science and Engineering Research 831                 836                 (5)                    
Alberta Heritage Scholarship 817                 576                 241                 

Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund 487                 491                 (4)                    
Energy Innovation Fund 97                   175                 (78)                  
Climate Change and Emisssions Management Fund 40                   -                      40                   
Sustainability Fund 7,653              7,653              -                      
Capital Account 7,472              6,091              1,381              
Debt Retirement Account 1,794              2,035              (241)                
Equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations 3,519              3,679              (160)                
Self-supporting lending organizations

Alberta Capital Finance Authority 5,878              5,098              780                 
Agriculture Financial Services Corporation 2,072              2,173              (101)                

Equity in commercial enterprises 2,262              2,091              171                 
Other financial assets -                      

Student loans 226                 188                 38                   
Other cash, marketable securities and 
    accounts receivable 8,376              7,209              1,167              

Total Financial Assets 59,447            54,693            4,754              
Liabilities -                      

Accumulated debt -                      
  General Revenue Fund 2,446              2,556              (110)                
  Alberta Social Housing Corporation 300                 321                 (21)                  
  School construction loans 256                 315                 (59)                  
  Less General Revenue Fund holdings of provincial -                      

corporations' debt (1,218)             (1,162)             (56)                  
Accumulated debt 1,784              2,030              (246)                

-
Pension obligations 7,883              5,593              2,290              
Self-supporting lending organizations -                      

Alberta Capital Finance Authority 5,878              5,098              780                 
Agriculture Financial Services Corporation 1,373              1,563              (190)                

Liabilities for government-owned capital 439                 274                 165                 
Other liabilities -                      

Accounts and interest payable 6,821           5,794           1,027              
Guarantees, indemnities and remissions 3                     -                      3                     
Other accrued liabilities 220                 208                 12                   

Total Liabilities 24,401            20,560            3,841              
Net Financial Assets 35,046            34,133            913                 
Capital assets 14,140            12,429            1,711              
Net Assets 49,186            46,562            2,624              
Adjustment for equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector oganizations (3,519)             (3,679)             160                 
Adjustment for pension obligations 7,883              5,593              2,290              

Net Assets for Fiscal Policy Purposes a 53,550            48,476            5,074              

Balance sheet adjustmentsa (493)                -                      (493)                

Net Assets for Fiscal Policy Purposes (excluding balance sheet adjustments) 53,057            48,476            4,581              

As at March 31
Balance Sheet Details
(millions of dollars)
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Historical Fiscal Summary, 1989–90 to 2007–08 a

(millions of dollars) A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S
1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

INCOME STATEMENT
Revenue

1 Personal income tax b 2,536 2,796 3,057 2,794 2,877 3,063 3,177 3,445 3,877 4,601 5,100 3,943 4,183 4,834 4,613 4,649 4,677 7,622 8,271
2 Corporate income tax 700 803 731 637 854 1,073 1,332 1,407 1,849 1,659 1,255 2,023 2,229 2,019 1,696 2,364 2,917 3,606 4,695
3 Education property tax 824 915 1,027 1,115 1,168 1,196 1,205 1,169 1,212 1,118 1,128 1,151 1,094 1,113 1,178 1,247 1,283 1,330 1,393
4 Other tax revenue 683 878 1,029 1,055 1,053 1,126 1,112 1,157 1,218 1,178 1,241 1,386 1,469 1,633 1,838 1,918 1,990 2,138 2,180
5 Resource revenue 2,240 2,688 2,022 2,183 2,817 3,378 2,786 4,034 3,778 2,368 4,650 10,586 6,227 7,130 7,676 9,744 14,347 12,260 11,024
6 Investment income 1,891 2,125 2,155 1,711 1,837 1,567 1,724 1,616 1,747 1,610 1,906 1,353 788 (462) 1,838 1,812 2,348 3,013 2,349
7 Other own-source revenue 2,022 1,615 1,566 2,319 2,710 2,832 2,431 2,473 2,890 2,950 3,183 3,272 3,672 4,321 4,122 4,375 4,588 4,971 5,053
8 Total own-source revenue 10,896 11,820 11,587 11,814 13,316 14,235 13,767 15,301 16,571 15,484 18,463 23,714 19,662 20,588 22,961 26,109 32,150 34,940 34,965
9 Federal transfers 1,943 2,365 2,150 2,457 2,090 1,929 1,748 1,351 1,183 1,335 1,640 1,813 2,264 2,074 2,926 3,219 3,392 3,077 3,048
10 Total Revenue 12,839 14,185 13,737 14,271 15,406 16,164 15,515 16,652 17,754 16,819 20,103 25,527 21,926 22,662 25,887 29,328 35,542 38,017 38,013

Expense by Function c
11 Health 3,631 3,895 4,129 4,352 4,194 3,928 3,773 4,006 4,401 4,660 5,341 5,946 6,846 6,917 7,646 9,059 9,709 10,878 12,281
12 Basic / advanced education 3,379 3,532 3,676 3,904 4,036 3,756 3,713 3,738 4,081 4,241 4,735 5,040 6,099 5,461 5,854 6,370 6,852 7,976 8,884
13 Social services 1,502 1,567 1,746 1,889 1,721 1,495 1,456 1,511 1,564 1,560 1,668 1,790 1,942 2,108 2,272 2,438 2,710 2,931 3,117
14 Other program expensed 5,328 5,741 5,501 6,031 5,172 4,301 3,739 3,446 3,727 3,885 4,612 5,200 5,184 5,567 5,708 5,984 7,472 7,507 8,936
15 Total program expense 13,840 14,735 15,052 16,176 15,123 13,480 12,681 12,701 13,773 14,346 16,356 17,976 20,071 20,053 21,480 23,851 26,743 29,292 33,218
16 Debt servicing costs 1,115 1,282 1,314 1,419 1,654 1,746 1,683 1,462 1,322 1,379 956 980 774 476 271 302 248 215 214
17 Total Expense 14,955 16,017 16,366 17,595 16,777 15,226 14,364 14,163 15,095 15,725 17,312 18,956 20,845 20,529 21,751 24,153 26,991 29,507 33,432

18 Surplus (Deficit) (2,116) (1,832) (2,629) (3,324) (1,371) 938 1,151 2,489 2,659 1,094 2,791 6,571 1,081 2,133 4,136 5,175 8,551 8,510 4,581

BALANCE SHEET

19 Net Financial Assets (Debt) e 2,296 464 (2,165) (7,054) (8,313) (7,355) (6,255) (3,728) (1,089) (63) 2,654 9,042 9,814 11,696 15,607 20,395 28,318 36,047 39,410
20 Capital Assets f N/A N/A N/A N/A 8,220 7,669 7,411 7,292 7,215 7,218 7,259 8,002 10,141 10,309 10,534 10,921 11,552 12,429 14,140
21 Net Assets (Debt) e N/A N/A N/A N/A (93) 314 1,156 3,564 6,126 7,155 9,913 17,044 19,955 22,005 26,141 31,316 39,870 48,476 53,550
22 Pension obligations 8,243 6,156 5,774 4,770 5,066 5,352 5,352 4,981 4,890 4,813 4,728 4,742 4,771 4,927 5,059 5,235 5,435 5,593 7,883
23 Accumulated Debt g 15,527 16,647 17,406 20,305 22,701 21,451 20,531 17,733 14,976 14,106 12,020 8,195 5,261 4,736 3,730 — — — —
24 Sustainability Fund assets — 2,500 3,498 4,083 7,653 7,653
25 Capital Account assets 910 1,180 674 4,243 6,091 7,472

a Numbers have been restated on 2007-08 basis where possible. Numbers for 2001-02 forward are fully comparable. For the period 1992-93 to 2000-01, numbers are essentially comparable to the 2007-08
presentation with exception of the treatment of disposal of capital assets, which results in revenue being overstated by approximately $600 million over the nine-year period on a comparable basis. Prior to 1992-93,
spending was on expenditure basis, using actual capital spending rather than capital amortization costs. Revenue excludes the change in the equity of SUCH sector organizations.  Expense excludes the change in
pension obligations. 

b The costs of the Alberta energy tax refund ($345 million in 2000-01 and $320 million in 2001-02) and the 2005 Resource Rebate ($1.323 billion in 2005-06) were netted against personal income tax revenue. 

c Excludes change in pension obligations. Beginning in 1996-97, valuation adjustments have been allocated by function. In prior years, all valuation adjustments were included in other program expense. 

d Actual expense has been restated for 2007-08 to reflect a change in the accounting treatment of spending on provincial highway rehabilitation. This change has decreased expense in 2007-08 by $72 million and
increased capital investment by an equivalent amount. 

e Excludes pension obligations and the equity in SUCH organizations. Net debt was increased by $1,474 million in 1992-93 primarily for a provision for school construction debt, reduced by $125 million in 1993-94 to
record personal tax and established program financing entitlements on an accrual basis, and increased by $32 million in 1995-96 and $16 million in 2007-08 to report some other revenue on accrual basis. 

f Capital assets information not available prior to 1992-93. In 1994-95, includes the disposal of $449 million in capital assets (primarily the transfer of secondary highways to municipalities). 2000-01, 2001-02, 2006-07
and 2007-08 include transfers of $587 million, $1.8 billion, $96 million and $477 million, respectively, of highways from municipalities to the Province.  

g Net of cash set aside for future debt repayments. In 2001-02, the amount of $5,261 million includes commitment of $414 million to debt retirement based on a higher-than-expected year-end surplus. This amount was
transferred in 2002-03 from other assets.  
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Legislative Assembly -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               86            -               86            

Advanced Education and Technology -               3,001       -               -               232          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               3,233       
Agriculture and Food -               -               -               -               832          -               -               -               -               -               -               46            878          
Children's Services -               -               976          -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               976          
Education -               5,619       -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               5,619       
Employment, Immigration and Industry 30            258          451          -               81            45            3              -               -               -               2              -               870          
Energy -               -               -               16            219          -               -               -               -               13            46            -               294          
Environment -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               266          -               -               266          
Executive Council -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               23            -               23            
Finance 66            -               -               -               34            30            320          -               -               -               396          138          984          
Health and Wellness 12,062     -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               12,062     
Infrastructure and Transportation 25            6              -               2,290       26            38            4              -               3              32            460          8              2,892       
International, Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Relations -               -               -               -               16            -               40            -               -               -               8              -               64            
Justice -               -               69            -               -               313          -               -               -               -               -               -               382          
Municipal Affairs and Housing -               -               42            -               -               62            387          28            461          -               37            22            1,039       
Seniors and Community Supports 98            -               1,560       -               -               -               -               -               74            -               -               -               1,732       
Service Alberta -               -               -               -               3              88            -               -               -               -               181          -               272          
Solicitor General and Public Security -               -               19            -               -               496          -               2              -               -               -               -               517          
Sustainable Resource Development -               -               -               -               235          215          -               -               -               34            -               -               484          
Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture -               -               -               -               231          6              -               508          -               -               -               -               745          
Treasury Board -               -               -               -               -               -               1              -               -               -               13            -               14            
Total Consolidated Expense 12,281     8,884       3,117       2,306       1,909       1,293       755          538          538          345          1,252       214          33,432     

a Excludes pension provisions.
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Sustainability Fund
(millions of dollars)

2007-08 2006-07
Actual Actual

Assets at start of year 7,653                       4,083                                   

Transfers to (withdrawals from) Sustainability Fund
Non-renewable resource revenue transfer from general revenue 5,724                       6,960                                   
Other net transfers 2,422                       4,912                                   
Withdrawals for disasters/emergencies/natural gas rebates (553)                         (854)                                     
Net transfers (withdrawals) 7,593                       11,018                                 
Adjustments
Cash adjustments 46                            452                                      
Retained income of funds and agencies (77)                           (762)                                     
Fourth quarter results
  Cash transferred from previous year 682                          1,095                                   
  Cash to be transferred following year a (928)                         (682)                                     
Assets transferred to Capital Account / current-year use (4,174)                      (3,200)                                  
Total adjustments (4,451)                      (3,097)                                  
Assets prior to allocation 10,795                     12,004                                 
Allocation to:
  Capital Account – future-year use (1,381)                      (1,848)                                  
  Heritage Fund – deposit (918)                         (1,000)                                  
  Heritage Fund – inflation proofing (466)                         (283)                                     
  Advanced education endowment (in the Heritage Fund) -                               (250)                                     
  Scholarship Fund (227)                         (20)                                       
  Medical Research Endowment Fund (150)                         (150)                                     
  Science and Engineering Endowment Fund -                               (100)                                     
  Energy Innovation Fund -                               (200)                                     
  Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund -                               (500)                                     
Assets at End of Year 7,653                       7,653                                   

Fourth quarter cash allocations transferred after March 31
Savings
  Scholarship Fund -                               227
  Heritage Fund 19 -                                           
  To be determined 293 -                                           
Capital Account 616 455
 Total 928                          682

a The following are allocations made from fourth quarter results after March 31. They are (will be) reflected in the following fiscal year.
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Consolidated Financial Statements
of the Province of Alberta

Year ended March 31, 2008

INTRODUCTION

The financial statements in this annual report of the Government of Alberta are consolidations of ministry
consolidated financial statements, which themselves are consolidations of the financial statements of departments,
regulated funds, Provincial agencies, Crown-controlled corporations and SUCH sector organizations, for which
separate or summary financial statements are presented in ministry annual reports.  SUCH is an acronym for
schools, universities, colleges and hospitals.  However, the term "Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations" is
used to describe a much broader list of organizations, including school boards, technical institutes, regional health
authorities, and other health boards.  A listing of these organizations is provided in Schedule 16 of the financial
statements.

The method of consolidation is described in the Accounting Policies note (Note 1) that forms part of the financial
statements.
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MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Responsibility for the integrity and objectivity of the consolidated financial statements of the Province of Alberta
rests with the government.  The consolidated financial statements are prepared by the Controller under the general
direction of the Deputy Minister of Treasury Board as authorized by the President of the Treasury Board pursuant to
the Financial Administration Act.  The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles for the public sector, and of necessity include some amounts that are based
on estimates and judgements.  As required by the Government Accountability Act, the consolidated financial
statements are included in the consolidated annual report of the Government of Alberta that forms part of the Public
Accounts.  

To fulfill its accounting and reporting responsibilities, the government maintains systems of financial management
and internal control which give consideration to costs, benefits and risks, and which are designed to:

• provide reasonable assurance that transactions are properly authorized, executed in accordance with prescribed
legislation and regulations, and properly recorded so as to maintain accountability for public money, and

• safeguard the assets and properties of the Province of Alberta under government administration.

Under the Financial Administration Act, deputy heads are responsible for the collection of revenue payable to the
Crown, and for making and controlling disbursements with respect to their departments.  They are also responsible
for prescribing the accounting systems to be used in their departments.  In order to meet government accounting
and reporting requirements, the Controller obtains information relating to departments, regulated funds, Provincial
agencies, Crown-controlled corporations, schools, universities, colleges, technical institutes, regional health
authorities and health boards from ministries as necessary.  

The consolidated financial statements are reviewed by the Audit Committee established under the Auditor General
Act.  Under the Fiscal Responsibility Act, the Audit Committee must report publicly to the Executive Council on the
progress made in eliminating the accumulated debt.  The Audit Committee advises the Lieutenant Governor in
Council on the scope and results of the Auditor General's audit of the consolidated financial statements of the
Province.

The Auditor General of Alberta provides an independent opinion on the consolidated financial statements prepared
by the government.  The duties of the Auditor General in that respect are contained in the Auditor General Act.

Annually, the consolidated annual report is tabled in the Legislature as a part of the Public Accounts and is referred
to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts of the Legislative Assembly.  

Approved by:

Brian Manning
Deputy Minister of Treasury Board

Doug Lynkowski, CA
Controller

Edmonton, Alberta
June 18, 2008
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AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Members of the Legislative Assembly

I have audited the consolidated statement of financial position of the Province of Alberta as at March 31, 2008 and the
consolidated statements of operations, change in net financial assets and cash flows for the year then ended.  These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Government of Alberta and are prepared on its behalf by the Ministry
of Treasury Board management.  My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my
audit.

I conducted my audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.  Those standards require
that I plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.  An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

In my opinion, these consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Province of Alberta as at March 31, 2008 and the results of its operations, change in its net financial assets and its
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles for the public
sector.

Original Signed by Fred J. Dunn

Edmonton, Alberta FCA
June 18, 2008 Auditor General

The official version of this Report of the Auditor General, and the information the Report covers, is in printed form.
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2007
Budget Actual Actual

In millions
Revenues (Schedule 1)

Income taxes 10,444$     12,966$     11,228$     
Other taxes 3,630 3,573 3,468
Non-renewable resource revenue 10,260 11,024 12,260
Transfers from Government of Canada 3,715 3,048 3,077
Net income from commercial operations (Note 12) 2,358 2,331 2,474
Net investment income (Note 12) 2,500 2,349 3,013
Premiums, fees and licences 1,876 1,971 1,888
Other 549 751 609
Revenues for fiscal plan purposes 35,332 38,013 38,017
Increase in equity in Crown-controlled 

SUCH sector organizations (Note 12 and Schedule 8) 156 540
Revenues for financial statement purposes 38,169 38,557

Expenses by function (Note 5, Schedules 2 and 3)
Health 12,259 12,281 10,878
Education 8,568 8,884 7,976
Social services 3,148 3,117 2,931
Transportation, communications and utilities (Note 1(c)) 2,365 2,306 2,169
Agriculture, resource management and 

economic development 2,129 1,909 1,959
Protection of persons and property 1,183 1,293 1,208
Regional planning and development 736 755 400
Recreation and culture 541 538 308
Housing 349 538 262
Environment 238 345 218
General government 1,311 1,252 983
Debt servicing costs 235 214 215
Pension provisions (Note 14) 117 2,290 158

33,179 35,722 29,665
Excess of revenues over expenses for the year (Note 5) 2,153$       2,447 8,892
Net assets at beginning of year 46,562 37,574
Reclassification of highway rehabilitation projects (Note 1(c)) 466 -
Universities' share of the unfunded liability of the Universities

Academic Pension Plan (Schedule 8(a)) (344) -
Other (Note 15) 55 96
Net assets at end of year 49,186$     46,562$     

The accompanying notes and schedules are part of these financial statements.

2008

Consolidated Statement of Operations

Year Ended March 31, 2008
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2008 2007
In millions

Financial assets
Cash and temporary investments (Schedule 5) 5,671$       5,535$       
Accounts and accrued interest receivable 4,730 3,874
Portfolio investments (Schedule 6) 36,080 33,168
Equity in commercial enterprises (Schedule 7) 2,262 2,179
Equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations (Schedule 8) 3,519 3,679
Loans and advances (Schedule 9) 7,163 6,239
Inventories for resale 22 19

59,447 54,693
Liabilities

Accounts and accrued interest payable 7,339 6,584
Unmatured debt (Note 6 and Schedule 10) 2,522 2,634
Debt of Alberta Capital Finance Authority (Schedule 11) 5,739 4,974
Pension obligations (Schedule 12) 7,883 5,593
Other accrued liabilities (Schedule 13) 479 523
Obligations under public private partnerships (Note 8) 439 252

24,401 20,560
Net financial assets 35,046 34,133

Non-financial assets
Tangible capital assets (Schedule 14) 14,095 12,393
Inventories of supplies 45 36

14,140 12,429
Net assets (Note 5) 49,186$     46,562$     

The accompanying notes and schedules are part of these financial statements.

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

As at March 31, 2008
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2008 2007
In millions

Excess of revenues over expenses for the year 2,447$       8,892$       

Acquisition of tangible capital assets and inventories of supplies (1,801) (1,295)
Amortization of tangible capital assets and

consumption of inventories of supplies 522 473
Universities' share of the unfunded liability of the 

Universities Academic Pension Plan (Schedule 8) (344) -
Accumulated unrealized gains (Schedule 7 and 8) 42 -
Net gain on disposal and write-down of tangible capital assets (3) (27)
Proceeds on sale of tangible capital assets 50 68

Increase in net financial assets 913 8,111
Net financial assets at beginning of year 34,133 26,022
Net financial assets at end of year 35,046$     34,133$     

The accompanying notes and schedules are part of these financial statements.

Consolidated Statement of
Change in Net Financial Assets

Year Ended March 31, 2008
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2008 2007
In millions

Operating transactions
Excess of revenues over expenses for the year 2,447$       8,892$       
Non-cash items 2,290 (834)

4,737 8,058
Increase in receivables (856) (37)
Increase in payables 942 1,223
Other 6 (5)
Cash provided by operating transactions 4,829 9,239

Capital transactions
Acquisition of tangible capital assets and inventories of supplies (1,801) (1,295)
Proceeds on sale of tangible capital assets 50 68
Cash applied to capital transactions (1,751) (1,227)

Investing transactions
Purchase of portfolio investments (15,618) (20,546)
Disposals of portfolio investments 13,053 12,410
Loans and advances made (3,774) (3,523)
Repayment of loans and advances 2,835 2,730
Cash applied to investing transactions (3,504) (8,929)

Financing transactions
Debt retirement (6,681) (6,694)
Debt issues 7,243 6,949
Cash provided by financing transactions 562 255

Increase (decrease) in cash and temporary investments 136 (662)
Cash and temporary investments at beginning of year 5,535 6,197
Cash and temporary investments at end of year 5,671$       5,535$       

The accompanying notes and schedules are part of these financial statements.

Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended March 31, 2008
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NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND REPORTING PRACTICES

These financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles for
the public sector as recommended by the Public Sector Accounting Board of the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants.  

(a) Reporting Entity

These financial statements include the accounts of all organizations that are controlled by the Province,
including government sector entities and Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations.  SUCH is an acronym
for schools, universities, colleges and hospitals.  However, the term "Crown-controlled SUCH sector
organizations" is used to describe a much broader list of organizations, including school boards, technical
institutes, regional health authorities, and other health boards.  

A listing of these organizations is provided in Schedule 16.  

(b) Method of Consolidation

The accounts of government sector entities, except those designated as commercial enterprises, are consolidated
using the full consolidation method.  Revenue and expense transactions, capital, investing and financing
transactions, and related asset and liability accounts between consolidated entities have been eliminated.  

The accounts of Provincial agencies designated as commercial enterprises and Crown-controlled SUCH sector
organizations are consolidated on the modified equity basis, the equity being computed in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted accounting principles applicable to these entities.  Under the modified equity
method of consolidation, the accounting polices of consolidated entities are not adjusted to conform with those
of the government sector entities.  Inter-sector revenue and expense transactions and related asset and liability
balances are not eliminated (see Note 13).  

The year end of schools, colleges, technical institutes and some Provincial agencies is other than March 31.
Transactions of these organizations that have occurred during the period to March 31, 2008, and that
significantly affect the consolidation, have been recorded.  

(c) Basis of Financial Reporting

Revenues

All revenues are reported on the accrual basis of accounting.  Cash received for which goods or services have not
been provided by year end is recorded as unearned revenue and included in accounts payable.  

Corporate income tax revenue is recognized when installments are received from taxpayer corporations.
Corporate income tax refunds payable are accrued based on the prior year's corporate income tax refunds paid
on assessments.  Corporate income tax receipts from corporations in anticipation of an upward reassessment of
Alberta income tax payable are described as corporate income tax receipts in abeyance and recorded as accounts
payable.

The Provincial tax system is predicated on self-assessment where taxpayers are expected to understand the tax
laws and comply with them.  This has an impact on the completeness of tax revenues when taxpayers fail to
comply with tax laws, for example, if they do not report all of their income.  The Province has implemented
systems and controls in order to detect and correct situations where taxpayers are not complying with the
various acts it administers.  These systems and controls include performing audits of taxpayer records when
determined necessary.  However, such procedures cannot identify all sources of unreported income or other cases
of non-compliance with tax laws.  The Province does not estimate the amount of unreported tax.

Notes to the 2007-08 Consolidated Financial Statements
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Non-renewable resource revenue is reported based on royalties on oil and gas produced during the year. 

The provincial royalty system is predicated on self-reporting where the petroleum and natural gas industry is
expected to understand the relevant energy legislation (statutes and regulations) and comply with them.  This
has an impact on the completeness of revenue when the petroleum and natural gas industry does not fully meet
the legislative requirements, for example, by reporting inaccurate or incomplete production data.  The Province
has implemented systems and controls in order to detect and correct situations where the petroleum and natural
gas industry has not complied with the various acts and regulations the Province administers.  These systems and
controls, based on areas of highest risk, include performing audits of the petroleum and natural gas industry
records when determined necessary.  The Province does not estimate the effect of misreported revenue.

Transfers from the Government of Canada are recognized as revenues when authorized by federal legislation or
federal/provincial agreements, eligibility criteria, if any, are met, and a reasonable estimate of the amounts can be
made.  Payments received in excess of the estimated amounts applicable to the fiscal year are included in
accounts payable.  Externally restricted revenue is recognized as revenue in the period in which the resources are
used for the purpose specified.  Payments received prior to meeting this criterion are included in accounts
payable until the resources are used for the purpose specified.

Expenses

Expenses represent the cost of resources consumed during the year on government operations.  Expenses include
provisions for amortization of acquired tangible capital assets and expenses incurred in accordance with the
terms of approved grant programs, including grants for capital purposes and grants to Crown-controlled SUCH
sector organizations from government sector entities.  Grants are recognized as expenses when authorized,
eligibility criteria, if any, are met, and a reasonable estimate of the amounts can be made.  

Pension costs comprise the cost of pension benefits earned by employees during the year, interest on the
Province's share of the unfunded pension liability, and the amortization over the expected average remaining
service life of employees of deferred adjustments arising from experience gains and losses and changes in
actuarial assumptions.  Schedule 12 provides additional information on the net unamortized deferred losses
relating to pensions.  

In the Consolidated Statement of Operations, pension costs of government sector entities which are funded are
included in expenses by function and costs which have not been funded are recorded as pension provisions.  The
pension costs of Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations are recorded as expenses in each organization's
financial statements. Therefore, the pension costs are reflected in the Consolidated Statement of Operations as
"Increase in equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations".  

Costs arising from obligations under guarantees and indemnities are recorded as expenses when management
determines that the Province will likely be called upon to make payment.  The expense represents management's
estimate of future payments less recoveries. 

The estimated increase or decrease for the year in accrued employee vacation entitlements is also recorded in the
appropriate expense function.  

Financial Assets

Financial assets are the government's financial claims on external organizations and individuals, loans that
government sector entities have made to Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations, and inventories for
resale at the year end.  

Temporary investments are valued at the lower of cost or fair value, on an aggregate basis. 

Note 1 (continued)
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Portfolio investments authorized by legislation to provide income for the long term or for other special purposes
are recorded at cost.  Realized gains and losses on disposals of these investments are included in calculating the
excess of revenues over expenses for the year.  If an investment loses value that is other than a temporary loss, its
recorded value is reduced to reflect the loss.  The reduced value is deemed to be the new cost.  

Equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations represents the net assets of these organizations.  Net
assets include the assets less the liabilities, including deferred contributions, deferred capital contributions, and
the related unamortized deferred capital contributions (see Schedule 8).  

Loans are recorded at cost less any discounts and allowance for credit loss.  

Inventories for resale representing the Province's share of royalty oil in feeder and trunk pipelines are recorded at
their net realizable value.  Other inventories for resale are valued at the lower of cost, determined on a first-in,
first-out basis, and estimated net realizable value.  

Liabilities 

Liabilities represent present obligations of the government to external organizations and individuals arising from
transactions or events occurring before the year end.  They are recorded when there is an appropriate basis of
measurement and management can reasonably estimate the amount.  

Debentures included in unmatured debt are recorded at their face amount less net unamortized discount, which
includes issue expenses and hedging costs.

Liabilities also include:

• all financial claims payable by the government at the year end, including payables to Crown-controlled
SUCH sector organizations, 

• estimates of the present value of the government's obligations for future pension contributions and/or
benefits under defined benefit pension plans for current and former provincial and other public sector
employees, and certain current and former Members of the Legislative Assembly, including deferred
adjustments, 

• the government's obligation to provide future funding to school boards to enable them to repay the
principal portion of their debentures to the Alberta Capital Finance Authority, 

• estimates of the government's liabilities for site remediation and reclamation, and  

• accrued employee vacation entitlements.  

Non-financial Assets

Non-financial assets are limited to tangible capital assets and inventories of supplies.

Tangible capital assets of commercial enterprises and Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations are included
in the Consolidated Statement of Financial Position within equity in commercial enterprises and equity in
Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations, respectively.  Tangible capital assets on the Consolidated
Statement of Financial Position are restricted to tangible capital assets the government acquired for cash or for
other assets, and donated assets.  Tangible capital assets acquired by right, such as Crown lands, forests, water
and mineral resources, are not included.  

Tangible capital assets are valued at cost less accumulated amortization.  Amortization is provided on a straight
line basis over the periods expected to benefit from their use (see Schedule 14).  The annual amortization costs
are allocated to the functions of the government that employ those assets and reported on the Consolidated
Statement of Operations.

Note 1 (continued)
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Inventories of supplies are valued at the lower of cost, determined on a first-in, first-out basis, and replacement
cost.  

Derivative Contracts

Income and expense on derivative contracts are recorded as investment income or debt servicing costs.  Gains
and losses from derivative contracts, which are designated as hedges of market risks for purposes of hedge
accounting, are recognized in the same period as the gains and losses of the specific assets and liabilities being
hedged.  Derivative contracts not designated as hedges for purposes of hedge accounting are recorded at fair
value (see Note 4).  

The estimated amounts receivable and payable from derivative contracts are included in accrued interest
receivable and payable respectively.  

Foreign Currency

Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are translated at the year end rate of exchange.

Foreign currency transactions are translated into Canadian dollars using average rates of exchange, except for
hedged foreign currency transactions which are translated at rates of exchange established by the terms of the
forward exchange contracts.  

Amortization of deferred exchange gains and losses and other exchange differences on unhedged transactions are
included in the determination of excess of revenues over expenses for the year.

Public Private Partnership (P3)

A Public Private Partnership (P3) is defined as a cooperative venture based on contractual obligations between
one or more public/private/not for profit partners that meets clearly defined public needs for the provision of
goods or services.

The Province accounts for P3 projects in accordance with the substance of the underlying lease agreements.
Leases that transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the assets to the Province are classified
as capital leases and are accounted for as follows:

• the capital asset value and the corresponding liability is the net present value (NPV) of the minimum lease
payments discounted using the Province's borrowing rate for long term debt,

• during construction, the capital asset (classified as work in progress) and the corresponding liability are
recorded based on the percentage of completion, and 

• amortization is accounted for on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life and commences when the
asset is in service.

Measurement Uncertainty

Estimates are used in accruing revenues and expenses in circumstances where the actual accrued revenues and
expenses are unknown at the time the financial statements are prepared.  Uncertainty in the determination of
the amount at which an item is recognized in financial statements is known as measurement uncertainty.  Such
uncertainty exists when there is a variance between the recognized amount and another reasonably possible
amount, as there is whenever estimates are used.

Note 1 (continued)
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Measurement uncertainty that is material to these financial statements exists in the accrual of personal and
corporate income taxes, health transfers and Canada social transfer entitlements, royalties derived from non-
renewable resources, provisions for pensions, and investment income.  The nature of the uncertainty in these
items arises from several factors such as:

• the effect on accrued income taxes of the verification of taxable income, 

• the effect on accrued entitlements of health transfers and Canada social transfer from changes in the base
allocations which are primarily a result of updated personal and corporate tax information or from new
entitlements with little historical experience,

• the effect on accrued royalties of the receipt of revised production data and reassessments, 

• the effect on accrued pension obligations of actual experience compared to assumptions, and

• the effect on asset backed commercial paper investments of ultimate fair value compared to current
estimates.   

Personal income tax revenue, totalling $8,271 million (2007 $7,622 million), see Schedule 1, is subject to
measurement uncertainty due primarily to the use of economic estimates of personal income growth.  Personal
income growth is inherently difficult to estimate due to subsequent revisions to personal income data.  The
estimate of personal income growth used in determining personal income tax for the current fiscal year is 9.5%. 

Corporate income tax revenue, totalling $4,695 million (2007 $3,606 million), see Schedule 1, is subject to
measurement uncertainty due primarily to the timing differences between tax collected and future tax
assessments.  The Province records corporate income tax revenue as instalments are received from taxpayer
corporations.  Corporate income tax refunds payable are accrued based on the prior year's corporate income tax
refunds paid on assessments. 

Pension provisions of $2,290 million (2007 $158 million), see Schedule 4, are subject to measurement
uncertainty because a Plan's actual experience may differ significantly from assumptions used in the calculation
of the Plan's accrued benefits.

Natural gas and by-products royalty, totalling $5,199 million (2007 $5,988 million), see Schedule 1, is also
subject to measurement uncertainty due to statistical analysis of industry data, such as allowable costs incurred
by royalty payers, production volumes and royalty rates, in the estimation of natural gas and by-products royalty
revenue.

While best estimates have been used for reporting items subject to measurement uncertainty, management
considers that it is possible, based on existing knowledge, that changes in future conditions in the near term
could require a material change in the recognized amounts.  Near term is defined as a period of time not to
exceed one year from the date of the financial statements.  

Change in Accounting Estimate

The method for calculating the estimate of corporate income tax refunds payable was revised in 2008 resulting
in a reduction of corporate income tax refunds payable and an upward adjustment to corporate income tax
revenue of $551 million in the current year.  The Province considers this a change in estimate and has applied
the change prospectively in the financial statements.  

Note 1 (continued)
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Change in Accounting Policy

During the year ended March 31, 2008, the Province decided to change the way it recognizes highway repaving
upgrade projects.  Previously all highway repaving activities were expensed as incurred.  These upgrade projects
are now considered betterments and are capitalized.  As the Province was only able to reasonably determine the
costs of these projects for the past seven years, a cumulative opening adjustment of $466 million was made to
Tangible Capital Assets and Net Assets.  Prior year's amounts were not restated.  The effect of the change on the
financial statements for the year ended March 31, 2007 had they been restated is a decrease in Transportation,
Communication and Utilities expense by $69 million and an increase in Tangible Capital Assets by an
equivalent amount.  The effect of the change reflected in the financial statements for the current year is a
decrease in Transportation, Communications and Utilities expense by $124 million and an increase in Tangible
Capital Assets by an equivalent amount.  

NOTE 2 VALUATION OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

The fair values of cash and cash equivalents, accrued interest, receivables, payables and accrued liabilities are
estimated to approximate their book values because of their short term nature.  

The fair value of loans and advances made under the authority of the Alberta Capital Finance Authority Act is based
on the net present value of future cash flows discounted using the Alberta Capital Finance Authority's current cost
of borrowing.  The fair value of loans and advances made under the authority of the Agriculture Financial Services
Act is based on future cash flows discounted using rates equivalent to the market rates on loans with similar terms
and credit risk.  Fair values of some of the other loans and advances are not reported due to there being no organized
financial market for the instruments and it is not practicable within constraints of timeliness or cost to estimate the
fair values with sufficient reliability.

The fair value of unmatured debt and debt of the Authority is an approximation of its fair value to the holder.

The methods used to determine the fair values of temporary and portfolio investments are as follows:

Public fixed-income securities and equities are valued at the year-end closing sale price, or the average of the
latest bid and ask prices quoted by an independent securities valuation company.

Mortgages and certain non-public provincial debentures are valued at the net present value of future cash flows.
These cash flows are discounted using appropriate interest rate premiums over similar Government of Canada
benchmark bonds trading in the market.  

The fair value of alternative and private investments is estimated using methods such as cost, discounted cash
flows, earnings multiples, prevailing market values for instruments with similar characteristics and other pricing
models.  

Real estate investments are reported at their most recent appraised value, net of any liabilities against the real
property.  Real estate properties are appraised annually by qualified external real estate appraisers using methods
such as cost, discounted cash flows, earnings multiples, prevailing market values for properties with similar
characteristics and other pricing models.  

Because quoted market prices are not readily available for alternative and private investments and real estate,
estimated fair values may not reflect amounts that could be realized upon immediate sale, or amounts that may
ultimately be realized.  Accordingly, estimated fair values may differ significantly from the values used if a ready
market existed for these investments.

Note 1 (continued)
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At the year end, the fair value of investments and any other assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign currency
are translated to Canadian dollars at the year end exchange rate.  

NOTE 3 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT 

(a) Asset Management

The investments that the Province holds are exposed to credit risk and price risk.  Price risk is comprised of
currency risk, interest rate risk and market risk.  In order to earn the best possible return at an acceptable level of
risk, the Province has established policies for the asset mix of its investment portfolios.  

The Province reduces its investment risk by holding many different types of assets, investing in securities from
various governments and companies in different industries and countries, having quality constraints on fixed
income instruments, and restricting amounts exposed to countries designated as emerging markets.  The use of
derivatives is controlled (see Note 4).  There are underlying securities supporting all derivatives.  Leveraging is
not allowed.  

Some of the Province's investments are in the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund (Heritage Fund).
Investments also include money allocated to the Heritage Fund under the Access to the Future Act.  The objective
is to invest in a diversified portfolio to maximize long-term returns at an acceptable risk level. 

The General Revenue Fund also holds substantial amounts of the Province's investments.  General Revenue
Fund investments are used to repay debt as it matures, protect operating and capital spending from short term
declines in revenue, and provide funding for the capital plan and the costs of emergencies, disasters, natural gas
rebates and settlements with First Nations.  The investment objective for the General Revenue Fund is to
preserve the value of the investments while maintaining appropriate liquidity and earning a fair or reasonable
rate of return.  

Investments in the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research Endowment Fund, the Alberta Heritage
Science and Engineering Research Endowment Fund, the Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund and the Alberta
Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund are managed to preserve the capital of the funds over the long term and to
provide an annual level of income to intermediary boards responsible for making grants to researchers in the
fields of medicine, science, engineering, cancer prevention, and to selected students.   

(b) Liability Management

The objective of the Province's liability management program is to achieve the lowest possible cost on its
unmatured debt (see Schedule 10).  In order to achieve this objective, the Province manages four financial risks:
interest rate risk, currency risk, credit risk, and refinancing risk.  The Province manages these four risks within
approved policy guidelines. The debt of provincial corporations is managed separately.  

The Province has decided that, in light of the current debt reduction environment, the best risk management
strategy is to allow existing debt instruments to mature according to their terms.  

NOTE 4 DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS AND RELATED CREDIT RISK

The Province uses derivative contracts to improve investment return and to manage interest rate and currency risks.
Derivative contracts have credit risks that could expose the Province to potential losses.  Derivatives in a favourable
position have positive fair values which represent amounts owed to the Province by counterparties.  Credit risk for
derivative contracts is the risk that the counterparty will not pay its obligation when it comes due.  

The total amount of derivatives with a positive fair value represents the total credit risk associated with derivatives.
The Province tries to limit its credit exposure by dealing with counterparties with good credit standing.  The
Province also sets and monitors limits for each counterparty.  

Note 2 (continued)
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The following is a summary of the fair values and maturity schedules of the Province’s derivative contracts by type,
segregated between contracts in a favourable and unfavourable position:

Contract

Under 1  to 3 Over Notional Favourable Unfavourable

1 Year Years 3 Years Amount Position Position

Interest rate swap contracts 9% 12% 79% 12,642$        -$                  (23)$              

Forward foreign exchange contracts 100% - - 3,283 - (57)

Credit default swap contracts 2% 20% 78% 5,594 - (34)

Cross-currency interest rate swaps 19% 47% 34% 1,121 7 -

Equity and bond index swaps and futures 90% 7% 3% 6,620 65 -

Swap option contracts 51% - 49% 2,747 - -
Total 2008 32,007$        72$               (114)$            

Total 2007 37,273$        150$             (37)$              

Maturity Fair Values

In millions

Note 4 (continued)
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NOTE 5 BUDGET

The budget amounts were derived from Budget 2007 tabled in the Legislature on April 19, 2007.  The following
table compares the net financial position of all government sector entities with the March 31, 2008 estimate
provided in Budget 2007.  The table uses the same grouping of financial assets and liabilities as the budget.

2008 2007
Estimate Actual Actual

In millions
Financial assets

Heritage Fund external investments 15,231$    16,412$    15,028$    
Self-supporting lending organizations (a) 7,902 7,950 7,272
Capital Account (b) 5,633 7,472 6,091
Alberta Sustainability Fund (c) 7,655 7,653 7,653
Endowments and other funds (d) 3,608 3,783 3,448
Debt Retirement Account (Note 6) 1,789 1,794 2,035
Other financial assets 8,277 10,864 9,487

50,095 55,928 51,014
Liabilities

Pension obligations 5,707 7,883 5,593
Self-supporting lending organizations (a) 7,182 7,251 5,733
Accumulated debt (Note 6) 1,784 1,784 2,030
Liabilities for government-owned capital 474 439 252
Accounts and interest payable and other liabilities 4,961 7,044 6,952

20,108 24,401 20,560
Net financial assets of government sector entities 29,987 31,527 30,454
Tangible capital assets and inventories of supplies 13,747 14,140 12,429
Net assets of government sector entities 43,734 45,667 42,883
Pension obligations 5,707 7,883 5,593
Net assets for fiscal plan purposes 49,441$    53,550 48,476
Pension obligations (7,883) (5,593)
Equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations 3,519 3,679
Net assets for financial statement purposes 49,186$    46,562$    

(a) Alberta Capital Finance Authority and Agriculture Financial Services Corporation.

(b) The Capital Account was established to provide funding for the capital plan. Under the Province's fiscal framework, funds can be
deposited into the Capital Account in one year to pay for capital projects in the following years.  

(c) The Alberta Sustainability Fund was established to help protect operating and capital spending from short term declines in revenue and
to fund the costs of emergencies, disasters, natural gas rebates and settlements with First Nations.

(d) Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research Endowment Fund, Alberta Heritage Science and Engineering Research Endowment
Fund, Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund, Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund, Energy Innovation Fund, and Climate Change
Emissions Management Fund.
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The following table compares the results of operations of all government sector entities with the March 31, 2008
estimate provided in Budget 2007.  

NOTE 6 FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY LEGISLATION

Since 1999, the Fiscal Responsibility Act (the Act) has not allowed the Province to incur a deficit, as defined under the
Act, in any fiscal year.   Effective April 1, 2005, the Act also requires that the financial assets in the Debt Retirement
Account must be equal to or greater than the amount of the accumulated debt at the fiscal year end.  During
2007-08, the Province complied with the Act.

Accumulated Debt

The table below shows the balance of accumulated debt at March 31, 2008.

Note 5 (continued)

2008 2007
Estimate (a) Actual Actual

In millions

Revenues for fiscal plan purposes (Schedule 1) 35,332$     38,013$     38,017$     
Expenses (Schedules 2 and 3) 33,179 35,722 29,665

2,153 2,291 8,352
Adjustment for pension provisions (Schedule 4) 117 2,290 158
Net revenue for fiscal plan purposes 2,270$       4,581 8,510
Adjustment for pension provisions (Schedule 4) (2,290) (158)
Increase in equity in Crown-controlled SUCH

sector organizations (Schedules 1 and 8) 156 540
Excess of revenues over expenses for 

financial statement purposes 2,447$       8,892$       

(a) Budget numbers in the Government of Alberta Annual Report have been restated to reflect transfers for capital emergent projects

totalling $51.6 million and transfers for capital project planning totalling $11.5 million from Infrastructure and Transportation

to other ministries; and to reflect reclassification of $83 million in capital grants and $4 million in operating expense to Capital 

Investment.  Also included in the budget restatement is the transfer of responsibility for funding of the pre-1992 portion of the
Alberta Teachers' Retirement Fund from the Ministry of Education to Finance.  Budget numbers appearing in the ministry annual  
reports are as published in the original budget tabled on April 19, 2007.

2008 2007
In millions

Unmatured debt (Schedule 10) 2,522$       2,634$       
Funding obligation for school board debentures (Schedule 13) 256 315
Adjustments to conform to statutory definition

Borrowings for provincial corporations (994) (919)
Accumulated debt at end of year 1,784$       2,030$       
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In addition, Note 5 shows that funds amounting to $1,794 million (2007 $2,035 million), at cost, have been set
aside in the Debt Retirement Account to retire accumulated debt that has not yet matured.

NOTE 7 CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS

Estimated payment requirements for each of the next five years and thereafter are as follows:

Note 6 (continued)

2008 2007
Estimate Actual Actual

In millions
Accumulated debt at end of year 1,784$       1,784$       2,030$       
Funds available for debt repayment 1,789 1,794 2,035
Accumulated debt less funds set aside (5)$             (10)$           (5)$             

2008 2007

Restated
In millions

Obligations under long-term leases, contracts and programs 26,515$     13,888$     
Loans and advances approved 63 71
Obligations under public private partnerships

Operation and maintenance payments 662 666
Progress payments 137 325

27,377$     14,950$     

In millions
2008-09 7,967$         
2009-10 4,249
2010-11 3,474
2011-12 2,472
2012-13 1,912
Thereafter 6,441

26,515$       

Public Private Partnerships

Operation and Maintenance Payments Progress Payments Total
Anthony 
Henday Stoney Trail Total Stoney Trail 

In millions

2008-09 8$                -$              8$                77$                        85$              
2009-10 10 5 15 60 75
2010-11 13 10 23 - 23
2011-12 9 10 19 - 19
2012-13 9 11 20 - 20
Thereafter 259 318 577 - 577

308$            354$          662$            137$                      799$            
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Major commitments included in the above figures are commitments for capital construction contracts for health and
education facilities, highways and the Municipal Sustainability Initiative which is a 10 year agreement between the
Province and Alberta municipalities for capital and operating purposes.  Some contractual obligations of Crown-
controlled SUCH sector organizations included in the above figures are supported by funding commitments of
related ministries, the amounts of which are not readily determinable.

The government has various commitments relating to the devolution of services or disposition of assets to the
private sector.  Those commitments include the performance of duties and obligations if the private sector
organization fails to meet them.  

These amounts include the operation and maintenance payments and progress payments for the Province's public
private partnerships.  The capital lease obligations under public private partnerships are described in Note 8.

NOTE 8 CAPITAL LEASE OBLIGATIONS UNDER PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

Anthony Henday – Edmonton Ring Road:

In January 2005, the government entered into a contract for the design, finance, build and maintenance of the
South East Anthony Henday Ring Road.  The project was completed in October 2007.  The total capital cost of the
project, which was jointly funded by the Province and the Federal Government, was $431.3 million (Federal
contribution of $75 million plus net present value of lease payments of $356.4 million).  Lease payments to the
contractor on the 30 year contract commenced in November 2007.  

The details of the capital lease for the Anthony Henday Ring Road are:

• monthly capital payments including interest and principal are $1.95 million, and

• monthly variable payments for operation and maintenance of the South East and South West Anthony Henday
Ring Road which also include major rehabilitation payments for the South East Anthony Henday.  These
payments will be indexed for inflation.  

Stoney Trail – Calgary Ring Road:

In February 2007, the government entered into a contract for the design, finance, build and maintenance of the
North East Stoney Trail Ring Road which is scheduled to be completed in October 2009.  Upon completion of the
project, the government will lease the road from the contractor for a 30 year period.  The government will make
progress payments of $300 million during construction from 2007-08 to 2009-10.  Lease payments will begin in
November 2009 or upon completion of the project, whichever is later.  The net present value of the minimum lease
payments at November 2009 calculated using the Government of Alberta borrowing rate of 4.75% is
$156.3 million.

The details of the capital lease for Stoney Trail Ring Road are:

• monthly capital lease payments including interest and principal are $0.8 million, and

• monthly variable payments for operation and maintenance of the North East as well as North West Stoney Trail
Ring Road which commence in November 2009 and also include major rehabilitation payments for North East
Stoney Trail.  These payments will be indexed for inflation.

Note 7 (continued)
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The calculation of the capital lease obligations under public private partnerships are as follows: 

NOTE 9 CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

Set out below are details of contingent liabilities resulting from guarantees, indemnities and litigation, other than
those reported as liabilities and shown in Schedule 13.  Any losses arising from the settlement of contingent
liabilities are treated as current year expenses.

(a) Indemnities and Guarantees

Guarantees amounting to $97 million (2007 $103 million) are analyzed in Schedule 15.

(b) Contingent Liabilities of Commercial Enterprises

The Credit Union Deposit Guarantee Corporation has a potential liability under guarantees relating to deposits
of credit unions.  At December 31, 2007 credit unions in Alberta held deposits totalling $13.3 billion
(2006 $11.8 billion) and had assets in excess of deposits.

At March 31, 2008, Alberta Treasury Branches had a potential liability under guarantees and letters of credit
amounting to $270 million (2007 $204 million). 

(c) Legal Actions

At March 31, 2008, the Province was involved in various legal actions, the outcome of which is not
determinable.  Accruals have been made in specific instances where it is probable that losses will be incurred
which can be reasonably estimated.  The resulting loss, if any, from claims in excess of the amounts accrued
cannot be determined.

The Province has a contingent liability in respect of thirty claims (2007 thirty) concerning aboriginal rights,
Indian title and treaty rights.  In most cases, these claims have been filed jointly and severally against the
Province of Alberta and the Government of Canada, and in some cases involve third parties.  Of these claims,
seventeen (2007 seventeen) have specified amounts totalling $110.0 billion (2007 $114.2 billion) plus a
provision for interest and other costs that is not calculable.  The other thirteen claims (2007 thirteen) have not
specified any amounts.  

Note 8 (continued)

2008 2007
In millions

Anthony Henday - Edmonton Ring Road
Obligation, beginning of year 252$           126$           
Work completed during the year 104 126
Principal payments (2) -
Obligation, end of year 354 252

Stoney Trail - Calgary Ring Road
Obligation, beginning of year - -
Work completed during the year (54.5%) 85 -
Principal payments - -
Obligation, end of year 85 -

Total obligations under public private partnerships 439$           252$           
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Note 9 (continued)

The Province was named as a defendant in a legal action concerning the methodology used to calculate pension
benefit payments under three public sector pension plans.  The claim has been filed jointly and severally against the
Province of Alberta and the employers participating in these pension plans.  The claim specified an amount of
$3.75 billion (2007 $3.75 billion) plus a provision for interest and other costs that is not calculable.   

Further, the Province was named as defendant in various other legal actions in addition to those noted above.  The
total claimed in specific legal actions amounts to approximately $3.6 billion (2007 $3.9 billion).  

NOTE 10 TRUST FUNDS UNDER ADMINISTRATION

Trust funds under administration are regulated and other funds consisting of public money over which the
Legislature has no power of appropriation.  Because the Province has no equity in the funds and administers them
for the purposes of various trusts, they are not included in the consolidated financial statements.  As at
March 31, 2008, trust funds under administration were as follows:   

NOTE 11 DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS

(a) Pension Plans

The government administers three contributory defined benefit pension plans for the current employees of
government entities: the Public Service Pension Plan, Management Employees Pension Plan and Supplementary
Retirement Plan for Public Service Managers.  Pension costs for these plans, which were funded by government
sector entities during 2008 and included in expenses by function in these financial statements, amounted to
$183 million (2007 $162 million).  

Benefits paid from these plans are based on length of service and pensionable earnings.  The average age of the
approximately 50,100 active employees is 44.  In addition, there are approximately 10,800 former employees
who are entitled to refunds of contributions with interest or pension benefits when all of the eligibility
requirements are met.  At present, these plans provide benefits for approximately 21,500 retirees.  Benefit
payments were $304 million in 2008 (2007 $281 million).  Total contributions were $425 million in 2008
(2007 $365 million), of which employee contributions amounted to $199 million in 2008 (2007 $170 million).  

The government guarantees payment of all benefits under the Management Employees Pension Plan arising from
service before 1994.  

2008 2007
In millions

Public Sector Pension Plan Funds 27,218$         27,256$         
Teachers' Pension Plan Funds 4,538 3,979
The Workers' Compensation Board Accident Fund 2,648 2,894
Regional Health Authorities and various
    health institutions construction accounts 841 978
Public Trustee 502 473
Special Areas Trust Account 82 80
Various Court Offices and Fines Distribution Trust 77 67
Miscellaneous trust funds 264 293

36,170$         36,020$         
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A separate pension plan fund administered by the government is maintained for each pension plan.  Pension
plan fund assets are invested in both marketable investments of organizations external to the government and in
Province of Alberta bonds and promissory notes.

At December 31, 2007, the Public Service Pension Plan reported a deficiency of $92 million (2006 surplus of
$153 million), the Supplementary Retirement Plan for Public Service Managers reported a surplus of $2 million
(2006 $4 million), and the Management Employees Pension Plan reported a deficiency of $84 million
(2006 $7 million).  The extrapolation of unfunded liabilities to March 31, 2008 is analyzed in Schedule 12.  

(b) Long Term Disability Income Continuance Plans

The government also administers two long term disability income continuance plans.  As at March 31, 2008,
these plans taken together reported a surplus of $1.6 million (2007 surplus of $10.3 million).  At
March 31, 2008, the government's share of the estimated accrued benefit liability for these plans has been
recognized in these financial statements.  

NOTE 12 ASSET BACKED SECURITIES 

The Canadian market for third party or non-bank sponsored asset-backed commercial paper ("ABCP") suffered a
liquidity disruption in mid-August 2007, following which a group of market participants, including major investors,
banks, asset providers, dealers, and third-party sponsors, agreed to work collectively to restructure this market
segment.  This agreement, which came to be known as the Montreal Accord (the "Accord"), provided for a standstill
period during which participating investors would not demand repayment of their ABCP investments as they
matured and the commercial paper issuers would not make liquidity calls to their liquidity providers who, in turn,
would not demand additional collateral from the issuers.  Participants in the Accord also agreed in principle to the
conversion of the ABCP notes into longer term floating-rate notes with maturities corresponding to those of the
underlying assets.  A Pan-Canadian Investors Committee ("Investors Committee") was subsequently established to
oversee the orderly restructuring of these instruments during this standstill period.  On April 25, 2008, nearly
96 per cent of 1,932 ABCP noteholders voted in favor of the restructuring plan devised by the Investors
Committee.  Should the Plan receive court approval, the restructuring could be implemented as early as mid-July
2008.

At March 31, 2008, the Province, through its investments held by the Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund,
Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research Endowment Fund, Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Alberta
Heritage Scholarship Fund and Alberta Heritage Science and Engineering Research Endowment Fund incurred
write-downs.  These write-downs amounted to $161 million of which 4% relates to ABCP subject to the Accord
and the balance relates to other asset backed securities.  These charges have been included in net investment income
on the Consolidated Statement of Operations.  As at March 31, 2008, the remaining estimated fair value of the
Province's investments in asset backed securities was $124 million.

Investments held by commercial enterprises that are consolidated on the modified equity basis also incurred write-
downs on ABCP of $253 million (96% relates to ABCP subject to the Accord).  These write-downs are included in
net income from commercial operations on the Consolidated Statement of Operations.  As at March 31, 2008, the
remaining estimated fair value of these investments in ABCP was $890 million.

Investments held by Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations that are consolidated on the modified equity
basis also incurred write-downs on ABCP of $58 million (98% relates to the ABCP subject to the Accord).  These
write-downs are included in increase in equity in Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations on the Consolidated
Statement of Operations.  As at March 31, 2008, the remaining estimated fair value of these investments in ABCP
was $180 million.

Note 11 (continued)
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NOTE 13 FUTURE CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Method of Consolidation

The Public Sector Accounting Board has issued standards that require Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations
to be consolidated using the full consolidation method commencing on or before the 2008-09 fiscal year.  In a
transition period to March 31, 2008, these Crown-controlled organizations are allowed to be consolidated using the
modified equity basis of accounting (see Note 1(b)).  Had Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations been fully
consolidated with government sector entities at March 31, 2008, consolidated net assets of the Province would have
increased by approximately $12.1 billion (2007 $10.4 billion).

NOTE 14 TEACHERS’ PENSION PLANS

As part of the agreement with the Alberta Teachers’ Association, the Province assumed the teachers’ portion of the
pre-1992 unfunded pension liability amounting to $2,215 million.  The total pension provision of $2,290 million
includes the $2,215 million teachers’ share.

NOTE 15 OTHER ADJUSTMENTS TO OPENING NET ASSETS

The reconciliation of other adjustments to opening net assets is as follows:

NOTE 16 COMPARATIVE FIGURES

Certain 2007 figures have been reclassified, where necessary, to conform to 2008 presentation.

2008 2007
In millions

Other adjustments to net assets
Transfer of infrastructure assets (Schedule 14(e)) 11$         96$         
Accumulated unrealized gains (Schedule 7 and 8) 42 -
Other 2 -

55$         96$         
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Schedules to the 2007-08 Consolidated Financial Statements
REVENUES SCHEDULE 1

2008 2007
Budget

(Note 5) Actual Actual
In millions

Income taxes
Personal income tax 7,318$         8,271$         7,622$         
Corporate income tax 3,126 4,695 3,606

10,444 12,966 11,228
Other taxes

School property tax 1,378 1,393 1,330
Tobacco tax 890 845 776
Fuel tax 720 751 735
Freehold mineral rights tax 333 247 317
Insurance taxes 244 265 242
Alberta tourism levy 65 72 68

3,630 3,573 3,468
Non-renewable resource revenue

Natural gas and by-products royalty 6,023 5,199 5,988
Synthetic crude oil and bitumen royalty 1,795 2,913 2,411
Bonuses and sales of Crown leases 1,214 1,128 2,463
Crude oil royalty 1,060 1,655 1,400
Rentals and fees 153 159 159
Coal royalty 15 14 13
Royalty tax credit - (44) (174)

10,260 11,024 12,260
Transfers from Government of Canada

Health transfers 1,828 1,355 1,591
Canada social transfer 924 866 490
Agriculture support programs 329 171 251
Other 634 656 745

3,715 3,048 3,077
Net income from commercial operations

Lottery operations 1,448 1,615 1,534
Liquor operations 642 678 658
Other 268 38 282

2,358 2,331 2,474
Net investment income 2,500 2,349 3,013
Premiums, fees and licences

Health care insurance premiums 919 979 926
Motor vehicle licences 332 361 341
Crop and hail insurance premiums 181 146 132
Timber rentals and fees 40 35 51
Other 404 450 438

1,876 1,971 1,888
Other 549 751 609
Revenues for fiscal plan purposes 35,332$       38,013 38,017
Increase in equity in Crown-controlled 

SUCH sector organizations (Schedule 8) 156 540
Revenues for financial statement purposes 38,169$       38,557$       
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EXPENSES BY MINISTRY SCHEDULE 2

2008 2007
Budget Actual Actual

(Note 5)
In millions

Program expenses
Offices of the Legislative Assembly 93$            86$            70$            

Ministries (a)

Health and Wellness 12,072 12,062 10,705
Education 5,447 5,619 5,270
Infrastructure and Transportation 2,967 2,884 2,676
Advanced Education and Technology 3,108 3,233 2,506
Seniors and Community Supports 1,765 1,732 1,595
Municipal Affairs and Housing 837 1,017 398
Children's Services 972 976 900
Employment, Immigration and Industry 854 870 888
Finance 827 846 782
Agriculture and Food 1,026 832 1,068
Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture 757 745 452
Solicitor General and Public Security 512 517 454
Sustainable Resource Development 354 484 469
Justice 383 382 331
Energy 300 294 223
Service Alberta 279 272 260
Environment 164 266 151
International, Intergovernmental and 
   Aboriginal Relations 68 64 65
Executive Council 23 23 21
Treasury Board 19 14 8

32,827 33,218 29,292
Debt servicing costs 235 214 215

Pension provisions (b) 117 2,290 158

33,179$     35,722$     29,665$     

(a) On March 12, 2008, the government announced new ministry structures.  Since the 2007-08 fiscal year was substantially completed
prior to this announcement, ministry annual reports and financial statements are being prepared as if the restructuring took place on
April 1, 2008, to provide proper accountability for the 2007-08 fiscal year against the original business plan.

(b) Pension provisions are related to Education and Finance. 
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VALUATION ADJUSTMENTS SCHEDULE 4

CASH AND TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS SCHEDULE 5

2008 2007
Budget

(Note 5) Actual Actual
In millions

Pension provisions 117$          2,290$       158$          
Provision for losses, doubtful accounts, loans, 

guarantees and indemnities 86 101 85
Provision for employee benefits other than pensions 8 18 11

211$          2,409$       254$          

EXPENSES BY OBJECT SCHEDULE 3

2008 2007
In millions

Grants
Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations 15,632$     13,772$     
Other 10,635 8,802

Services 3,129 3,219
Salaries, wages, employment contracts and benefits 2,375 2,136
Amortization of tangible capital assets and 

consumption of inventories of supplies 522 473
Interest and amortization of exchange gains and losses 491 472
Valuation adjustments (Schedule 4) 2,409 254
Materials and supplies 241 229
Travel and communication 170 160
Pension liability funding 74 112
Other 44 36

35,722$     29,665$     

2008 2007
Book Fair Book Fair
Value Value Value Value

In millions

Fixed-income securities (a)

Government of Canada, direct and guaranteed 910$      917$      113$      113$      
Provincial, direct and guaranteed 752 752 480 480
Corporate 2,590 2,590 3,225 3,226
Municipal 18 18 - -
Pooled investment funds 35 35 32 32

4,305 4,312 3,850 3,851
Cash and cash equivalents 1,366 1,366 1,685 1,685

5,671$   5,678$   5,535$   5,536$   

(a) Fixed-income securities had an average effective market yield of 2.1% per annum (2007 4.7% per annum).  All (2007 all) of the
securities had terms to maturity of less than one year.
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(a) The majority of the Province's fixed-income securities are held by the General Revenue Fund.  As at March 31, 2008, the General
Revenue Fund held $15.96 billion (2007 $14.59 billion) of public fixed-income securities at cost (fair value $16.15 billion
(2007 $14.61 billion)).  The securities held have an average effective market yield of 3.5% (2007 4.2%) per annum. 39% (2007  48%)
of the securities held had terms to maturity of less than one year.

(b) Fixed-income securities are also held by the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund (Heritage Fund).  As at March 31, 2008, the Heritage
Fund held $5.27 billion (2007 $5.02 billion) of public fixed-income securities at cost (fair value $5.23 billion (2007 $5.06 billion)).  The
securities held have an average effective market yield of 5.2% (2007 4.7%) per annum and the following term structure based on
principal amount. 

2008 2007
%

Under 1 year 4 4
1 to 5 years 28 30
6 to 10 years 39 37
11 to 20 years 11 10
Over 20 years 18 19

100 100

PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS SCHEDULE 6

2008 2007
Book Fair Book Fair
Value Value Value Value

In millions

Fixed-income securities (a)(b)

Government of Canada, direct and guaranteed 4,706$    4,819$    2,823$    2,829$    
Provincial, direct and guaranteed 4,203 4,295 3,319 3,335
Municipal 213 217 172 172
Corporate 7,277 7,259 8,695 8,699
Pooled investment funds 6,460 6,419 6,407 6,447

22,859 23,009 21,416 21,482
Equities 

Canadian 5,546 6,190 3,385 3,908
Foreign 6,332 6,321 5,968 6,578
Real estate 263 359 1,452 2,078
Absolute return strategies 1,080 1,055 947 1,023

13,221 13,925 11,752 13,587
36,080$  36,934$  33,168$  35,069$  
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EQUITY IN COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES SCHEDULE 7

2008 2007
In millions

Accumulated surpluses
Accumulated surpluses at beginning of year 2,091$       1,719$       

Total revenue 5,101 4,828
Total expense 2,770 2,354
Net revenue 2,331 2,474

Accumulated unrealized gains (a) 14 -
Net transfers to departments and other adjustments (2,268) (2,102)
Accumulated surpluses at end of year 2,168$       2,091$       
Represented by
Assets

Loans 19,448$     16,998$     
Investments 1,370 1,795
Other 3,201 2,130

24,019 20,923
Liabilities

Accounts payable 602 507
Deposits 21,176 18,253
Unmatured debt 73 72

21,851 18,832
2,168$       2,091$       

Equity in commercial enterprises at end of year
As reported by the entities
   Alberta Treasury Branches 1,669$       1,623$       
   Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission 378 353
   Credit Union Deposit Guarantee Corporation 119 113
   N.A. Properties (1994) Ltd. 2 2

2,168 2,091
Subordinated debentures in support of deposit guarantees 94 88

2,262$       2,179$       

(a) Effective April 1, 2007, certain commercial enterprises implemented new accounting standards related to the reporting of financial
instruments and “other comprehensive income” as prescribed by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants.  Under these
standards, assets and liabilities classified as “available for sale” or “held for trading” are recorded at fair value with resulting gains and
losses charged to income or equity as other comprehensive income.  As Generally Accepted Accounting Priniciples for the public sector
does not recgonize these gains and losses, they have been reversed.  Amounts relating to other comprehensive income for commercial
enterprises have been recorded as an adjustment to equity and reported as unrealized gains.
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EQUITY IN CROWN-CONTROLLED SUCH SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS SCHEDULE 8

2008 2007
In millions

Equity at beginning of year 3,679$         3,139$         
Adjustment to equity for universities' share of the unfunded liability

of the Universities Academic Pension Plan (a) (344) -
Cumulative increase in unrealized gain (b) 28 -
Adjusted equity at beginning of year 3,363 3,139
Transfers from government sector entities 13,747 13,000
Other income 3,571 3,109
Total income 17,318 16,109
Total expenses 17,232 15,712
Net income 86 397
Contributions to endowments 70 143
Increase in equity for the year 156 540
Equity at end of year 3,519$         3,679$         
Represented by
Assets

Cash and temporary investments 2,963$         2,122$         
Due from government sector entities 1,149 1,042
Investments 3,397 3,073
Tangible capital assets 12,523 11,065
Accounts receivable and other assets 1,089 1,243

21,121 18,545
Liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 2,126 1,772
Debt held by government sector entities 915 901
Other liabilities and unmatured debt (a) 877 516
Deferred contributions (c) 1,627 1,310
Deferred capital contributions (c) 2,679 2,188
Unamortized deferred capital contributions (c) 9,378 8,179

17,602 14,866
3,519$         3,679$         

Equity as reported by schools, universities, colleges, technical institutes,
regional health authorities and health boards at end of year (d)

Universities 1,703$         2,082$         
Colleges, technical institutes and The Banff Centre 768 683
Schools 538 412
Regional health authorities and health boards 510 502

3,519$         3,679$         
Increase (decrease) in equity for the year as reported by schools, universities, 

colleges, technical institutes, regional health authorities and health boards
Universities (34)$             272$            
Colleges, technical institutes and The Banff Centre 84 90
Schools 126 32
Regional health authorities and health boards (20) 146

156$            540$            
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Schedule 8 (continued)

(a) The 2008 equity at the beginning of the year includes $344 million representing the universities' share of the unfunded liability of the
Universities Academic Pension Plan as at April 1, 2007.  Other liabilities and unmatured debt for 2008 includes $360 million
representing the universities' share of the unfunded liability at March 31, 2008. 

(b) Effective April 1, 2007, health authorities and health boards implemented new recognition and measurement standards for financial
instruments prescribed for not-for-profit organizations by the Accounting Standards Board of the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants.  Accordingly, investments held as available for sale or held for trading were measured at fair value and the difference between
the fair value and cost (unrealized gain) was recorded as an adjustment to the opening balance of net assets.  The following is the
reconciliation of the cumulative unrealized gain:

(c) Crown-controlled SUCH sector organizations follow the deferral method of accounting.  Restricted non-capital contributions are deferred
and recognized as revenue when related expenses are incurred.   Deferred contributions represent restricted non-capital contributions
which remain unspent.  Capital contributions, including contributions from government sector entities, are recorded as deferred capital
contributions until invested in tangible capital assets.  Amounts invested are then transferred to the unamortized deferred capital
contribution account and recognized as revenue when the related amortization expense of tangible capital assets is recorded.  

(d) The principal of externally restricted endowments included in equity must be maintained intact in perpetuity.  Investment income earned
on externally restricted endowments must be used in accordance with the various purposes established by the donors.  

In millions
Adjustments to opening balance of net assets 60$              
Current year unrealized loss (23)
Current year transfers of realized net gain to income (9)
Cumulative increase in unrealized gain 28$              

LOANS AND ADVANCES SCHEDULE 9

2008 2007
In millions

Loans and advances made under the authority of
Alberta Capital Finance Authority Act (a) 5,733$       4,941$       
Agriculture Financial Services Act (b) 1,076 1,014
Student Loan Act 300 260
Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund Act 184 188
Alberta Housing Act 6 13
Farm Credit Stability Act 2 4
Financial Administration Act 12 12

7,313 6,432
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 150 193

7,163$       6,239$       

(a) The fair value of the loans as at March 31, 2008 was $6,229 million (2007 $5,360 million). Municipal loans on average yield
5.6% (2007 6.0%) per annum. 

As at March 31, 2008, loans to Crown-controlled schools amounted to $266 million (2007 $326 million).

(b) The fair value of the loans receivable is not disclosed.  Determining fair values with sufficient reliability is not practical due to the absence
of verifiable information from estimated financial markets for such loans.  Agricultural loan portfolios on average yield 6.1% (2007 6.3%)
per annum. 
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In millions

2008-09 772$              
2009-10 80
2010-11 380
2011-12 457
2012-13 279
Thereafter 557

2,525
Less unamortized discount (3)

2,522$           

UNMATURED DEBT SCHEDULE 10

2008 2007
Effective Modified

Rate Duration Book Fair Book Fair
(a) (b) Value (a) Value (a) Value (a) Value (a)

% years In millions
Direct debt

Canadian dollar debt 

Floating rate and short-term

fixed rate (c ) 4.14 0.48 689$           695$          514$         514$        

Fixed rate long-term (d) 6.97 3.86 1,757 1,988 2,043 2,258

6.18 2.98 2,446 2,683 2,557 2,772

Alberta Social Housing Corporation

Canadian dollar fixed rate debt 76 113 77 118

2,522$        2,796$       2,634$      2,890$     

(a) Book value represents the amount the Province owes.  Fair value approximates market value to the holder.  The book value, fair value and
weighted average effective rate include the effect of interest rate swaps.  Effective rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
cash payments through the expected term of the debt to the net carrying amount.  For non-marketable debt, the effective rate and fair
value are determined by reference to yield curves for comparable debt.

(b) Modified duration is the weighted average term to maturity of a security's cash flows (i.e. interest and principal).  It measures price
volatility.  The greater a bond's modified duration, the more impact a change in interest rates will have on its value.

(c) Floating rate debt includes short-term debt, term debt with less than one year to maturity, and term debt with interest rate reset within a
year.

(d) Canadian dollar fixed rate debt includes $679 million (2007 $679 million) held by the Canada Pension Plan Investment Fund.  

Debt principal repayment requirements (based on par value) in each of the next five years, including short-term debt
maturing in 2008-09 and thereafter, are as follows:  

None of the debt has call provisions (2007 none).
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DEBT OF ALBERTA CAPITAL FINANCE AUTHORITY SCHEDULE 11

2008 2007
In millions

Canadian dollar fixed rate debt (a) 5,739$       4,974$       

(a) Canadian dollar fixed rate debt includes $1,706 million (2007 $1,851 million) held by the Canada Pension Plan Investment Fund and
has the following characteristics as at March 31, 2008 (see Schedule 10 note (a)).

2008 2007

Fair value (in millions) 5,889$       5,204$       
Effective rate per annum 5.8% 6.1%

Debt principal repayment requirements in each of the next five years, including those maturing in  2007-08 and
thereafter, are as follows:

In millions

2008-09 369$            
2009-10 381
2010-11 170
2011-12 283
2012-13 533
Thereafter 4,003

5,739$         
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PENSION OBLIGATIONS SCHEDULE 12

(a) The Teachers' Pension Plans Act requires all teachers under contract with public and separate school jurisdictions in Alberta to contribute to
the Teachers' Pension Plan.  During the year, the Province assumed responsibility for the entire unfunded pre-1992 pension obligation of
the Teachers' Pension Plans.  The extrapolated value of this obligation at March 31, 2008 is $6,776 million.  The Province currently funds
100% of this obligation.  In addition, for service after August 1992, the Province funds 50% of the post-1992 unfunded liability, any
current service costs and certain cost of living benefits.  

(b) The Public Service Management (Closed Membership) pension plan provides benefits to former members of the Public Service
Management pension plan who were retired, were entitled to receive a deferred pension or had attained 35 years of service before
August 1, 1992.  

For Management Employees, the actuarial deficiencies as determined by actuarial funding valuations are expected to be funded by special
payments currently totalling 7.2% of pensionable earnings shared between employees and employers until December 31, 2018.  Current
service costs are funded by employers and employees.  The government guarantees payment of all benefits arising from service before
1994.

For Public Service, the actuarial deficiencies as determined by an actuarial funding valuation are expected to be funded by special
payments currently totalling 2.92% of pensionable earnings shared equally between employees and employers until December 31, 2020.
Current service costs are funded by employers and employees.  

(c) Under the Public Sector Pension Plans Act, the Province has obligations for payment of additional contributions under defined benefit
pension plans for certain employees of post-secondary educational institutions and municipalities.  The plans are the Universities
Academic and Special Forces pension plans.

For Universities Academic, the unfunded liability for service credited prior to January 1, 1992 is being financed by additional
contributions of 1.25% of pensionable salaries by the Province, and contributions by employers and employees to fund the remaining
amount, as determined by the plan valuation, over the period ending on or before December 31, 2043.  Current service costs are funded
by employers and employees.

For Special Forces, the unfunded liability for service credited prior to January 1, 1992 is being financed by additional contributions in the
ratio of 45.45% by the Province and 27.27% each by employers and employees, over the period ending on or before December 31, 2036.
Current service costs are funded by employers and employees.  The Act provides that payment of all benefits arising from pensionable
service prior to 1994, excluding post-1991 cost of living adjustment benefits, is guaranteed by the Province.

(d) The Province has a liability for payment of pension benefits under a defined benefit pension plan for certain current and former Members
of the Legislative Assembly.  Active participation in this plan was terminated as of June 1993, and no benefits can be earned for service
after that date.

(e) The Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers Pension Plan is a contributory defined benefit pension plan for Judges and Masters in
Chambers of the Province of Alberta.  Current service costs are funded by the Province and plan members at rates which are expected to
provide for all benefits payable under the Plan.  The rates in effect at March 31, 2007 are 7.00% of capped salary for plan members and
16.16% of capped salary for the Province.  Benefits are payable by the Province if assets are insufficient to pay for all benefits under the
Plan.

2008 2007
In millions

Obligations to pension plans for current and former employees 
and Members of the Legislative Assembly

Teachers' Pension Plan (a) 6,855$       4,567$       
Public Service Management (Closed Membership) Pension Plan (b) 699 723
Universities Academic Pension Plan (c) 205 196
Members of the Legislative Assembly Pension Plan (d) 50 50
Management Employees Pension Plan (b) 20 -
Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers Pension Plan (e) 4 -

7,833 5,536
Obligations to pension plans for employees of organizations 

outside the government sector
Special Forces Pension Plan (c) 50 57

7,883$       5,593$       
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Pension obligations are based upon actuarial valuations performed at least triennially using the projected benefit
method prorated on services.  The assumptions used in the valuations were adopted after consultation between the
pension plan boards, the government and the actuaries, depending on the plan, and represent best estimates of future
events.  Each plan's future experience will inevitably vary, perhaps significantly, from the assumptions.  Any
differences between the actuarial assumptions and future experience will emerge as gains or losses in future valuations.
Gains and losses are amortized over the expected average remaining service lives of the related employee groups.

Information about the economic assumptions used in the most recent actuarial valuations is provided below for each
plan.  Demographic assumptions used in the valuations reflect the experience of the plans.

The actuarial valuation of the Teachers' Pension Plan as at August 31, 2006 indicated an actuarial deficiency of
actuarial net assets over the actuarial present value of accrued benefits.  The unfunded liability was extrapolated to
March 31, 2008.  The Province's share of the unfunded liability as at March 31, 2008 is comprised of actuarial asset
value of $1,847 million (2007 $1,877 million), actuarial liabilities of $8,773 million (2007 $6,526 million) and net
unamortized deferred loss of $71 million (2007 $82 million).  The actual return on assets was 11.7% for the year
ended August 31, 2007.  

As at December 31, 2007, the Management Employees Pension Plan reported a deficiency of $84 million (2006
$7 million) and the Public Service Pension Plan reported a deficiency of $92 million (2006 surplus of $153 million).
Including deferred losses of $17 million (2007 deferred gains of $47 million), unfunded liabilities were extrapolated
to March 31, 2008.  

A separate pension plan fund is maintained for each pension plan except for the Members of the Legislative Assembly
plan.  Pension plan fund assets are invested in both marketable investments of organizations external to the
government and in Province of Alberta bonds and promissory notes.  

Schedule 12 (continued)

Real Investment
Rate of Inflation Rate of

Latest              Return Rate Return
Plan Valuation          % % %

Teachers' Pension Plan August 31, 2006 4.25 3.00 7.25
Public Service Management (Closed
   Membership) Pension Plan December 31, 2005 2.25 2.75 5.00
Universities Academic Pension Plan December 31, 2006 4.00 2.70 6.70
Members of the Legislative Assembly
   Pension Plan March 31, 2006 2.25 2.75 5.00
Management Employees Pension 
   Plan December 31, 2006 4.00 2.75 6.75
Provincial Judges and Masters in 
   Chambers Pension Plan December 31, 2005 3.50 3.00 6.50
Special Forces Pension Plan December 31, 2006 4.00 2.50 6.50
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2008 2007
In millions

Future funding to school boards to enable them to repay
debentures issued to Alberta Capital Finance Authority 256$          315$          

Vacation entitlements 219 200
Guarantees, indemnities and remissions

Guarantees (Schedule 15) 2 3
Remissions for guaranteed student loans (Schedule 15) - 1
Remissions for non-guaranteed student loans 2 4

4 8
479$          523$          

OTHER ACCRUED LIABILITIES SCHEDULE 13
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TANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS SCHEDULE 14

Infrastructure Assets 2008 2007
Total Total

Provincial
Computer highways, Dams and
hardware Land roads and water

and Equip- Sub improve- airstrips management Sub
Land (a) Buildings software ment (b) Other (c) Total ments (d) (e) Bridges (e) structures (f) Total

Estimated Useful Life Indefinite 40 yrs 5-10 yrs 3-20 yrs 20-50 yrs 10-40 yrs 50 yrs 50 yrs 25-80 yrs

In millions
Historical Cost

Beginning of year 1,348$     3,359$    805$        497$          263$         6,272$   218$         9,455$       1,010$        1,219$             11,902$     18,174$    16,927$    
Additions 116 127 116 63 16 438 17 1,031 204 33 1,285 1,723 1,231
Transfers - - - - - - - 11 - - 11 11 96
Disposals including write-downs (12) (45) (40) (7) (29) (133) (4) 10 (1) (3) 2 (131) (80)
Cumulative adjustment (g) - - - - - - - 466 - - 466 466 -

        1,452         3,441            881              553             250        6,577             231          10,973       1,213                  1,249         13,666        20,243 18,174

Accumulated Amortization
Beginning of year - 1,559 480 170 153 2,362 123 2,749 273 274 3,419 5,781 5,407
Amortization expense - 73 77 44 13 207 4 210 24 18 256 463 412
Effect of disposals including
   write-downs - (17) (33) (6) (41) (97) 2 (1) - - 1 (96) (38)

- 1,615 524 208 125 2,472 129 2,958 297 292 3,676 6,148 5,781

Net Book Value at March 31, 2008 1,452$     1,826$    357$        345$          125$         4,105$   102$         8,015$       916$           957$                9,990$       14,095$    

Net Book Value at March 31, 2007 1,348$     1,800$    325$        327$          110$         3,910$   95$           6,706$       737$           945$                8,483$       12,393$    

General Capital Assets

(a) Land includes land acquired for parks and recreation, building sites, infrastructure and other program use.  It does not include land held for resale or Crown lands acquired by right.

(b) Equipment includes SuperNet, vehicles, heavy equipment, fire protection equipment, office equipment and furniture, and other equipment.

(c) Other tangible capital assets include leasehold improvements (amortized over the life of the lease), rail cars and trailers.

(d) Land improvements include parks development and grazing reserves.

(e) Provincial highways and roads consist of original pavement, roadbed, drainage works and traffic control devices, and include secondary highways and bridges and some key arterial roadways
within cities. During the 2006-07 fiscal year, the Province assumed responsibility for $96 million of arterial highways in the City of Edmonton which has been recorded as an adjustment to
Net Assets.  In 2007-08, an additional $11 million has been recorded as an adjustment to Net Assets.

(f ) Dams and water management structures include dams, reservoirs, weirs, canals, dikes, ditches, channels, diversions, cut-offs, pump houses and erosion protection structures. 

(g) During the year ended March 31, 2008, the Province decided to change the way it recognizes highway repaving upgrade projects. Previously all highway repaving activities were expensed as 
incurred.  These upgrade projects are now considered betterments and are capitalized.  As the Province was only able to reasonably determine the costs of these projects for the last seven years,
a cumulative opening adjustment of $466 million was made to Tangible Capital Assets and Net Assets.
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GUARANTEES SCHEDULE 15

Expiry
2008 2007 Date

In millions
Feeder Associations Guarantee Act 51$            44$            Ongoing
Agriculture Financial Services Act 19 26 Ongoing
Alberta Housing Act 16 18 2011
Student Loan Act 11 15 Ongoing

Farm Credit Stability Act (a) 1 3 2011

University of Calgary 1 1 2016
99 107

Less estimated liability (Schedule 13)
Guarantees 2 3
Remissions for guaranteed student loans - 1

2 4
97$            103$          

Authorized loan guarantee limits are shown below where applicable.  Where authorized loan guarantee limits are not
noted, the authorized limits decline as guaranteed or indemnified loans are repaid.

Guarantee programs under the following Acts are ongoing:

• Feeder Associations Guarantee Act (authorized guarantee limit set by Order in Council is $55 million), 

• Agriculture Financial Services Act, and 

• Student Loan Act (authorized guarantee limit set by Order in Council is $400 million).

The lender takes appropriate security prior to issuing to the borrower a loan which is guaranteed by the Province.
The security taken depends on the nature of the loan. Interest rates are negotiated with the lender by the borrower
and typically range from prime to prime plus two per cent.

(a) The expiry date shown is the latest expiry date for guaranteed loans under the program.  No new program guarantees are being issued
under the Farm Credit Stability Act.
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The financial statements of the following organizations are fully consolidated in these financial statements:

GOVERNMENT SECTOR ENTITIES

Offices of the Legislative Assembly
Support to the Legislative Assembly
Office of the Auditor General
Office of the Ombudsman
Office of the Chief Electoral Officer
Office of the Ethics Commissioner
Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner

Departments
Advanced Education and Technology
Agriculture and Food
Children's Services
Education
Employment, Immigration and Industry
Energy
Environment
Executive Council
Finance
Health and Wellness
Infrastructure and Transportation
International, Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Relations
Justice
Municipal Affairs and Housing
Seniors and Community Supports
Service Alberta
Solicitor General and Public Security
Sustainable Resource Development
Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture
Treasury Board

Regulated Funds
Access to the Future Fund
Alberta Cancer Prevention Legacy Fund
Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research Endowment Fund
Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund
Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund
Alberta Heritage Science and Engineering Research Endowment Fund
Alberta Risk Management Fund
Alberta School Foundation Fund
Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund(a)

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Fund
Historic Resources Fund
Lottery Fund
Provincial Judges and Masters in Chambers Reserve Fund
Supplementary Retirement Plan Reserve Fund
Victims of Crime Fund

LISTING OF ORGANIZATIONS SCHEDULE 16
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Provincial Agencies
Agriculture Financial Services Corporation
Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
Alberta Capital Finance Authority
Alberta Energy and Utilities Board(b)

Alberta Foundation for the Arts
Alberta Historical Resources Foundation
Alberta Investment Management Corporation(a)

Alberta Informatics Circle of Research Excellence Inc. (iCORE Inc.)
Alberta Local Authorities Pension Plan Corporation 
Alberta Pensions Administration Corporation
Alberta Petroleum Marketing Commission
Alberta Research Council Inc.
Alberta Securities Commission
Alberta Social Housing Corporation
Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation
Alberta Utilities Commission(b)

Calgary and Area Child and Family Services Authority
Central Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
East Central Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
Edmonton and Area Child and Family Services Authority
Energy Resources Conservation Board(b)

Human Rights, Citizenship and Multiculturalism Education Fund
Metis Settlements Child and Family Services Authority
Natural Resources Conservation Board
North Central Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
Northeast Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
Northwest Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
Persons with Developmental Disabilities Calgary Region Community Board
Persons with Developmental Disabilities Central Region Community Board
Persons with Developmental Disabilities Edmonton Region Community Board
Persons with Developmental Disabilities Northeast Region Community Board
Persons with Developmental Disabilities Northwest Region Community Board
Persons with Developmental Disabilities South Region Community Board
Southeast Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
Southwest Alberta Child and Family Services Authority
The Government House Foundation
The Wild Rose Foundation

Non-commercial Crown-controlled Corporation
Alberta Insurance Council

Schedule 16 (continued)
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The following organizations are accounted for on the modified equity basis in these financial statements:

Commercial Enterprises
Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission
Alberta Treasury Branches
Credit Union Deposit Guarantee Corporation
N.A. Properties (1994) Ltd.

Commercial Crown-controlled Corporation
Gainers Inc.

Non-commercial Crown-controlled Corporation
Safety Codes Council(c)

CROWN-CONTROLLED SUCH SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS(c)

School Jurisdictions 
Almadina School Society
Aspen View Regional Division No. 19
Aurora School Ltd.
Battle River Regional Division No. 31
Black Gold Regional Division No. 18
Boyle Street Education Centre
Buffalo Trail Public Schools Regional Division No. 28
Calgary Arts Academy Society
Calgary Girls' School Society
Calgary Roman Catholic Separate School District No. 1
Calgary School District No. 19
Calgary Science School Society
Canadian Rockies Regional Division No. 12
CAPE-Centre for Academic and Personal Excellence Institute
Chinook's Edge School Division No. 73
Christ the Redeemer Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 3
Clearview School Division No. 71
East Central Alberta Catholic Separate Schools Regional Division No. 16
East Central Francophone Education Region No. 3
Edmonton Catholic Separate School District No. 7
Edmonton School District No. 7
Elk Island Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 41
Elk Island Public Schools Regional Division No. 14
Evergreen Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 2
FFCA Charter School Society
Foothills School Division No. 38
Fort McMurray Roman Catholic Separate School District No. 32
Fort McMurray School District No. 2833
Fort Vermilion School Division No. 52 
Golden Hills School Division No. 75
Grande Prairie Roman Catholic Separate School District No. 28

Schedule 16 (continued)
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School Jurisdictions (continued)
Grande Prairie Public School District No. 2357
Grande Yellowhead Regional Division No. 35
Grasslands Regional Division No. 6
Greater North Central Francophone Education Region No. 2
Greater Southern Public Francophone Education Region No. 4
Greater Southern Separate Catholic Francophone Education Region No. 4
Greater St. Albert Catholic Regional Division No. 29
High Prairie School Division No. 48
Holy Family Catholic Regional Division No. 37
Holy Spirit Roman Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 4
Horizon School Division No. 67
Lakeland Roman Catholic Separate School District No. 150
Lethbridge School District No. 51
Living Waters Catholic Regional Division No. 42
Livingstone Range School Division No. 68
Medicine Hat Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 20
Medicine Hat School District No. 76
Moberly Hall School Society
Mother Earth's Children's Charter School Society
New Horizons Charter School Society
Northern Gateway Regional Division No. 10
Northern Lights School Division No. 69
Northland School Division No. 61
Northwest Francophone Education Region No. 1
Palliser Regional Division No. 26
Parkland School Division No. 70
Peace River School Division No. 10
Peace Wapiti School Division No. 76
Pembina Hills Regional Division No. 7
Prairie Land Regional Division No. 25
Prairie Rose Regional Division No. 8
Red Deer Catholic Regional Division No. 39
Red Deer School District No. 104
Rocky View School Division No. 41
St. Albert Protestant Separate School District No. 6
St. Paul Education Regional Division No. 1
St. Thomas Aquinas Roman Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 38
Sturgeon School Division No. 24
Suzuki Charter School Society
Westmount Charter School Society
Westwind School Division No. 74
Wetaskiwin Regional Division No. 11
Wild Rose School Division No. 66
Wolf Creek School Division No. 72

Schedule 16 (continued)
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Universities
Athabasca University
The University of Alberta
The University of Calgary
The University of Lethbridge

Colleges
Alberta College of Art and Design
Bow Valley College
Grande Prairie Regional College
Grant MacEwan College
Keyano College
Lakeland College
Lethbridge Community College
Medicine Hat College
Mount Royal College
NorQuest College
Northern Lakes College
Olds College
Portage College
Red Deer College

Technical Institutes and The Banff Centre
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
The Banff Centre For Continuing Education

Regional Health Authorities and Other Health Boards
Alberta Cancer Board
Alberta Mental Health Board
Aspen Regional Health Authority
Calgary Health Region
Capital Health
Chinook Regional Health Authority
David Thompson Regional Health Authority
East Central Health
Health Quality Council of Alberta
Northern Lights Health Region
Peace Country Health
Palliser Health Region

(a) Commenced operations in 2007-08.

(b) The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB) has been realigned into two separate regulatory bodies: the Energy Resources Conservation
Board (ERCB), and the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) in 2007-08.

(c) In transition period (see Note 1(b)).

Schedule 16 (continued)
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Absolute return strategies:  Absolute return strategies encompass a wide variety of investments with the objective of
realizing positive returns regardless of the overall market direction.  A common feature of many of these strategies is
buying undervalued securities and selling short overvalued securities.  Some of the major types of strategies include
long/short equity, merger arbitrage, macroeconomic strategies and short selling.  

Accrued interest:  Interest income that has been earned but not paid in cash at the financial statement date.

Ask price:  The price a seller is willing to accept for a security, also known as the offer price.

Asset mix: The major types of investments that make up a portfolio, usually expressed in percentages.

Bid price: The price a buyer is willing to pay for a security. 

Call provision: An option included in a bond that gives the bond issuer the right to buy back all or part of a bond
issue prior to maturity.  

Credit risk: The risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing
to discharge an obligation. 

Currency risk: The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in foreign exchange rates.  

Debenture: A financial instrument showing a debt where the issuer promises to pay interest and repay the principal
by the maturity date.  It is usually unsecured, meaning there are no liens or pledges on specific assets.

Deferred capital contribution: An organization, which follows the deferral method of accounting, has a deferred
capital contribution when an external party or a government sector entity contributes funds to the organization for
the purchase of a tangible capital asset and the asset has not been purchased at the financial statement date.  When
the asset is purchased, the amount contributed is transferred to an account called unamortized deferred capital
contributions.

Deferred contribution: An organization, which follows the deferral method of accounting, has a deferred
contribution when an external party contributes funds to the organization for a specific purpose (other than for a
capital item) and the funds remain unspent at the financial statement date.  When the funds are used for the specific
purpose, the contribution is recognized as revenue.    

Defined benefit pension plan: A pension plan that specifies either the benefits to be received by an employee, or
the method of determining those benefits, such as a pension benefit equal to two percent of the average of the five
highest consecutive years' salary times the total years of service.  

Derivative contracts: Financial contracts, the value of which is derived from the value of underlying assets, indices,
interest rates, currency rates or credit ratings.  They usually give rise to a financial asset of one party and a financial
liability or equity instrument of another party, require no initial net investment, and are settled at a future date.  

Discount: The difference between the price paid for a security and the security's par, or face, value.  Because price
fluctuates with interest rates, price will differ from the face value. For example, if interest rates are higher than the
coupon rate, then the security is sold at a discount.    

Emerging markets:  The financial markets of developing economies.  Examples include China and Brazil.

GLOSSARY
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Fair value: The amount that an asset (or liability) could be bought or sold in a current arm's length transaction
between knowledgeable, willing parties, that is, other than in a forced or liquidation sale.  It is also known as market
value.  

Financial asset: An asset that could provide resources to pay liabilities or finance future operations.  A financial asset
could be cash, a right to receive cash or another financial asset from another party, a right to exchange financial
instruments with another party under conditions that are potentially favourable, or equity of another entity.

First-in, first-out: A method of valuing inventory where the cost of the first goods purchased or acquired is the cost
assigned to the first goods sold.  Therefore, the cost allocated to the inventory items on hand at the end of the period
is the cost of those items most recently acquired. 

Fixed income instrument:  Interest bearing instrument that provides a return in the form of fixed periodic payments
and eventual return of principal at maturity, or money market instrument such as treasury bills and discount notes.  

Floating rate:  An interest rate that is reset periodically, usually every couple of months or sometimes daily.  

Hedging:  An activity designed to manage exposure to one or more risks.  When management designates a hedging
relationship, it must identify the specific items included in the hedging relationship, the risk that is being hedged,
and the period over which the hedging relationship is intended to be effective.  The designation of the hedging
relationship is documented formally in the entity's records when designation occurs.  

Interest rate risk:  The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
future changes in market interest rates.   

Leveraging:  The use of various financial instruments or borrowed capital to increase the potential return of an
investment.  

Liquidity:  The ability to convert an asset to cash quickly.  

Market risk:  The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
future changes in market prices.  

Net realizable value:  The selling price less the estimated costs of completion and costs necessary to make the sale. 

Par value:  The face or principal amount of a bond, typically expressed as multiples of $100 or $1,000.  Bond
holders receive par value for their bonds at maturity.  

Present value:  Today's value of one or more future cash payments, determined by discounting the future cash
payments using interest rates.   

Private equity:  An ownership interest in a privately held company.

Public equity: An ownership interest in a publicly-traded company.

Public private partnership:  A legally-binding contract between government and business for the provision of assets
and the delivery of services that allocates responsibilities and business risks among the various partners.

Realized gains and losses:  Gains or losses are realized when investments are sold at a price over or below its book
value and selling costs.  

Refinancing risk:  The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to
refinancing.  

Glossary (continued)
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Segment:  A distinguishable activity or group of activities of a government for which it is appropriate to separately
report financial information to help users of the financial statements identify the resources allocated to support the
major activities of the government.  

Temporary investment:  Investments which are transitional or current in nature and generally capable of reasonably
prompt liquidation.  

Temporary loss:  Determining when a loss is other than temporary is a matter of judgment, but it is generally
presumed if a condition indicating a loss in value has persisted for a period of three or four years.

Unamortized deferred capital contribution:  Once an organization, which follows the deferral method of
accounting, uses contributed funds to purchase a tangible capital asset, the amount contributed is transferred to an
account called unamortized deferred capital contributions.  As the tangible capital asset is amortized, the
contribution is recorded as revenue.  

Yield curve:  A graphic line chart that shows interest rates at a specific point for all securities having equal risk, but
different maturity dates.

Glossary (continued)
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ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT

The Measuring Up component of the government’s Annual Report for

the year ended March 31, 2008 was prepared under my direction on

behalf of the government in accordance with the Government

Accountability Act and the government’s accounting policies.  All of the

government’s policy decisions as at June 18, 2008 with material economic

or fiscal implications have been considered in the preparation of the

Annual Report.

Lloyd Snelgrove
President of Treasury Board
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Introduction

Measuring Up is part of the Alberta government’s commitment to be open and accountable to the people of Alberta
and endeavours to go beyond reporting financial information by answering the questions:  what did the government
achieve with the dollars spent; did the government actually do what it said it was going to do; and did the
government progress toward achieving its goals? 

To answer these questions, Measuring Up reports on the progress toward achieving the 10 government goals
presented in the 2007-10 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.  This is accomplished by comparing the
actual results of performance measures and spending against the targets published in the government business plan,
and providing an explanation of significant performance variances.  In addition, Measuring Up reports on the current
outcomes of government strategies identified under each of the goals in the 2007-10 Government of Alberta Strategic
Business Plan.  Performance targets for the measures under each goal are set so that they are challenging given the
resources available to achieve those targets.

Overall, reporting the results of the performance measures and the outcome of each of the government strategies
helps the reader to assess the social, economic and environmental impacts that government policies, programs,
services and strategies are having in progressing toward government goals.

Link to Ministries

In addition to the information presented in Measuring Up, more detailed performance information is reported in the
ministry annual reports published each fall.  Performance information presented in the ministry annual reports
provides information on the progress toward ministry business plan goals.  Ministry business plans and annual reports
are closely linked to and support the government business plan and annual report. 

What's New?

In 2007, the Alberta government agreed to participate in a two-year multi-jurisdictional research project led by the
CCAF (formerly known as the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation) with funding from the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation.  The objective of the project is to examine and strengthen public performance reporting in
Canada’s public sector.  As part of that study, a number of consultations were held with Alberta legislators, the media
and non-governmental organizations to identify ways of improving Alberta’s public performance reports.

Although the final “Improving Public Performance Reporting in Alberta” report will not be released until the fall of
2008, some of the initial findings have been incorporated into this year’s Measuring Up report to make it a more
relevant and readable document. Additions to this year’s Measuring Up report include:

• A performance summary for each of the goals showing the results of the measures against targets and trend
information;

• Forward looking information, which is a table indicating the annual estimated expense and capital spending that
will be directed toward achieving each goal over the next three years;

• A list of some important initiatives that government will implement over the next three years to achieve its goals.
(These initiatives reflect the government’s response to changes in circumstances, external events and issues of
importance to Albertans.  More information on these initiatives can be found in the 2008-11 Government of
Alberta Strategic Business Plan published as part of Budget 2008);

• For all of the measures, historical data for the last five years presented in either graphs or tables along with a brief
description of the measures and their results, with an explanation if targets were not achieved, and a description of
the government’s activities that influenced the results; and

• A brief report on the outcomes of all of the past strategies published in the 2007-10 Government of Alberta
Strategic Business Plan.



Reader’s Guide

• The Government Accountability Act requires that the government publish a consolidated annual report for the
Province of Alberta that includes a comparison of its performance results to the performance targets established in
the three-year government business plan.  The Act also requires an explanation of any significant variances
between results and targets.

• 2007-08 Measuring Up reports on the 10 goals, the 64 measures, and the numerous government strategies
established in the 2007-10 Government Business Plan.  Reporting on the measures and strategies provides
information on the progress made toward goal achievement.

• Each goal has four sections:

What the Goal Means – This section provides a brief description of the goal statement.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending – This section includes three graphs that provide information pertaining to
the government expense directed toward achieving the goal.  The three graphs are “Goal Expense,” “Percent of
Total Expense,” and “Capital Plan Spending.”  The goal expense information is derived from the Expense by
Function amounts reported in the 2007-08 Consolidated Statement of Operations.  The Capital Plan Spending is
aligned with the 2007-10 Capital Plan spending that is directed at government-owned and supported
infrastructure.

Progress Report on Strategies – This section provides a brief progress report on each of the strategies related to
the goal.  More detailed information will be available in ministry annual reports published in September 2008.

Performance Measures – This section contains graphs representing the historical results, the most current results,
and the 2007-08 target level for each of the measures under each goal.  Next to each goal is a discussion of the
results of the measures, reasons for any significant variance from targets, and actions the government has taken to
influence the results.   A listing of the data sources and notes to the graphs can be found at the back of this
document.

• Performance Measures Methodology

Further details on the measures, such as the methodology, any changes in the methodology from previous years,
data sources, and general factors that may impact results, are available online at www.alberta.ca.

Performance Summary

• The Performance Summary has two sub-sections under each goal:

How Do We Measure Up? – This section is a summary table containing targets, results and 5-year trend
information symbolized by an up or down arrow.  Arrows indicate at least three consecutive years of a positive or
negative trend, while a horizontal line indicates no discernable trend.

What Are We Doing Next to Achieve This Goal? – This section outlines future initiatives and the annual
program and capital spending directed toward goal achievement as found in the 2008-11 Government Business
Plan.

2 MEASURING UP 2007-08
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How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal One Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – p.17 
Three-year average annual growth rate of real GDP per capita (inter-provincial 
rank). 

Highest 
2.3% 

3rd highest 
(2004-07) 

�

Total Goods Exports – p.17 
International commodity exports measured in current dollars, including primary 
agriculture, primary forestry, mining and energy, and manufactured goods.* 

$82.3 billion 
 (2005-2007) 

$78.7 billionr

 (2005-07) 
�

Personal Disposable Income – p.17 
Current dollars per capita (inter-provincial rank). 

Highest Highest 
$34,494p (2007)

�

Labour Productivity – p.18
Inter-provincial rank of real Gross Domestic Product in dollars per hour worked. 

Highest Highest 
$49.75 (2006) 

�

Manufacturing and Service Industry Investment – p.18
The value of new capital expenditures on construction and machinery and 
equipment in Alberta’s manufacturing and services industry ($ billions and 
% change). 

$17.7 billion 
(7.0%)

$19.8 billion 
(12.0%) 
(2007) 

�
�

Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Investment – p.18
Annual capital expenditures in Alberta on exploration and development of oil, oil 
sands and gas resources. 

Equal to or 
greater than $15

billion 
(2007) 

$37.7 billion 
(2006) 

�

Manufacturing and Service Exports – p.19 
The value of Alberta’s international exports of manufactured goods and services 
in current dollars (percentage change). 

$29.4 billion 
(6.0%)

$30.2 billione

(4.2%)
(2007) 

�
�

Total Tourism Expenditures – p.19 
Value of all tourism expenditures made by residents and non-residents, in 
current dollars. 

$5.6 billion $5.6 billione

(2007) 
�

Labour Force Participation Rate – p.19 
Inter-provincial rank of labour force participation. 

Highest Highest 
74.1% (2007) 

Government Support for Innovation – p.20 
Percentage of Government of Alberta expense used to support innovation. 

Increase above 
prior year 
(2.67%) 

2.94% 
(2006-07) 

�

Sponsored Research at Alberta Universities – p.20
Total sponsored research revenue attracted by Alberta universities. 

$670 million $686.5 million 
(2006-07) 

�

Business Expenditures on Research and Development – p.20
Alberta business expenditures on research and development. 

$854 million $1,077 million 
(2005) 

�

r Revised  p Preliminary e Estimate                    5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
* The Budget 2007-10 target of 1.2% increase is no longer meaningful due to significant revisions to Statistics Canada’s export data. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 1.91 2.14 2.13 2.22 
Capital Spending (millions) 112  64 57 44 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Develop a comprehensive provincial energy strategy;  
� Develop and implement a framework that defines roles and mandates for publicly funded organizations that support world class 

research and innovation in Alberta;  
� Encourage technology commercialization and increase the Canadian venture capital invested in Alberta, in part by establishing the 

Alberta Enterprise Fund;  
� Strengthen and diversify the agriculture sector by increasing the market value of differentiated and value-added agricultural products 

and expanding into new markets and products;  
� Increase the total off-reserve labour force of Alberta’s First Nations, Métis and Inuit to 74,000 by 2010;  
� Increase the number of international immigrants and temporary foreign workers to 50,000 by the end of 2009;  
� Double the number of workers entering the Provincial Nominee Program to 3,000;  
� Help newcomers to Alberta to integrate and settle into the community by increasing the support services provided to them;  
� Implement strategies to increase upgrading and refining capacity in Alberta, including the implementation of Bitumen Royalty In-Kind;  
� Develop and implement policies, initiatives and tools to help Alberta businesses to improve their productivity and global 

competitiveness;
� Introduce a 10% tax credit to stimulate private sector Scientific Research and Experimental Development in Alberta; 
� Coordinate international missions to market Alberta as an immigration destination;  
� Strengthen the competitiveness of the forestry sector by working with industry to identify options to improve the long-term viability of 

the sector; and 
� Address competing use of land through planning and decision-making directed by the completion and implementation of the Land-use 

Framework.

1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economyGOAL ONE
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2 Albertans will be well prepared for lifelong learning and workGOAL TWO

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Two Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Literacy and Numeracy – p.24 
Percentage of all students in Grade 9 who achieve the acceptable standard 
on Provincial Achievement Tests: Language Arts 

   Mathematics 
80% 
70% 

(2006-07) 
78% 
66% 

Dropout Rate (K-12) – p.24 
Annual dropout rate of students (age 14-18). 

4.9%  5.0% 
(2006-07) 

�

High School Completion Rate (K-12) – p.24
Percentage of students who complete high school within five years of entering 
Grade 10. 

78% 79.5% 
(2006-07) 

�

High School to Post-secondary Transition – p.25
Percentage of students entering post-secondary programs (including
apprenticeship) within six years of entering Grade 10. 

58% 60.3% 
(2006-07) 

�

Educational Attainment of Albertans: – p.25
High school completion (age 25-34) 
Post-secondary completion (age 25-64) 

90% or higher 
60% 

(2007) 
91% 
59% �

Educational Attainment of Aboriginal Albertans: – p.25
High school completion (age 25-34) 
Post-secondary completion (age 25-64) 

77%  
45% 

(2007) 
76% 
45% 

Adult Participation in Learning – p.26
Participation in post-secondary education (age 18-34). 

21% 17% 
(2007) 

�

Lifelong Learning – p.26
Public satisfaction that adult Albertans can access education or training. 

76% 79% 
(2007-08) 

Employment Rate of Recent Alberta Advanced Education Graduates 
(biennial survey): – p.26

Post-secondary diploma or certificate 
University degree

Journeyperson 

95% or higher 
95% or higher 

n/a 

96% 
98% 

(2007-08) 
97% 

(2006-07) 

* 
* 

* 

Employment Rates of Albertans Age 25-34 by Highest Level of
Education: – p.27

High school completion 
Post-secondary diploma or certificate 
Post-secondary degree 

84% 
88% 
87% 

(2007) 
83% 
89% 
87% �

Skill Development (biennial survey) – p.27
Employer satisfaction advanced learning system graduates. 

90% or higher 88% 
(2007-08) 

* 

Skills Development – p.27
Percentage of participants in skills programs employed post-intervention. 

80%  84% 
(2007-08) 

* 

Physical Condition of Learning Facilities – p.28
(Schools): Good 
 Fair
 Poor 

(Post-secondary institutions): Good 
 Fair
 Poor 

73% 
25% 
2% 

55% 
35% 
10% 

71% 
26% 
3% 

(2006-07) 
65% 
25% 
10% 

(2007-08) 

** 

�** 

 * Less than five years of data.    5-year Trend: � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
 ** Overall condition of facilities. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 8.88 9.31 9.44 9.23 
Capital Spending (millions) 1,526 1,463 1,133 542 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Ensure Alberta has the health care professionals we need to meet future demand:  

o Increase the number of physician graduates from 227 to 295 by 2012;  
o Increase the number of Registered Nurse graduates from 1,375 to 2,000 by 2012; and  
o Increase the number of Licensed Practical Nurse graduates from 559 to 1,000 by 2012;  

� Increase broad-based supports and early intervention initiatives for at-risk children to improve their learning outcomes; 
� Increase post-secondary spaces available to high demand areas like health and trades over the next two years; 
� Reduce the interest rate on student loans from prime plus 2.5 percentage points, to prime; and 
� Increase student participation and completion rates in health, math, science and Career and Technology Studies courses to grow the

technology and science sectors.  
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3 The high quality of Alberta's environment will be sustainedGOAL THREE

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Three Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Air Quality Index – p.31 
Evaluates the quality of Alberta’s air based on five major pollutants:  carbon 
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide, and fine particulate  
matter – PM2.5. 

“Good” air quality 
days 97% of the 

time* 

“Good” air quality 
days 97% of the 

time 
(2007) 

River Water Quality Index – p.31
Evaluates the water quality of six major Alberta rivers at key sites, based on 
monthly data on four groups of variables (metals, bacteria, nutrients and 
pesticides) which are combined to provide an indication of overall water 
quality.

Six out of six river 
systems have 

“good” to
“excellent” water 

quality

Five out of six river
systems had “good” 
to “excellent” water 

quality
(2006-07) 

*

Drinking Water Safety Indicator – p.31, 32
Evaluates performance of facilities delivering safe drinking water, and 
demonstrates continuous improvement of facilities, in the way facilities are 
operated, and reporting on analytical results. 

Facility Design Standards – percentage of facilities meeting current facility
design standards. 
Facility Operational Requirements – number of incidents where 
regulatory requirements have not been met that could lead to water quality
incidents. 
Water Quality – number of water quality incidents.

84% 

20 

40 

85% 

46 

48 
(2007-08) 

�

Effective Water Management Infrastructure – p.32
Physical condition of provincially owned water management infrastructure: 
Good 
Fair
Poor 

93% 
7% 
0% 

96.5% 
3.4% 
0.1% 

(2007-08) 

* **

Municipal Solid Waste to Landfills – p.33
Measures Alberta’s progress towards meeting continuous reduction of 
municipal solid waste placed in landfills as measured in kilograms of waste 
per capita. 

800 kg per capita 838 kg per capita
(2007) 

�

* Less than five years of data.                    5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
** Overall condition of facilities. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 0.35 0.48 0.43 0.41 
Capital Spending (millions) 158 394 327 278 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Implement carbon capture and storage research, and demonstration projects;  
� Support research on new oil sands extraction processes that use less energy, less water, reduce tailings ponds and improve land 

reclamation;  
� Inform Albertans on our environmental stewardship to ensure a clear provincial, national and international understanding of Alberta’s 

leadership, commitment and action on the environment;  
� Implement the climate change strategy, including conservation, energy efficiency and adaptation initiatives; 
� Address the impacts of development on land, air, water and biodiversity, at a regional level, through a cumulative effects management 

system that is integrated with Alberta’s Land-use Framework; and
� Manage Alberta’s water resources to ensure the province has the quality and quantity of water needed now and into the future to 

support population and economic growth. 
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4 Alberta will have a financially stable, open and accountable government
and maintain its strong position nationally and internationallyGOAL FOUR

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Four Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Alberta’s Credit Rating – p.37
Blended credit rating for domestic debt. AAA AAA 

(2008) 
Tax Load – p.37

Total provincial and municipal tax load as a percentage of the Canadian 
average (inter-provincial rank). 

Lowest among the 
provinces 

Lowest among the 
provinces 
(2007-08) 

Albertans’ Satisfaction with Access to Services and Information – p.37 
Percentage of Albertans surveyed who are satisfied with access to 
Government of Alberta services and information.

80% 65% 
(2007-08) 

* 

Physical Condition of Government-owned and Operated Buildings: – p.38 
Good 
Fair
Poor 

45% 
51% 
4% 

38% 
57% 
5% 

(2007-08) 

�** 

* Less than five years of data.                    5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
** Overall condition of buildings. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 1.47 1.98 1.87 1.76 
Capital Spending (millions) 319 768 648 354 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Increase the efficiency of health and education infrastructure design and construction;  
� Establish a single enterprise approach to information technology development and operations for the Government of Alberta;  
� Implement the 20-year Capital Plan; 
� Strengthen the Government of Alberta’s long term fiscal position and implement a renewed investment and savings policy;
� Improve expenditure management; 
� Enhance the capital planning process; 
� Modernize and strengthen the business planning and budget development process; 
� Phase out health care premiums in 4 years or less; 
� Increase support for Alberta families through increases to the caregiver, infirm dependant and the disability supplement non-

refundable tax credit amounts and the Alberta Family Employment Tax Credit; 
� Reduce the regulatory burden on business by reducing overlap, simplifying compliance requirements and revising or eliminating 

regulations; 
� Ensure Albertans receive appropriate benefits from their ownership of non-renewable resources by implementing the New Royalty 

Framework for Alberta; 
� Improve service delivery, whether in person, by phone or through the internet, to Albertans by creating innovative approaches, while 

maintaining information security and integrity;
� Ensure the Government of Alberta has the skilled workforce needed to provide important public services in the future by implementing 

attraction and retention strategies; and 
� Ensure Alberta’s interests are advanced nationally and internationally by strengthening ties with our western partners and developing 

an international strategy. 
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5 Albertans will be healthyGOAL FIVE

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Five Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Life Expectancy at Birth – p.41 
Years of life for females. 
Years of life for males. 

83.0 years 
78.0 years 

83.0 years 
78.2 years 

(2007) 

�
�

Self-reported Health Status – p.41
Rating as “excellent,” “very good” or “good” (18-64 years). 
Rating as “excellent,” “very good” or “good” (65 years and over). 

90% 
80% 

88% 
84% 

(2008) 
Participation in Healthy Behaviour (biennial survey) – p.42

Exercise:  Percent of Albertans age 12 and over who are “active” or
“moderately active”. 
Healthy Weight:  Percent of Albertans age 18 and over with “acceptable” 
body mass index (BMIs 18.5 to 24.9). 
Healthy Eating:  Percent of Albertans age 12 and over who eat at least five 
servings of fruit and vegetables each day.

65% 

51% 

42% 

55% 

46% 

39% 
(2005) 

* 

�*

*

Ease of Access to Services – p.42
Rating as “easy” or “very easy”: 

Physician Services 
Hospital Services

86% 
74% 

79% 
68% 

(2008) 
Public Rating of Health System Overall – p.42 

Rating as “excellent” or “good.” 69% 60% 
(2008) 

Physical Condition of Health Facilities: – p.43 
Good 
Fair
Poor 

70% 
26% 
  4% 

65% 
26% 
  9% 

(2007-08) 

�** 

* Less than five years of data.  Also, 2007 results were not available at time of publication, therefore, latest available data is 2005 
compared to 2007-08 targets. 

                 5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
** Overall condition of facilities. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 12.28 13.46 14.13 14.52 
Capital Spending (millions) 1,290 1,373 1,151 811 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Increase the number of treatment beds for drug addictions and mental health services; 
� Strengthen the governance and accountability framework with all health providers;  
� Improve the health care delivery model to ensure the roles, responsibilities and structures in the system support the most efficient 

delivery of services; and  
� Improve quality, supply and client choice in the continuing care system. 
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6 Albertans will be independent and our children will be well cared forGOAL SIX

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Six Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Well-being of Children – p.47
Percentage of children living in families with incomes at or above the Market 
Basket Measure low-income thresholds (inter-provincial rank). 

Among the top 
three provinces 

2nd highest 
85% 

(2004) 
Support for Albertans with Low Incomes – p.47

Percentage of Alberta’s Income Support clients receiving health benefits 
coverage in addition to core benefits. 

Within +/-5 
percentage points 

of the previous 
year’s result (86%) 

85% 
(2007-08) 

* 

Economic Status of Albertans – p.47
Percentage of Albertans living at or above the Market Basket Measure low-
income thresholds (inter-provincial rank). 

Among the top 
three provinces 

3rd highest 
88% 

(2004) 
Social and Emotional Development – p.48

Percentage of Alberta children demonstrating: 
Healthy social development 

Healthy emotional development 

Maintain or
improve Alberta’s 
result relative to 

the national 
average 

Alberta: 86.0%
Canada: 85.4%

(2004-05) 
Alberta: 87.1%
Canada: 85.3%

(2004-05) 

* 

* 

Parenting Skills – p.48
Percentage of Alberta children, age 0-5, whose parents are interacting 
positively with them. 

Maintain or
improve Alberta’s 
result relative to 

the national 
average 

Alberta: 92.9% r

Canada: 91.1% r

(2004-05) 

* 

Support for Albertans with Developmental Disabilities 
(biennial survey) – p.49

Satisfaction, by families/guardians of adults with developmental disabilities, 
with Persons with Developmental Disabilities funded services. 

n/a 83.4% 
(2006-07) 

�* 

Support for Families with Low Income with Children (biennial survey) 
– p.49

Percentage of Alberta Child Health Benefit parents who agree they are able to 
obtain health services they would not otherwise have been able to get for their 
children. 

n/a 91% 
(2006-07) 

* 

Support for Albertans with Low Income who Need Temporary Help – p.49
Percentage of participants employed after leaving income support. 70% 61% 

(2007-08) 
* 

Seniors’ Average Total Income – p.50
Difference between Alberta seniors’ average total income and the national 
average for seniors’ average total income. 

Exceed the 
national average

+13.4% 
(2005) 

�

* Less than five years of data.                    5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 3.66 4.04 4.09 4.13 
Capital Spending (millions) 348 428 343 356 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Expand support for Aboriginals and immigrants, and improve access to existing programs for Albertans affected by family violence;  
� Develop 11,000 affordable housing units by 2012; 
� Develop the 10-year Plan to address homelessness; 
� Alberta families have access to quality, affordable child care (CYS): 

o Support the creation of 14,000 new child care spaces by 2011, including in-school and out-of-school care, family day homes, and 
day cares; and 

o Provide low and middle income families with a subsidy to cover the costs for out-of-school child care.
� Help Albertans stay in their homes through the rent supplement program and the Homelessness and Eviction Prevention Fund; 
� Support persons with disabilities’ independence and self-reliance by providing increased employability incentives, including an 

increase in the amount that can be earned by Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped (AISH) recipients from $1,000 to $1,500; 
and 

� Make additional public land available for affordable housing purposes. 
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How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Seven Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Public Perception of Safety in the Neighbourhood – p.55
The percentage of Albertans who feel “reasonably safe” to “very safe” walking 
alone in their area after dark. 

82% 75% 
(2007-08) 

Property Crime Rate – p.55
Alberta’s property crime rate per 100,000 population, as reported by police. 

Lower than or 
equal to the 
national rate 

(3,588) 

4,480 
(2006) 

�

Violent Crime Rate – p.55
Alberta’s violent crime rate per 100,000 population, as reported by police. 

Lower than or 
equal to the 
national rate 

(951) 

1,101 
(2006) 

Work Stoppages – p.56
Percentage of collective bargaining agreements settled without a work 
stoppage (strike or lockout). 

98% 98% 
(2007-08) 

Workplace Lost-time Claim Rate – p.56
Number of lost-time claims per 100 person-years worked. 1.9 2.12 

(2007) 
�

Effectiveness of Human Rights Protection – p.56
Percentage of adult Albertans who believe human rights are well protected in 
Alberta. 

87% 88.0% 
(2007-08) 

                   5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 1.29 1.38 1.42 1.45 
Capital Spending (millions) 42 191 218 218 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Enhance the capacity of the prosecution service to effectively prosecute serious and violent crime, in part, by adding prosecution and 

support staff;  
� Add 300 additional police officers over the next three years;  
� Coordinate policing services to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery; and  
� Establish a Safer Communities and Neighborhoods Investigative Unit to target organized crime. 

7 Alberta will be a safe place to live, work and raise familiesGOAL SEVEN
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8 Albertans will have the opportunity to enjoy the province’s natural,
historical and cultural resourcesGOAL EIGHT

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Eight Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Parks and Recreation Areas – p.59 
Visitor satisfaction with experiences at provincial parks and recreation areas. 92% 89.5% 

(2007-08) 
Participation in Sport and Recreation – p.59

Participation in sport and recreational activities by adult Albertans. 83% 78.6% 
(2007-08) 

�

Level of Community Volunteerism – p.59
Level of community volunteerism by adult Albertans. 69% 68.6% 

(2007-08) 
Participation in Arts Activities or Events – p.60

Participation in arts activities or events by adult Albertans. 89% 87.4% 
(2007-08) 

Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Historic Sites, Museums and 
Interpretive Centres – p.60

Visitor satisfaction with experiences at provincial historic sites, museums and 
interpretive centres. 

99% 98.2% 
(2007-08) 

Public Library Use – p.60
Usage of public library services by adult Albertans. 52% 50% 

(2007-08) 
                   5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 0.54 0.66 0.38 0.27 
Capital Spending (millions) 331 525 115 67 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Promote and support culture in Alberta by working with partners to implement The Spirit of Alberta: Alberta’s Cultural Policy and 

establishing a Premier’s Council on Arts and Culture; and 
� Ensure Alberta’s parks and recreation areas remain protected yet accessible to Alberta’s growing population by developing a plan for 

Alberta’s parks and recreation areas. 
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9 Alberta will have strong and effective municipalities and self-reliant
Aboriginal communitiesGOAL NINE

10 Alberta will have effective and efficient transportation infrastructureGOAL TEN

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Nine Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Aboriginal Affairs – p.63
Public approval rating on Aboriginal issues compared to the average of the 
four nearest provinces. 

Higher than the 
average of the four 
nearest provinces 
(BC, SK, MN, ON) 

8% higher 
(2007) 

Albertans’ Satisfaction with their Local Governments – p.63
Percentage satisfied. 80% 73% 

(2007-08) 
�

                   5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 0.76 1.07 1.20 2.01 
Capital Spending (millions) 274 453 550 1,350 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Create a strategic plan for developing the oil sands region;
� Conclude the new long-term governance and funding arrangement with and for the Métis Settlements that is focused on effective 

governance, enhanced accountability and sustainability;
� Implement the Capital Region Integrated Growth Management Plan;
� Formalize relationships between the Government of Alberta and the Alberta Treaty Grand Chiefs (Treaty 6, 7 and 8) through a 

Memorandum of Understanding (AR); and 
� Ensure provincial funds provided to municipalities are used to meet agreed upon objectives through the development of an 

accountability framework. 

How Do We Measure Up? 

Goal Ten Performance Measures 
2007-08 
Targets 

Current 
Results 

5-year 
Trend 

Physical Condition of Provincial Highways – p.65
Physical condition of pavement: 
Good 
Fair
Poor 

57.0% 
26.0% 
17.0% 

59.0% 
25.9% 
15.1% 

(2007-08) 

�** 

                   5-year Trend:  � Positive trend.   � Negative trend.   No discernable trend. 
** Overall condition of highways. 

What Are We Doing Next To Achieve This Goal? 
(For additional information see the 2008-11 Government of Alberta Strategic Business Plan.)

Goal Expense and Capital Plan Spending
2007-08 
Actual

2008-09 
Estimate 

2009-10 
Target

2010-11 
Target

Goal Expense (billions) 2.31 2.50 2.50 1.70 
Capital Spending (millions) 2,570 3,062 2,960 1,915 

In addition to ongoing government policies, programs and services, Alberta will implement the following Mandated Initiatives: 
� Double the provincial investment in highway repaving and bridge repair over the next three years; and 
� Develop and implement policy to ensure sufficient and reliable electric transmission facilities are available in a timely manner to 

support continued economic growth in the province. 
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Report of the Auditor General on the Results of Applying Specified 
Auditing Procedures to Performance Measures

To the Members of the Legislative Assembly

Management is responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the performance results included in the Government of
Alberta 2007-08 Annual Report.  My responsibility is to carry out the following specified auditing procedures on
performance measures in Measuring Up.  I verified:

Completeness
1. Performance measures and targets matched those included in Budget 2007.  Actual results are presented for all

performance measures (see exception below).

Reliability
2. Information in reports from external organizations, such as Statistics Canada, matched information used to

calculate the actual results.

3. Information in reports that originated in the Government of Alberta matched information used to calculate
the actual results.  In addition, I tested the processes used to compile the results.

Comparability and Understandability
4. Actual results are presented clearly and consistently with the stated methodology and are presented on the

same basis as targets and prior years’ information.

I found an exception for the measure Physical Condition of Learning Facilities - Schools in good, fair, or poor condition.
There was no data reported for this measure; therefore, I was not able to complete procedures 1 to 4 above.
Management explains in the Performance Measures Section under Goal 2 why data was not reported.

As this examination was limited to these procedures, I do not express an opinion on whether the set of performance
measures is relevant and sufficient to assess the performance of the Government of Alberta in achieving its goals.

FCA
Auditor General

Edmonton, Alberta
June 18, 2008
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1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economyGOAL ONE
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What the Goal Means

Sustainable economic growth and prosperity across the
province are essential to maintaining and improving
Albertans’ overall quality of life.  Innovation, value-
added industries, diversification and global
competitiveness, and balanced and responsible
development and use of our natural resources are key to
sustaining the momentum of Alberta’s economy.
Maintaining the province’s competitive advantage
encourages growth of the province’s international
exports and tourism attracts investment.  Improvement
in the skills and productivity of the workforce and
support for immigration are necessary to address the
labour market needs to sustain Alberta’s economic
growth.  Supporting the capital planning process and
administering a variety of long-term grant programs for
municipalities allows for the management of urban and
rural infrastructure growth pressures.  Wise use of the
province’s land, forests, and other natural resources
sustains them for future generations and supports
economic development.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$1,909 million toward support of a diversified and
prosperous economy and toward the promotion of
Alberta’s international competitiveness.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economyGOAL ONE

Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes
Establish a new Institute for Agriculture,
Forestry and the Environment.
(Agriculture and Food)

Continue to implement Alberta’s
comprehensive labour strategy Building
and Educating Tomorrow’s Workforce.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Improve and strengthen Alberta’s
immigration approach by developing a
made-in-Alberta immigration strategy.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Develop comprehensive strategies for the
development of Alberta’s renewable and
non-renewable energy sources and
energy use conservation.  (Energy)

Complete the Land-use Framework and
provide a vision for an integrated
sustainable land use approach.
(Sustainable Resource Development)

Develop recommendations to ensure the
effective operation of Alberta’s electricity
system to meet Alberta’s growing needs.
(Energy)

Develop an Agri-Environmental Strategy
and identify government priorities and
establish action plans.  (Agriculture and
Food)

The Institute of Agriculture, Forestry and the Environment was established in 2007.  It will
enable Alberta to become an environmental leader and innovator, specifically by identifying
environmentally friendly products and practices for Alberta’s agriculture and forestry industries, as
well as opportunities for these industries to become more innovative, competitive and profitable.  

Implementation of new workforce strategies began for four industry sectors:  Tourism and
Hospitality, Energy, Manufacturing and Construction.  The Government of Alberta also partnered
with industry associations and employers to address labour and skill shortages in each of these
corresponding sectors.  

Government partnered with Aboriginal groups, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and industry
to deliver training for employment programs in areas such as health care aide, petroleum land
administration, heavy equipment operators, firefighting, logging and emergency medical responder.

A new Agreement for Canada-Alberta Cooperation on Immigration was negotiated and signed,
which means: Alberta can nominate more immigrants for quicker processing by the federal
government, a pilot project was implemented to speed up the entry of foreign health-care
professionals, and it is easier for Alberta to get foreign workers to meet its growing labour force
demands.  Further, an expanded Immigration Marketing Strategy was developed and
implemented, which included international market research, government-led expanded labour
attraction initiatives, core marketing materials and tools, and initiatives specifically targeting
healthcare recruitment priorities as a component of the Health Workforce Action Plan.

A framework was developed outlining the scope of a comprehensive provincial energy strategy
and an external advisory committee was established to advise with development of the strategy.

The development of Alberta’s Land-use Framework was based on consultations across Alberta,
initial discussions with Aboriginal groups, and a review of how land is managed in other
jurisdictions and all Government of Alberta policies related to land use.  The Land-use Framework,
which will apply to both public and private land, is currently in draft form and going through the
government review process.  The framework is expected to be completed in fall 2008, with
implementation starting immediately thereafter.

Recommendations for Alberta’s electricity system were developed and implementation began.
Examples include the removal of the 900 megawatt threshold on wind power generation allowing
for development of additional wind power in Alberta, and the approval of a new micro-generation
regulation that will allow Albertans to generate their own electricity.  Further, the Alberta Energy
and Utilities Board was split into the Energy Resources Conservation Board and the Alberta
Utilities Commission to create more efficient and focused regulation of Alberta’s expanding energy
and utility sectors.

The Agri-Environmental Partnership of Alberta developed an agri-environmental strategy which
included the development of a governance framework, addressed agri-environmental priorities and
measured progress on these priorities.  The Alberta government and the Institute of Agriculture,
Forestry and the Environment worked together to encourage the agriculture sector to gain a
competitive advantage while stewarding the environment, for example through research in various
global markets to determine environmentally sound practices that can be adopted within Alberta.
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1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economyGOAL ONE

Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Create a Value-added and Technology
Commercialization Task Force that will
recommend a strategy to increase value-
added and technology commercialization
in Alberta.  (Advanced Education and
Technology)

Build research excellence in the strategic
priority areas of energy, life sciences,
information and communications
technology and nanotechnology.
(Advanced Education and Technology)

Working with industry, address labour
shortages through an Agriculture
Workforce Strategy and achieve
sustainable growth of primary and value-
added agricultural production.
(Agriculture and Food)

Support industry competitiveness and
growth by developing a new World
Trade Organization Transition Assistance
Program for agriculture.  (Agriculture
and Food)

Make progress on A Place to Grow:
Alberta’s Rural Development Strategy by
considering economic opportunities for
rural and northern Alberta.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Raise awareness within industry and
government of the importance of
continued productivity gains and
support industry innovation, technology
adoption and process improvement.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Develop a strategy to increase value-
added opportunities from Alberta’s
energy resources.  (Energy)

The Task Force was established and a policy and action plan was developed for Value-added
Technology Commercialization to facilitate the establishment and growth of successful high
technology businesses.

The Alberta Nanotechnology Strategy was announced, which outlined a number of key initiatives
to help Alberta capture a share of the global nanotechnology market.  A nanotechnology graduate
scholarship program was also announced.  Further, government continued to work with partner
organizations, industry and institutions in the strategic priority areas to strengthen research capacity,
support initiatives to develop and test new nano-enabled products and applications, and assist in the
attraction and the attainment of highly qualified researchers in areas where the province has
competitive strengths.

Support was provided to 12 industry employers to undertake recruiting missions to foreign
countries to recruit workers for 1,430 vacant positions.  The government also provided direct
coaching and information sessions to assist companies with worker retention and productivity.

Alberta’s global trade interests and priorities were advanced through negotiations in Geneva,
Switzerland.  At these negotiations, the Alberta government continued to advocate for a new
World Trade Organization agreement that will create significant new export opportunities for the
growth and prosperity of the agriculture and food sector.

Support was enhanced to two northern regions of Alberta with the establishment of a regional
development office in High Prairie and the development of two new Regional Economic
Development Alliances (REDAs):  Lesser Slave Lake Economic Alliance and Regional Municipality
of Wood Buffalo.  There are now a total of 14 REDAs in the province.

The Rural Development Report on Progress was released, which highlights achievements in nine
priority areas identified in A Place to Grow, the province’s rural development strategy.

Government assisted industry to further invest in value-added activity in the energy sector
through, for example, beginning design on a bitumen in-kind policy to facilitate value added
development of Alberta’s oil sands.  Expansion in Alberta’s Industrial Heartland was facilitated and
growth was encouraged in machinery and equipment and other value added sectors.

The Incremental Ethane Extraction Policy was approved.  This 10-year initiative provides
incentives for value-added production and increased use of ethane in the province.  The potential
use of bitumen received in lieu of royalties to encourage more value added upgrading in Alberta is
under consideration as part of the New Royalty Framework.  
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1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economyGOAL ONE

Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Enhance Alberta’s international presence
and trade relations through trade
promotion initiatives.  (International,
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal
Relations)

Implement aggressive actions to protect
the health of Alberta’s forests.
(Sustainable Resource Development)

Develop and market urban and rural
Alberta as an attractive travel
destination.  (Tourism, Parks, Recreation
and Culture)

In 2007-08, there were 117 inbound and 68 outbound missions focusing on trade promotion.
The second World Heavy Oil Conference was held in Edmonton in March 2008.  Alberta had its
largest presence ever at the Bio 2007 conference in Boston.   The Alberta Foreign Offices Review
Committee was established to assess the international trade offices. 

Action was taken on a number of fronts to reduce the spread and impact of the mountain pine
beetle on Alberta’s forests including:  harvesting infested and highly susceptible pine stands; a
municipal grant program to help control beetles on private land; implementation of the Forest
Resource Improvement Association of Alberta grant program, where forest companies can recover
expenses incurred for a number of activities including aerial and ground surveys, and falling and
burning infested trees; and the initiation of a healthy pine forest strategy to reduce the area of
pine trees at greatest risk of insect infestation and catastrophic wildfires.

Preparatory work was completed to establish Travel Alberta, the tourism marketing organization
of the province as a legislated corporation, allowing for closer ties with industry to create a
stronger tourism marketing force for the province.  Additional initiatives included:  partnerships to
increase Alberta air access and capacity from New York, London, Frankfurt, and Mexico City;
emphasis on promoting festivals and events; and support for the development of new and enhanced
tourism destinations and opportunities in rural Alberta, including heritage, sport, Aboriginal and
film tourism.  
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Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (1)

Three-year average annual growth rate of real GDP per capita (inter-provincial rank).
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• The target of highest interprovincial rank in real GDP per capita
was met in 2003-06 but not in 2004-07.  However, Alberta has
had the highest interprovincial rank (and fastest growth rate) in the
three-year average annual growth rate of real GDP since
2002-2005.

• Alberta ranked third among the provinces in terms of its growth in
real GDP per capita over the 2004-07 period because it also had
the strongest population growth.

• Alberta’s economic and population growth is due in part to the
government’s framework policies, a broad-based low rate tax
structure, strong fiscal position, and business-friendly orientation.
External factors, however, are extremely important, in particular
the surge in energy prices and the investment boom in the energy
sector, which has spilled over into the broader economy.

Total Goods Exports (2)(a)

International commodity exports measured in current dollars, including primary agriculture, primary forestry, mining and energy, and
manufactured goods (percentage change).
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• Total goods exports during the 2005-07 period rose 8.5% to
$78.7 billion.  However, the target for the actual value of exports
was not reached.

• Factors that stimulated this growth included higher commodity
prices, especially for crude oil, grains, refinery products and metals.
Also stimulating exports was the lifting of the ban on live cattle
exports, which resulted in rapid growth in cattle shipments after
2004.  Overall, the surging world economy led to increased export
volumes of Alberta goods.

• Budget 2007-10 included a target of a 1.2% increase in total goods
exports.  However, this target is no longer meaningful due to
significant revisions to the historical data by Statistics Canada.
The 1.2% target was based on the unrevised data.  More detailed
information is available in the Sources and Notes section on
page 68(2)(b).

Personal Disposable Income (3)

Current dollars per capita (inter-provincial rank).
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• Alberta had the highest level of personal disposable income
among the provinces, thereby meeting the target of highest inter-
provincial rank.  

• This is an outcome of Alberta’s strong economic growth, which is
due in part to the government’s framework policies, a broad-based
low rate tax structure, strong fiscal position and business-friendly
orientation.  

• External factors, however, are extremely important, in particular
the surge in energy prices and the investment boom in the energy
sector, which has spilled over into the broader economy.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.

Alberta’s ranking, compared to the 10 provinces:
9th 7th 2nd 1st 3rd

Alberta’s ranking, compared to the 10 provinces:
1st 1st 1st 1st 1st
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Labour Productivity (4)

Inter-provincial rank of real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in dollars per hour worked.

Target = Highest inter-provincial rank
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• In 2006, Alberta met the provincial target, as it had the highest
labour productivity of all the provinces ($49.75).

• A contributing factor to Alberta’s high labour productivity in 2006
was the concentration of the oil and gas industry in the province
and the high GDP in dollar value per hour worked by that
industry.  

• Through the Building and Educating Tomorrow’s Workforce strategy,
the government also contributed to the province’s ability to
compete in an increasingly global and knowledge-based economy.
Specific initiatives included the Lean Enterprise Assessment
Program, which assisted the manufacturing sector to enhance
business processes and productivity.

Manufacturing and Service Industry Investment (5)

The value of new capital expenditures on construction and machinery and equipment in Alberta’s manufacturing and services industry
($ billions and % change).
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• The value of new capital expenditures on construction and
machinery and equipment in manufacturing and service
industries continued its upward trend in 2007 to $19.8 billion,
exceeded the target of $17.7 billion by 12%.

• The strong provincial economy had a direct impact on this
significant growth in investment, featuring the substantial
investment growth for the energy sector, which resulted in
investment growth for industries that supply the energy sector’s
investment goods and services.  The pipeline and electricity
infrastructure industries also experienced strong growth.  

• Another contributor was the continuous decline of the United
States dollar versus the Canadian dollar, which made machinery
and equipment more affordable and encouraged strong investment
in Canada.

Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Investment (6)

Annual capital expenditures in Alberta on exploration and development of oil, oil sands and gas resources.
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• Total upstream oil and gas industry investment, at $37.7 billion,
significantly exceeded the annual target.

• In 2006, conventional oil and gas investment, driven primarily by
increases in drilling expenditures, increased to a record $25.42 billion.
With the further growth of major existing oil sands projects, and new
projects coming on-line, oil sands investment reached a record-high
$12.23 billion in 2006, a 24% increase from the 2005 level.  

• Government can influence industry’s investment decisions through the
royalty and tax regime, approval processes, land and market access,
regulatory environment, and by maintaining a fiscal regime that is
intended to encourage continued development of Alberta’s energy
resources.   Industry levels of investment also vary due to external
factors, such as oil and gas prices that determine the amount of
drilling.

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.

Alberta’s ranking, compared to the 10 provinces:
1st 1st 1st 1st 1st
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Manufacturing and Service Exports (7)

The value of Alberta’s international exports of manufactured goods and services in current dollars (percentage change).
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• Total manufacturing and service exports rose 4.2% in 2007 to
$30.2 billion, thereby exceeding the target of $29.4 billion.

• Factors that stimulated this growth included higher commodity
prices, especially for refinery products and metals, and high energy
prices, which led to a surge in Alberta exports of oil and gas field
machinery and equipment.  

• Overall, the surging world economy led to increased export
volumes of Alberta manufactured goods.

Total Tourism Expenditures (8)

Value of all tourism expenditures made by residents and non-residents, in current dollars.
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• Total tourism expenditures are estimated to reach $5.6 billion in
2007, meeting the target. 

• A booming economy and increasing visitation to the province may
contribute to the results. 

• Other possible influences on results include the disposable income
people have to spend on travel; awareness of the province; impacts
of world events, such as war, terrorism and disease; increased
competition from other tourism destinations; and the
implementation of new security procedures at border crossings.

Labour Force Participation Rate (9)

Inter-provincial rank of labour force participation.
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• In 2007, the labour force participation rate for Alberta was
74.1%, ranking first in Canada and as such meeting the target.

• Government contributed to this result through the provision of a
wide range of programs and services and collaboration with
industry, partners and other levels of government.

• The labour force participation rate represents the percentage of the
working-age population that is either employed or actively seeking
employment (i.e., unemployed).  The inter-provincial rank of
labour force participation is an indicator of Alberta’s effectiveness
in addressing labour force needs, relative to that of other provinces.

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.

Alberta’s ranking, compared to the 10 provinces:
1st 1st 1st 1st 1st
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Government Support for Innovation (10)

Percentage of Government of Alberta expense used to support innovation.

Target = Increase above prior year.  The long-term target for this 
measure is to increase up to 5%, as affordable, by 2015.
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• The percent of total government expenditures to support
innovation has climbed since 2003-04, showing positive
movement toward the long-term target of five percent by 2015,
and meeting the target of increasing results above the prior year. 

• The yearly expenditure on innovation by the Alberta government
increased.  Investments by the Government of Alberta to support
innovation totaled over $871 million and amounted to 2.94% of
total government expenditures in 2006-07.  

• The increase in percentage of government spending on innovation
is higher than in past years due to a $100 million increase to the
Rural Development Fund and an increase of about $70 million in
overall research and development expenditures across government. 

Sponsored Research at Alberta Universities (11)

Total sponsored research revenue attracted by Alberta universities.
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• Total sponsored research funding in 2006-07 exceeded the target
by $16.5 million or 2.4%.

• The increase in total sponsored research funding from
$631.6 million in 2005-06 to $686.5 million in 2006-07 can be
attributed to the increased competitiveness of Alberta researchers
and the expansion of existing programs at the provincial and
federal levels that has increased the amount of funding available for
university research. 

• The introduction of new provincial and federal research programs,
along with significant provincial capital investments, are major
factors in the 57% increase in sponsored research in the last
five years.  In 2006-07, the Government of Alberta provided 28%
of the sponsored research revenue at Alberta’s universities.

Business Expenditures on Research and Development (12)
Alberta business expenditures on research and development.
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• Alberta business expenditure on research and development has
increased substantially.  In 2005, business expenditure on
research was $1,077 million, exceeding the target of
$854 million. 

• The government influenced the outcome through the provision of
research funding programs where business investment in proposed
projects is a factor in funding decisions.  Alberta is experiencing
above-average growth, and the increase in business research and
development expenditures reflects this.  

• Investments in research result in innovative ideas, products and
processes that, if commercialized in Alberta, have the potential to
yield significant economic and social benefits for the province. 

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Capital Plan Spending
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What the Goal Means

Quality basic and advanced education, lifelong learning
and human resource development enable Albertans to be
responsible, caring, creative, self-reliant and contributing
members of society.  The education system helps
Albertans develop the learning, work and life skills they
need to achieve their aspirations and maximize their
potential.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$8,884 million toward the preparation for lifelong
learning and work.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Explore innovate and creative solutions
to school infrastructure to ensure
students are educated in safe and well-
maintained facilities.  (Education)

Expand regional and community access
to advanced learning opportunities and
enrollment planning.  (Advanced
Education and Technology)

Ensure that Albertans have access to
learning opportunities through policies
and programs that are responsive to the
increasingly diverse needs of learners.
(Advanced Education and Technology)

Enhance standards of performance of the
advanced learning system through cross-
ministry, interprovincial and
international collaborations.  Support
the endowment of the Access to the
Future Fund through priorities such as
literacy, Aboriginal education, system
capacity and delivery of degree program
opportunities.  (Advanced Education
and Technology)

Develop a community-based education
strategic framework and policy options
and programs to enhance adult literacy
and support Aboriginal education.
(Advanced Education and Technology)

Explore options to provide children with
access to early learning opportunities.
(Education)

Develop a strategy to improve high
school completion rates.  (Education)

To provide additional schools in Edmonton and Calgary, an Alberta-made public-private
partnership approach was announced and three groups of companies were selected to submit
proposals to design, build, finance and maintain 18 new schools by 2010.  In addition, 13 new
schools opened, 45 modular classrooms were provided to school boards, 37 modernization projects
were approved and additional support was provided to the four metro boards in Edmonton and
Calgary for ten modernization projects.

Government released the Roles and Mandates Policy Framework for Alberta’s Publicly Funded
Post-secondary Institutions that ensures strategic long-term planning for advanced education in
Alberta by building a more resilient and responsive system that meets the needs of learners,
taxpayers and society as a whole.

Several Affordability Framework initiatives were implemented including a reduction in expected
parental contributions, elimination of vehicle restrictions, a 14% increase in living allowances, an
increase in the amount of bursary support, and an increase in the level of financial support
available to part-time learners.  In 2007-08, students began benefiting from the new Tuition Fee
Regulation which limits annual tuition increases to the annual change in the Alberta Consumer
Price Index.

The international education action plan continued to facilitate the internationalization of
Alberta’s advanced learning system and enhance opportunities for Alberta students to engage in
international education experiences.  The Access to the Future Fund continued to provide grants
to match donations aimed at increasing the accessibility, affordability and quality of learning
opportunities, as well as launching a project-based program focused on increasing innovation,
collaboration, and participation in the advanced learning system.  Government supported learning
opportunities in 83 local communities including support to 72 volunteer tutor adult literacy
programs, 44 family literacy programs, and nine Aboriginal family literacy programs.  Government
continued to chair the Council of Ministers of Education Canada’s Quality Assurance Working
Group to assist in the implementation of consistent quality assurance standards across Canada.

Government developed a framework in consultation with Community Consortia, Community
Adult Learning Councils, and post-secondary institutions.  The second year of the pilot First
Nations College Access Grant was implemented to provide needs-based bursaries to Aboriginal
learners.  Through its matching and project-based programs, the Access to the Future Fund
allocated almost $2 million to six Aboriginal colleges and $1.6 million was allocated to three
Aboriginal colleges for program review and development, to enhance the quality of programming,
and to develop strategies for increased program recognition.

Funding was provided for children two years prior to starting Grade one (as young as 3-1/2 as of
September 1) who would benefit from English as a second language support.  Pilot projects to
assess language delays in young children were conducted, which identified useful screening tools and
fostered cooperation among service providers to address needs of pre-school children.

Efforts are underway within government and in schools throughout the province to enable more
students to complete high school.  Two resources to support high school completion initiatives
were posted on the Internet http://education.alberta.ca/department/ipr/highschoolcompletion.aspx:
"Summary Report on Alberta's High School Completion Symposium" and added a "Facilitator's
Guide" to the Community Toolkit: Finding Ways: A Community Response in Support of High
School Completion.
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Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Initiate negotiations on options for a
reasonable long-term solution to the
teachers’ unfunded pension liability.
(Education)

Increase the emphasis on continuous
improvement by ensuring effective
transitions between school and home
and the world of work, and by
implementing the Accountability Pillar
of the Renewed Funding Framework.
(Education)

Develop collaborative health, social and
learning programs and services for
children and youth.  (Education)

Improve the educational attainment of
Aboriginal students through ongoing
implementation of the First Nations,
Métis and Inuit Education (FNMI)
Policy Framework.  (Education)

Government signed a Memorandum of Understanding with The Alberta Teachers’ Association in
November 2007 which transferred responsibility for the Teachers’ Unfunded Liability to
government in exchange for five years of labour peace.

A review of the Career and Technology Studies program was initiated to better prepare students for
the world of work and Knowledge and Employability courses were implemented for students who
learn best in an occupational context.  Government enhanced implementation of accountability by
requiring school jurisdictions with one or more years of low or declining results on accountability
measures to develop and implement a specific Action Plan to improve results in the future
(Accountability Pillar of the Renewed Funding Framework).

Twenty-seven collaboratively-developed, community partnership based mental health capacity
building projects were implemented in school jurisdictions across Alberta.

Government co-hosted with the Alberta Regional Professional Development Consortia the
annual Learning Together for Success conference, which in 2007-08 shared current research and
new ways to engage parents and community in supporting FNMI student success in both urban
and rural settings.  Government also released two resources focused on improving success of FNMI
students for schools to use: “FNMI School-Community Learning Environment project: Promising
Practices" and "Promising Practices in First Nations, Métis and Inuit Education: Case Studies.”
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Literacy and Numeracy (13)

Percentage of all students in Grade 9 who achieve the acceptable standard on Provincial Achievement Tests.
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Mathematics Language Arts

• Student results on Grade 9 test in language arts and mathematics
are proxy indicators because adult literacy studies are conducted
infrequently.  In 2006-07, 78% of students achieved the
acceptable standard in language arts, below the target of 80%.
Also, 66% of Grade 9 students achieved the acceptable standard
in math, short of the target of 70%. 

• To contribute to the development of students’ reading, writing and
math skills, the province provided ongoing funding to meet class
size guidelines and to address local priorities as well as continued to
focus on improvement by requiring school jurisdictions with low
or declining results to implement specific Action Plans.

• Adult literacy rates in Alberta are among the highest in Canada.  A
recent study shows that adults lose literacy skills over time through
lack of use.  To improve adult literacy, government supports
programs for adults with low literacy skills.

Dropout Rate (K-12) (14)

Annual dropout rate of students (age 14-18).
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• In 2006-07, 5% of students age 14-18 dropped out of school,
close to the target of 4.9%.  Although there was a slight increase
over the previous year, results over time have declined.

• Dropping out of school may be a temporary interruption of a
student’s education.  Of the students who dropped out in 2005-06,
more than 21.3% resumed their education in 2006-07.  This
returning rate has been relatively constant over time. 

• Some students who do not complete high school in the basic
education system are likely to do so as young adults in adult
learning programs.

High School Completion Rate (K-12) (15)

Percentage of students who complete high school within five years of entering Grade 10.
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• In 2006-07, 79.5% of students completed high school within five
years of entering Grade 10 and met the target of 78%.  The five
year rate continues to increase each year, up from about 75% in
2002-03.

• These increases reflect greater attention to high school completion
on the part of parents, student and schools, recognizing that
completing high school is important for students’ future success.

• Increases in high school completion rates indicate that Alberta’s
strong economy is not deterring students from completing high
school.   

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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High School to Post-secondary Transition (16)

Percentage of students entering post-secondary programs (including apprenticeship) within six years of entering Grade 10.
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• In 2006-07, over 60% of Alberta’s high school students made the
transition to post-secondary within six years of entering Grade
10, meeting the target of 58%.  The high school to post-
secondary transition rate has risen each year from 51.5% in
2002-03.

• The increases reflect expanded capacity at post-secondary
institutions as well as understanding on the part of Alberta youth
that post-secondary education is important for their future success. 

• A substantial proportion of Alberta’s young people delay their entry
to post-secondary programs after high school.

Educational Attainment of Albertans (17)

High school completion (age 25-34) and post-secondary completion (age 25-64).
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High School Post-secondary

• Survey results indicate that in 2007, 91% of Albertans age 25-34
reported completing high school.  Results have increased slightly
over time and the target of 90% or higher was met.   

• The high percentage of Albertans age 25-34 who have completed
high school indicates that some who did not complete high school
in the K-12 system do so as young adults.  It also reflects the
educational attainment of young adults who have moved to Alberta
from other provinces in recent years.

• 59% of Albertans had a post-secondary credential, almost meeting
the target of 60%.  The percentage of Albertans age 25-64 with
post-secondary credentials has increased since 2001.  The increase in
post-secondary educational attainment from previous years is a
combination of the in-migration of skilled and educated workers to
Alberta as well as learners in the system completing their programs.

Educational Attainment of Aboriginal Albertans (18)

High school completion (age 25-34) and post-secondary completion (age 25-64).
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High School Post-secondary

• Annual survey data indicate that in 2007, 76% of Aboriginal
Albertans age 25-34 reported completing high school.  This is
similar to results in prior years, but short of the target of 77%.

• Government continued to implement the First Nations, Métis and
Inuit (FNMI) Policy Framework, focusing on Aboriginal student
success and encouraging self-reporting of FNMI identity so that
results such as high school completion rates can inform programs for
FNMI students in the future.

• 45% of Aboriginal Albertans age 25-64 completed a post-secondary
credential, meeting the target of 45%.  The government has
strategies in place to prepare and encourage increased participation of
Aboriginal learners in the advanced learning system such as
establishing partnerships with Aboriginal Colleges, increasing spaces
in the advanced learning system; and supporting initiatives that assist
Aboriginal learners in their pursuit of lifelong learning.

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Adult Participation in Learning (19)

Participation in post-secondary education (age 18-34).
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• The percentage of Albertans age 18-34 participating in education
or training has been slowly declining.  At 17%, Alberta’s result
did not meet the target of 21%.

• The strong economy in Alberta may play a role in enticing
potential learners away from participating in the advanced learning
system.  In 2007, Alberta experienced record employment growth
of 4.7%.  Ample employment opportunities for young adults may
have impacted participation rates.  International and inter-
provincial migration of young people who relocated to Alberta to
take advantage of the job opportunities have also impacted this
measure.

• Government supports and implements initiatives directed to
increasing accessibility of advanced learning opportunities.

Lifelong Learning (20)

Public satisfaction that adult Albertans can access education or training.
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• In 2007-08, 79% of Albertans were satisfied that adult Albertans
have access to the education and training they want, surpassing
the target of 76%.

• Government continues to focus on improving access, affordability
and quality of the advanced education system through the Access to
the Future Act, the Affordability Framework and Building and
Educating Tomorrow’s Workforce, among other initiatives. 

• Government is working with post-secondary institutions to be
adaptable to the changing needs of learners, supporting part-time
and long distance learning. 

Employment Rate of Recent Alberta Advanced Education Graduates (biennial survey) (21)

Rates for post-secondary diploma or certificate, university degree and journeyperson.
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Journeyperson Diploma or Certificate University Degree

• In 2007-08, two years after graduation, 96% of certificate and
diploma graduates and 98% of university graduates were
employed, above the target of 95% or higher for both results.  In
2006-07, 7 to 18 months after completing an apprenticeship
program, 97% of journeypersons were employed. 

• The high levels of employment are indicative of the high demand
for skilled and knowledgeable workers and more importantly the
high quality education and training available in the province.

• Quality education is important to the government as it prepares
individuals for the workforce. 

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Employment Rates of Albertans Age 25-34 by Highest Level of Education (22)

Rates for high school completion, post-secondary diploma or certificate and post-secondary degree.
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• In 2007, the employment rate of Albertans age 25-34 whose
highest level of education is high school completion was 83%,
short of the target of 84%.  The employment rate in Alberta has
been consistently higher in recent years than the overall rate for
Canada, reflecting the strong labour force conditions in Alberta.

• The employment rate of Albertans whose highest level of
education is a post-secondary diploma or a certificate was 89%,
exceeding the target of 88%.  The employment rate of Albertans
whose highest level of education is a post-secondary degree was
87%, meeting the target of 87%.

• Individuals with post-secondary education levels have higher
employment rates than those with lower levels of education,
suggesting that higher levels of education are related to enhanced
employability in the workplace.

Skill Development (23)

Employer satisfaction with the skills and quality of work of advanced learning system graduates (biennial survey).
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• In 2007-08, employer satisfaction with advanced education
graduates was 88%, almost meeting the target of 90% or higher.
The decrease may, in part, be due to the difficulty in attracting and
retaining skilled and knowledgeable employees in a strong
economy offering many job opportunities.

• The government is undertaking strategies to address the increased
demand for skilled and knowledgeable workers.  This includes
strategies to encourage increased advanced learning participation
and graduates in high demand areas such as health care and the
trades.

• The Campus Alberta Quality Council established criteria for
reviewing graduate and undergraduate programs to ensure that
graduates receive high quality training to develop their
employability skills.  All new degree program proposals are being
assessed using these criteria.

Skills Development (24)

Percentage of participants in skills programs employed post-intervention.
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• In 2007-08, 84% of program participants were employed three
months after they left the program.  This result exceeded the
target and demonstrates the government’s success in helping
Albertans through career and skill development programs and
services.

• Labour market employment and training programs are provided to
Albertans, including Work Foundations, Training for Work, Job
Placement and Apprenticeship programs.  

• These programs prepare Albertans to obtain and maintain
employment with rapid attachment to the labour market being the
desired program outcome.

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Physical Condition of  Learning Facilities (25)

- Schools – in good, fair or poor condition.
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Good Fair Poor

• In 2006-07, results show that 71% of schools were in good
condition, almost meeting the target of 73%.  Twenty-six percent
were in fair condition, above the target of 25% and 3% were in
poor condition, above the target of 2%.   Results for 2007-08 were
not available due to the timing of data availability.  Results will be
published in the 2007-08 Infrastructure and Transportation Annual
Report.   

• The impact of capital and maintenance dollars is not felt
immediately due to the time required for construction, evaluation,
and reporting.  Facility evaluations are done on a rotating five year
schedule at present.  By the end of 2009, school boards will have the
ability to enter maintenance projects directly into the evaluation
database, allowing for more up-to-date condition information. 

• $624 million in capital has been allocated for school projects for the
2008-09 budget.  Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal funding
(IMR) will be determined later in the summer.

- Post-secondary Institutions – in good, fair or poor condition.
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Good Fair Poor

• Results show that 65% of post-secondary institutions were in
good condition, above the target of 55%. Twenty-five percent of
post-secondary institutions were in fair condition, below the
target of 35% and 10% were in poor condition, meeting the
target of 10%.

• In 2007-08, $35 million was provided to institutions from the
Infrastructure Maintenance Program.  An additional $111 million
in capital maintenance and renewal projects were approved from
the province’s surplus allocation policy to address high priority
preservation projects.

• Budget 2008 provides significant increases to capital maintenance
and renewal that will help address post-secondary institution
facilities in poor condition.

Performance Measures – continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$345 million toward maintaining Alberta’s environment.
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Capital Plan Spending
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3 The high quality of Alberta’s environment will be sustainedGOAL THREE

What the Goal Means

Albertans enjoy many benefits from the environment.
Clean air and water, and healthy landscapes are
fundamental to our health, economy, communities and
quality of life.  Stewardship of the environment is a
shared responsibility of citizens, communities,
governments and industry.  The Alberta government will
provide the leadership to ensure a safe and sustainable
water supply, keep air clean, adapt to climate change,
conserve biological diversity, preserve landscapes for
healthy wildlife habitat and Albertans’ enjoyment, and
manage natural resource development in a sustainable
way.  Albertans expect our environment to be managed
and protected as a legacy for future generations.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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3 The high quality of Alberta’s environment will be sustainedGOAL THREE

Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Develop an updated action plan for the
province to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and adapt to a changing
climate.  (Environment)

Develop integrated sustainable resource
and environmental management policies
and regulatory processes and improve
coordination and integration of inter-
departmental operations.  (Energy;
Environment; and Sustainable Resource
Development)

Develop a regulatory framework that
addresses the regional cumulative impact
of multiple developments on air, water,
land and biodiversity.  (Environment)

Build capacity with partners to address
the increasing pressures on groundwater
and implement the recent closure of
surface water basins in southern Alberta.
(Environment)

Develop a Biodiversity Strategy to
conserve biological diversity.
(Sustainable Resource Development)

Alberta’s new long-term climate change strategy was released in January 2008 following extensive
public consultation across Alberta and input from international experts.  Also implemented was a
greenhouse gas regulatory system based on regulations effective July 2007.

Collaboration is a cornerstone of Alberta’s approach to sustainable resource and environmental
management.  This initiative is based on collaboration in the development of integrated policies,
guidelines and practices including the development of a provincial Land-use Framework.  When the
framework is released in the fall of 2008, it will help guide and sustain the province’s
environment and resource-based economy for the long term.  Implementation of the framework
will begin as soon as it is released.

A new regional approach was initiated through a regulatory framework considering the
environmental implications of development for an entire region.  The Cumulative Effects
Management Framework was introduced in 2007 and implementation began with pilot projects
such as the Industrial Heartland Project and a regional cumulative effects assessment of the
Athabasca oil sands area.

The Government of Alberta continued to implement the Coalbed Methane Multi-Stakeholder
Advisory Committee recommendations to address groundwater issues, including preparation of a
“beneficial use for produced water” policy.  Short and long-term management objectives were
established through science and consultation with stakeholders to support a regional or basin
approach to environmental management in the Industrial Heartland and the lower reach of the
Athabasca River.

Following closure of the surface water basins in southern Alberta, the Government of Alberta
improved public access to surface water information, used this information to calculate water
conservation objectives and enabled the transfer of water rights from existing to new users to
support ongoing development and water conservation.

A provincial-scale biodiversity monitoring program was launched through the Alberta
Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI), which operates at arm’s length from both government
and industry.  Funding for the first year of ABMI operations in 2007-08 included $4.2 million
from the government Energy Innovation Fund and $0.8 million from resource industries.  The
ABMI is a joint undertaking of government, industry and non-government interests that provides
ecosystem-level information on our living resources, habitats and the activities that impact them.  
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Air Quality Index (26)

Evaluates the quality of Alberta’s air based on five major pollutants:  carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide, and fine
particulate matter – PM2.5.
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• In 2007, Alberta had good air quality days occurring 97% of the
time, which met the 97% target.  The number of fair air quality
days in 2007 was fewer than in 2006, but higher than in 2005 or
2004. 

• There is not a statistically significant upward or downward trend in
the Air Quality Index.  Changes observed from year-to-year are
primarily due to variations in factors such as weather.

• Air quality is influenced by a number of factors including vehicle
emissions, weather patterns, wildfires and intensity of industrial
development.

River Water Quality Index (27)

Evaluates the water quality of six major Alberta rivers at key sites, based on monthly data on four groups of variables (metals, bacteria, nutrients
and pesticides) which are combined to provide an indication of overall water quality.
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• In 2006-07, five out of six river systems assessed as part of the
Alberta River Water Quality Index demonstrated good to
excellent water quality.  Although this falls slightly short of the
target for this measure, it represents a significant improvement
over the 2005-06 reporting period.  

• Various natural and human factors, including flow volume, degree
of development in the basin, point source effluent discharges, and
non-point source runoff (e.g., from agricultural fields), can
influence the Index.  In 2005-06, significant rainfall events led to
elevated non-point source runoff to several rivers.  

• Nutrients and bacteria contained in soils may have been collected
by runoff, transported to rivers, and contributed to lower Index
ratings.  During the current reporting period (2006-07), such
precipitation events did not occur, and Index ratings generally
returned to pre-2005 levels.

Drinking Water Safety Indicator (28)

Evaluates performance of facilities delivering safe drinking water, and demonstrates continuous improvement of facilities, in the way facilities
are operated, and reporting on analytical results.

- Facility Design Standards – percentage of facilities meeting current facility design standards.
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• In 2007-08, 85% of regulated systems had treatment technology
in place meeting newer facility design standards.  This exceeds
the target of 84% and is an improvement in water quality
technology at four percent of facilities over the previous year.  

• Regulated systems are required to upgrade to newer standards
within a reasonable period after these newer standards are adopted.
Requirements may be specified at the discretion of the department
in accordance with legislation.

• The remaining facilities meet an older standard and will require
upgrading over time.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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- Facility Operational Requirements – number of incidents where regulatory requirements have not been met that could lead to water quality
incidents.
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• Compliance with facility operational requirements saw an
increase in the number of incidents in 2007-08, with
46 incidents in 35 facilities. These results did not meet the target
of 20 incidents. 

• The variance to target can be attributed mainly to challenges with
municipalities meeting monitoring requirements. 

• The Alberta government continues to address this challenge
through abatement and other initiatives which should reduce the
number of incidents in future results.  Examples are the
Operational Assistance Pilot Program and development of regional
operator consortiums to assist facilities in dealing with operational
challenges.

- Water Quality – number of water quality incidents.
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• In 2007-08, 48 water quality incidents occurred at 46 facilities;
therefore the target was not met.

• The increase in the number of incidents is, in part, the result of
not meeting the Facility Operational Requirements resulting in
treatment system upsets.

• Advisories were issued where necessary and staff assisted in
addressing the problems.  The initiatives to continue upgrading
facilities and address the operational challenges should allow the
targets to be met and reduce these incidents in the future.

Effective Water Management Infrastructure (29)

Physical condition of provincially owned water management of infrastructure.
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• In 2007, the percentage of the province’s water management
infrastructure in good physical condition was 96.5%, which is
slightly less than the 2006-07 values (97%) but exceeds the target
of 93%. 

• Results can be attributed to the effects of on-going maintenance
and rehabilitation of the assets. 

• The government continues to operate, rehabilitate and maintain
over 150 major provincially owned water management
infrastructure systems/projects.  This infrastructure provides water
to sustain irrigation, agricultural, municipal, industrial, recreational
and ecological/environmental requirements.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Municipal Solid Waste to Landfills (30)

Measures Alberta’s progress towards meeting continuous reduction of municipal solid waste placed in landfills as measured in kilograms of waste
per capita.
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• Municipal solid waste disposed in landfills increased from
818 kilograms per capita in 2006 to 838 kilograms per capita in
2007, thereby exceeding the target.  

• The increase is a reflection of Alberta’s continued robust economy,
as it includes waste from the residential sector, the industrial,
commercial and institutional sector and the construction,
renovation and demolition sectors. 

• Aggressive and innovative approaches will be necessary in the
coming years to reduce disposal.  Initiatives currently under
development will assist in reaching the target, such as a diversion
program for construction and demolition waste.  Diversion policies
and programs for packaging and printed materials, organic
materials, and other key waste streams will also be required in
order to reach the waste disposal target.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

Financial sustainability, a coordinated and disciplined
approach to governance and policy making, and a strong
public service are essential for the government to be able
to provide the programs and services that are important
to Albertans now and in the future.  The government is
committed to openness and accountability that earns the
trust of Albertans.

The government works to promote the province’s
interests as an equal partner in a strengthened, united
Canada, to strengthen its international relations, and to
enhance trade and investment liberalization
internationally and domestically.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$1.466 million toward the general administration of
government and toward the promotion of strong and
effective partnerships with local, provincial, national and
international governments.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Establish a Board Governance Review to
improve the transparency, accountability
and governance of its agencies, boards
and commissions.  (Executive Council)

Develop democratic reforms for all-party
committees to work together to serve
Albertans.  (Executive Council)

Establish a framework for a lobbyist
registry and a framework to release
information about payments under
government contracts on a regular basis.
(Justice)

Establish an Office of Statistics and
Information to consolidate office
statistics and other key government data.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Review options to consult with
Albertans on future budgets.  (Finance)

Build a stronger public service by
attracting, developing and engaging our
employees.  (Service Alberta – Corporate
Human Resources)

Undertake a strategic, enterprise-wide
approach to managing information assets
and information technology to improve
service delivery to Albertans.  (Service
Alberta) 

Adopt innovative approaches to serving
Albertans through a variety of
mechanisms (in-person, by phone or
Internet).  (Service Alberta)

Provide a coordinated and disciplined
approach to the management of
government spending and capital
planning.  (Treasury Board)

Develop and evaluate sound financial
management practices and policies.
(Treasury Board)

A Board Governance Review Task Force was established, which provided recommendations on
how to improve the transparency, accountability and governance of agencies, boards and
commissions.  In response to the Task Force recommendations, the Alberta government adopted a
Public Agencies Governance Framework to promote good governance of the province’s agencies,
boards and commissions.

Four all-party legislative committees were implemented in the 2007 Spring Session of the Alberta
Legislature.  The legislative committees served as an additional avenue for all parties and the public
to provide input on proposed Legislation and policy direction.

The Lobbyists Act received Royal Assent in December 2007.  The Lobbyists Act will be proclaimed
in force and regulations enacted once the lobbyist registry is established.  Consistent with
requirements of the act, information regarding provincial grants and payments for capital, supplies
and services has been made available online.

The Office of Statistics and Information was established and a prototype online data and
information portal, called datalink, was launched.  This portal connects public service and
community stakeholders with the data and analysis available to help make informed decisions while
ensuring that all privacy and security requirements are addressed.  A Statistics Council was also
established to promote coordination, integration and sharing in statistical activities in the
Government of Alberta.

A budget process consultation was undertaken in 2007, giving Albertans the opportunity to
submit their opinions through the Internet and by mail on Budget 2008. 

A stronger public service was built through initiatives under the Alberta Public Service Workforce
Plan, with a focus on promoting the Government of Alberta as an employer of choice, supporting
employee growth and development, and providing a quality work environment for employees.
These initiatives help employees do their best work in delivering high quality programs and services
for Albertans.

A new Information and Services Strategy was developed, which focuses on a one government
approach to using information and technology to enhance policy development and increase public
value.

In conjunction with Industry Canada, the Alberta government implemented BizPal with the City
of Edmonton, a free Internet service that simplifies the business permit, license and other
compliance regulation processes for entrepreneurs, governments and third party business service
providers as a one-stop service.

Spending in Budget 2008 reflects the government priorities and the initiatives required to meet
growth pressures in Alberta and the increasing demands for infrastructure, programs and services.
Total expense will increase 12% over three years, with most of that increase in 2008-09.  The rate of
growth in spending is expected to be reduced in 2009-10 and 2010-11, as population growth and
inflation in Alberta is expected to moderate.

The government of Alberta developed an internal control self assessment framework for all
ministries, provided leadership on inter-jurisdictional committees, and provided more advice to
government entities on accounting and financial policy and reporting issues.
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Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Develop the long-term strategic capital
plan that addresses issues such as growth,
maintenance of existing infrastructure
and management and control of capital
spending.  (Treasury Board)

Manage Alberta’s owned and supported
provincial infrastructure requirements by
promoting the need for ongoing
maintenance and rehabilitation of
existing capital.  (Infrastructure and
Transportation)

Explore options for long-term
investment strategies for Alberta’s non-
renewable resource revenues.  (Finance)

Ensure Albertans are receiving a fair
share from energy development through
royalties, taxes and fees.  (Finance)

Ensure a coordinated Alberta approach
to Canadian intergovernmental relations.
(International, Intergovernmental and
Aboriginal Relations)

Enhance Alberta’s international presence
and trade relations, in particular with the
United States.  (International,
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal
Relations)

Develop an intergovernmental strategy
to address Alberta’s priorities with other
provinces and the federal government.
(International, Intergovernmental and
Aboriginal Relations)

The 20-year Strategic Capital Plan was released to the public in January 2008, and it focuses on
three time spans:  short-term plans for work on projects already funded and announced; medium-
term plans for projects that will proceed as short-term projects are completed; and a longer-term
plan that builds on the success of completed short-term and medium-term projects to fulfill the
vision for Alberta in 2028.  

Government dedicated $29.1 million to rehabilitation and maintenance of government owned
and supported infrastructure, an increase of $8.9 million over 2006-07.  The province
rehabilitated over 500 kilometers of highway in 2007-08 and tendered over $240 million for
projects targeted toward the preservation and rehabilitation of existing highway infrastructure. 

The Alberta Municipal Infrastructure Program provided $654 million for core municipal capital
infrastructure, such as roads, repaving, bridge repairs, transit vehicles and facilities, sewer upgrades,
water treatment facility expansions and recreational facilities. 

In 2007, the Government of Alberta appointed an independent commission, the Financial
Investment and Advisory Planning Commission, to ensure Albertans are receiving the maximum
long-term benefits from the province’s savings and investment funds, including the Alberta Heritage
Savings Trust Fund.  The commission submitted a final report to the provincial government for its
review. 

An independent Alberta Royalty Review Panel was appointed, and the panel’s report was released.
The Alberta government’s response, the “New Royalty Framework” was released in
October 2007.

Alberta participated in intergovernmental conferences, including the Council of the Federation, a
First Ministers’ Meeting, the Western Premiers’ Conference and an Alberta-British Columbia
Joint Cabinet meeting.  The Government of Alberta successfully addressed its priorities on key
intergovernmental issues such as climate change and energy.  At the 2007 Council of the Federation
(COF) meeting in New Brunswick, Alberta contributed to the Council’s best practice inventory
“Climate Change: Leading Practices by Provincial and Territorial Governments in Canada” and the
COF energy plan “A Shared Vision for Energy in Canada”.

Alberta’s international relationships with key decision makers were strengthened through Alberta’s
Washington, D.C. office, a Premier’s mission to the United States, and incoming delegations and
outreach events.  The United States challenged Government of Canada calculations of export
charges and quotas under the Canada-U.S. Softwood Lumber Agreement.  An arbitration panel
dismissed U.S. allegations with respect to British Columbia and Alberta exports. Alberta also
continued to implement the B.C.-Alberta Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement.

A cross-ministry committee developed an intergovernmental strategy to address Alberta’s priorities
with other provinces and the federal government.
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Alberta’s Credit Rating (31)

Blended credit rating for domestic debt.

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Target
Credit rating AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA

• Alberta again met the target with a Triple A rating from major
credit rating agencies. 

• A blended credit rating for domestic debt is an assessment of the
future ability of an organization to repay its long-term debt.
Alberta’s Triple A credit rating is a result of the Province’s strong
net financial position achieved through implementation of prudent
and conservative budgeting practices.  

• The province of Alberta also has strong revenue generating ability
given the high levels of activity in the resource sector and high
energy prices.

Tax Load (32)

Total provincial and municipal tax load as a percentage of the Canadian average.
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• Alberta again met the target of lowest inter-provincial rank for
provincial and municipal tax load, as a percentage of the
Canadian average.  Alberta has had the lowest inter-provincial
rank for tax load for all the years shown in the graph.

• In 2007-08, the Government of Alberta enhanced charitable
donations and education tax credits.

• Personal tax credits continued to be indexed to inflation, and were
increased by 4.7% in January 2008.

Albertans’ Satisfaction with Access to Services and Information (33)

Percentage of Albertans surveyed who are satisfied with access to Government of Alberta services and information.
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• With 65% of respondents indicating they are satisfied with their
ability to access Government of Alberta services and information,
the majority of Albertans are satisfied, but the target was not
met.  Less than 10% cited dissatisfaction with their ability to
access services and information.  

• As the 80% target was not met, a business and service delivery
model is being developed, with enhanced service content, Internet
services, and enhanced services through the Service Alberta call
centre.

• Due to a change in methodology in data collection, the 2007-08
result is not comparable to previously published historical results.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.

Alberta’s ranking, compared to the 10 provinces:
Lowest Lowest Lowest Lowest Lowest
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Physical Condition of Government-owned and Operated Buildings (34)
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• The percentage of government-owned and operated facilities over
1,000 gross square meters that are rated in good, fair and poor
condition was 38%, 57% and 5% respectively.

• Although performance was below the target for facilities in good
condition, the target for facilities in fair condition was exceeded
and the percentage of facilities in poor condition remained stable,
increasing by one percent compared to 2006-07, just short of the
target.

• Many government-owned and operated facilities were built
between 1975 and 1985 and are approaching a time when major
upgrading or refurbishment will be required to maintain them.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Capital Plan Spending
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What the Goal Means

Albertans are encouraged to realize their full health
potential through informed lifestyle choices.  The
province contributes to the health of Albertans by
advocating and educating for healthy living, providing
integrated quality health and wellness services through
the health authorities, other provider organizations and
community practitioners.  The province leads and
participates in the continuous improvement of the
health and continuing care systems.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$12,281 million toward the health care system. 

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Implement a comprehensive workforce
strategy designed to retain, recruit and
train a qualified and integrated health
workforce.  (Health and Wellness)

Implement health care productivity
reforms and sustainability initiatives.
(Health and Wellness)

Implement a new pharmaceutical
strategy to improve management of drug
expenditures and ensure access to
sustainable government drug coverage.
(Health and Wellness)

Strengthen public health services that
promote wellness, prevent injury and
disease and provide preparedness for
public health emergencies.  (Health and
Wellness)

Bring forward an updated plan to
expand long-term care and improve
standards of care.  (Seniors and
Community Supports)

Develop and introduce measures to
benchmark improvements in quality of
life for all Albertans.  (Seniors and
Community Supports)

A new Health Workforce Action Plan for 2007 to 2016 was released.  The plan outlined 19 key
initiatives to address Alberta health workforce issues.  Thirty million went towards eight key
recommendations which include creating a health career and skills assessment network, increasing
clinical training capacity and attracting health professionals working abroad. 

More health facilities, physician offices and pharmacies across the province, as well as the Alberta
Cancer Board, were connected to Alberta Netcare, Alberta’s electronic health record.  The Alberta
Bone and Joint Health Institute expanded on the success of its pilot project which dramatically
reduced wait times for hip and knee procedures, to other areas of bone and joint care.  Fourteen
new telehealth projects will give Albertans living in rural and remote areas better access to health
care services.

Alberta continues to consider the available clinical and cost evidence before covering new drugs to
ensure they provide good value for Albertans and government drug programs.  Alberta signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with BC to develop a framework for possible joint purchasing
of drugs and initiated work to advance that agreement.

A new provincial infection, prevention and control strategy with clear standards was developed.
The Mental Health Amendment Act was passed to support Albertans living with mental illness to
achieve greater independence and a better quality of life.   The Tobacco Reduction Act was passed
to provide a province-wide smoking ban in all public places and workplaces.

The continuing care system was expanded by committing funding for over 790 new affordable
supportive living units for seniors and persons with disabilities.  The quality of accommodations
was improved by the introduction of licensing and monitoring in over 390 supportive living
settings and monitoring against the accommodation standards in 49 long-term care facilities as
planned.  An Accommodations Standards Complaint Line was established to address public
concerns with accommodations and related services.

Government reviewed best practices to quality of life measurement used by Canadian and
international jurisdictions to determine an appropriate approach to measuring Albertans’ quality of
life.
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Life Expectancy at Birth (35)

Years of life for females and males.
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• In 2007, the life expectancy at birth for males was 78.2 years,
slightly above the target of 78.0 years and for females was 83.0
years, meeting the target of 83.0 years. 

• Life expectancy for males and females has been slowly and steadily
increasing in Alberta.  Improvements in primary care, health
promotion and disease prevention, as well as medical
advancements have all positively contributed to improving life
expectancy.

• Life expectancy at birth is a universally recognized indicator of the
general health and well-being of a population.

Self-reported Health Status (36)

- 18-64 years – rating as excellent, fair or good.
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• Survey results indicate that in 2008, 88% of Albertans age 18-64
years rated their health as good, very good or excellent, slightly
below the target of 90%.

• The percentage of Albertans reporting their health as either good,
very good or excellent has remained fairly constant over the past
five years.  Initiatives such as Healthy U are being implemented to
promote the benefits of healthy eating and active living, and to
teach Albertans important lifestyle behaviors that contribute to
reducing injury and the risk of chronic disease. 

• Self-reported health status is a good indicator of the health and
well-being of Albertans.  It is accepted across Canada as a means of
reporting on population health.

- 65 years and over – rating as excellent, fair or good.
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• Survey results indicate that in 2008, 84% of Albertans age
65 years and over rated their health as good, very good or
excellent, which is above the target of 80%.

• Alberta has numerous health prevention programs to help keep
those 65 years and older healthy.  These programs include
influenza vaccinations, and improved access to disease screening for
breast and prostate cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

• Healthy U has programs that help promote daily activity and
healthy eating among those 65 years and older.  Daily physical
activity has been shown to be one of the best ways to stay healthy
and decrease one’ s chance of disease.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Participation in Healthy Behaviour (37)

Exercise, healthy weight, healthy eating.
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• Results from the Canadian Community Health Survey indicate
that in 2005, more than half of the respondents were exercising
regularly (55%), below the target of 65%.

• Almost half of the respondents were at acceptable weight levels
(46%), below the target of 51%.

• Thirty-nine percent of Albertans consumed at least 5-10 daily
servings of vegetables, below the target of 42%.

• Living a healthy lifestyle greatly contributes to an improved quality
and length of life.

Ease of Access to Services – Physician and Hospital Services (38)

Rating as easy or very easy.
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• In a 2008 health survey, 79% of Albertans reported very easy or
easy access to physician services, below the target of 86%.  Sixty-
eight percent of Albertans reported very easy or easy access to
hospital services, below the target of 74%.  

• Albertans expect that they will be able to access the publicly
funded health system and receive the services they need when they
need them.  Alberta’s rapid population growth has, however,
strained the health care system.  

• Alberta’s new Health Workforce Action Plan will improve access to
health services by ensuring Alberta has an adequate health
workforce to meet the future needs of Albertans. The action plan
also promotes changes in the way health services are delivered to
meet the future needs of Albertans. 

• New hospitals, urgent care centres, and medical clinics are being
built across Alberta, especially in areas of high population growth,
to ensure Albertans have access to hospital services.

Public Rating of Health System Overall (39)

Rating as excellent or good.
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• In a 2008 health survey, 60% of Albertans rated our health
system as excellent or good, below the target of 69%. 

• Although the current year result of 60% is below target, it marks
an improvement over the previous year’s results.  This result is
encouraging and indicates that Albertans believe that the health
system is improving.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Physical Condition of Health Facilities (40)

Health facilities in good, fair or poor condition.
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• In 2007-08, 65% of facilities were rated in good condition,
below the target of 70%.  Twenty-six percent were rated in fair
condition, meeting the target and nine percent were rated in
poor condition, above the target of four percent.

• $53.5 million in supplementary maintenance funding was
provided to health regions in 2007-08 from the Capital
Maintenance and Renewal Fund.

• Most of the supplementary maintenance funds were for small
projects, and the impact on 2007-08 results (and future year
targets) is expected to be minimal.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

To help Albertans be as independent as possible, those
who are facing challenges associated with aging,
disabilities, lower incomes, and other special needs,
receive support to fully participate in society.  Supports
include justice services for those unable to protect their
financial interests or who cannot afford legal counsel,
initiatives aimed at facilitating seniors’ continued
participation in their communities, and strategies to
improve quality of housing and reduce homelessness.
These supports, along with human resource
development, help Albertans be as independent as
possible, move to employment and stay in the labour
force.

Families are the foundation to nurture the development
of children and youth.  Ensuring that children and
youth are physically, emotionally, socially, intellectually
and spiritually healthy and safe will reduce future strains
on social infrastructure.  Although parents have primary
responsibility in raising and providing for their children,
communities, organizations, schools, businesses and
governments all have supporting roles to play.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$3,655 million to assist Albertans to become self-reliant
and assist those unable to provide for their basic needs.
as well as to promote the well-being of children. 

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Establish a Housing Task Force to
develop a plan to increase the availability
of affordable housing.  (Municipal
Affairs and Housing)

Improve supports and services for
persons with disabilities through better
coordination and integration of
programs.  (Seniors and Community
Supports)

Ensure parents have access to quality,
affordable child care options.
(Children’s Services)

Focus on improving outcomes for
children in care or in need of specialized
services, including Aboriginal children
and children with disabilities.
(Children’s Services)

Establish a Demographic Planning
Commission to provide analysis and
proposals to prepare for the needs of an
aging population and ensure facilities
and supports are available to seniors.
(Seniors and Community Supports)

Continue to build collaborative
partnerships on initiatives such as
Prevention of Family Violence and
Bullying and Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder and develop options to review
and improve Alberta’s social
infrastructure.  (Children’s Services)

Continue to provide provincial
leadership to implement the Prevention
of Family Violence and Bullying
Initiative.  (Children’s Services)

In response to the Task Force Recommendation “Enhance Capital Resources for Affordable
Housing Supply,” the government created new programs to support the development of over
11,000 affordable housing units.

The Alberta government worked with community agencies and employers to support independence
for persons with disabilities through employability initiatives for Assured Income for the Severely
Handicapped (AISH) and Persons with Developmental Disabilities clients.

Government expanded the AISH-CPP Disability benefits intake coordination initiative across the
province.

A comprehensive child care strategy was implemented which included assistance and funding for
licensed day care centres and contracted family day home agencies to attract staff, create new
spaces for children, achieve accreditation and increase subsidy for parents with children age 0–6.

Government continued to implement the Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act by expanding
the use of a new Casework Practice Model for the child intervention program across the province,
which reflects best practices in social work, including an increased focus on thorough assessment of
a family’s strengths as well as risk and safety factors.

The first full year of monitoring compliance to new program standards was completed for the
Family Support for Children with Disabilities Program.

The Alberta government successfully secured a commitment from the federal government to provide
additional funding over the next five years to deliver early intervention services for families and
children who are at risk on First Nations reserves.

An approach for creating a Demographic Planning Commission was developed.  The Commission
will support the development of an aging population policy framework, which will outline the
roles of government, communities, families and individuals in meeting the needs of an aging
population.  Government undertook work with academic researchers to improve forecasting,
planning and modeling of policies and programs for seniors.

Government led the planning for programs that prevent domestic violence and support victims of
domestic or family violence.

The Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 10-year Strategic Plan was implemented to enhance and
align existing services and create new services where needed.

The Alberta government and municipalities prepared regional implementation plans to address
family violence throughout Alberta.

Safe visitation sites for families affected by violence were established on a pilot basis in Calgary,
Edmonton, Grande Prairie, Lethbridge and Red Deer.

Also, the government launched a new  public awareness and education campaign to discourage
bullying.
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Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Identify opportunities and implement
strategies to enhance community
capacity to respond to victims of crime.
(Solicitor General and Public Security)

The Victims of Crime Protocol provides a step-by-step guide to help victims through the criminal
justice system, and is the first of its kind in Canada.  Its implementation addresses several
recommendations from the MLA Report of the Alberta Victims of Crime Consultation.  The
Protocol clarifies what victims can expect from the criminal justice system and helps to ensure that
victims have timely information and support.
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Well-being of Children (41)

Percentage of children living in families with incomes at or above the Market Basket Measure (MBM) low-income thresholds (inter-provincial
rank).
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• The MBM determines the cost of a “market basket” of specified
goods and services.  In 2004, 85% of Alberta’s children were
living at or above the MBM low-income thresholds.  Alberta
ranked second in the percentage of children living at or above the
low-income thresholds compared to other provinces.

• The Alberta government provides programs and services that are
designed to support Albertans in meeting their children’s needs.

• Children living in families with low incomes may qualify for
various government programs and services such as the premium-
free health, dental and optical services, income support for
families, child support services, childcare subsidies and recreational
opportunities.

Support for Albertans with Low Incomes (42)

Percentage of Alberta’s Income Support clients receiving health benefits coverage in addition to core benefits.
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• In 2007-08, 85% of all Income Support recipients also received
the Health Benefits coverage in addition to core benefits, meeting
the target of being within +/-5 percentage points from last year’s
result of 86%. 

• This result demonstrated support provided to a vulnerable
population in Alberta society (e.g., expected to work and not-
expected to work clients).

• The benefits include premium-free Alberta Health Care Insurance,
dental care, eye care and glasses, prescription drugs, essential
diabetic supplies and emergency ambulance services.

Economic Status of Albertans (43)

Percentage of Albertans living at or above the Market Basket Measure (MBM) low-income thresholds (inter-provincial rank).
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• The MBM is a measure of low-income which considers the cost of
a specific basket of goods and services in different communities
across Canada.

• In 2004, Alberta had the third highest percentage of residents
living at or above the MBM low-income threshold compared to
other provinces (Québec had the highest percentage). 

• Between 2001and 2004 the level of residents living at or above the
MBM low-income threshold has remained fairly stable, generally
at 88%.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.

Alberta’s ranking compared to the ten provinces:
1st 1st 1st 3rd 2nd

Alberta’s ranking compared to the ten provinces:
2nd 2nd 1st 3rd 3rd
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Social and Emotional Development (44)

- Social Development – percentage of Alberta children demonstrating healthy social development.
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Alberta Canada

• In 2004-05, 86% of Alberta’s children demonstrated healthy
social development, meeting the target to maintain or improve
Alberta’s results relative to the national average.

• Higher income is often correlated with improved social outcomes
for childrena.  The relatively high average incomes of Alberta
families may have a positive influence on children’s social
development.

- Emotional Development – percentage of Alberta children demonstrating healthy emotional development.
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• In 2004-05, 87.1% of Alberta’s children demonstrated healthy
emotional development, meeting the target to maintain or
improve Alberta’s results relative to the national average.

• Higher income is also often correlated with improved emotional
outcomes for childrenb.  The relatively high average incomes of
Alberta families may have a positive influence on children’s
emotional development.

Parenting Skills (45)

Percentage of Alberta children age 0-5, whose parents are interacting positively with them.
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• In 2004-05, 92.9% of Alberta’s children were interacting
positively with their parents, meeting the target to maintain or
improve Alberta’s results relative to the national average.

• The government’s Parent Link Centres provide services in many
communities throughout the province at main and outreach sites.
The Parent Link provides positive parenting information and
support for parents across Alberta.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Support for Albertans with Developmental Disabilities (46)

Satisfaction, by families/guardians of adults with developmental disabilities, with Persons with Developmental Disabilities (PDD) Funded
Services.
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• 2007-08 data was not collected on this biennial measure.  In
2006-07, survey results indicate that 83.4% of families/guardians
(public and private) reported overall satisfaction with PDD-
funded services received by the person to whom they provide
guardianship.

• Satisfaction dropped slightly from 2004-05 and remained below
the 2006-07 target of 89%.  

• The PDD program provides adults with developmental disabilities
with living, employment and community access supports which
assist them in participating in the social, economic and cultural life
of the province. 

Support for Families with Low Income with Children (47)

Percentage of Alberta Child Health Benefit (ACHB) parents who agree they are able to obtain health services they would not otherwise have
been able to get for their children.
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• 2007-08 data was not collected on this biennial measure.  Of all
ACHB parents surveyed in 2006-07, 91% agreed that they were
able to obtain health services they would not otherwise have been
able to get for their children.

• Through the ACHB program, the Alberta government provides a
premium-free health benefit plan for children under 18 living in
families with low incomes.  The ACHB provides coverage for
prescription drugs, eyeglasses, dental care, emergency ambulance
services and essential diabetic supplies.

• This result exceeded the 2006-07 target of 85% by six percentage
points which reflected parents’ high satisfaction level with the
effectiveness of the ACHB program. 

Support for Albertans with Low Income who Need Temporary Help (48)

Percentage of participants employed after leaving income support.
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• In 2007-08, Income Support participants who left the program
between April and August 2007 were surveyed three months after
leaving the program.  Out of these clients, 61% were employed at
some time since they left the program, below the target of 70%.

• The 70% target was a stretch target that was difficult to achieve.
The booming economy created increased employment
opportunities for people who would have otherwise become
Income Support recipients.  This likely resulted in an Income
Support client pool that had severe or multiple barriers to
obtaining employment.

• Those who left the program without obtaining employment likely
entered new partnerships or received support from other sources
(CPP, EI and disability-related income).

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Seniors’ Average Total Income (49)

Difference between Alberta seniors’ average total income and the national average for seniors’ average total income.
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 • In 2005, the average total income of Alberta seniors exceeded the

average total income of Canadian seniors by 13.4%.  This
represents a continuation of the trend whereby Alberta’s seniors
have higher average total incomes than Canadian seniors as a
whole. 

• In 2005, the average total income of Alberta seniors was $33,954
as compared to $29,933, the comparable amount for Canadian
seniors.

• The incomes of seniors are comprised of a number of different
sources, including government transfers, payments from the
Canadian Pension Plan, private pensions and investments and
employment income. 

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

Albertans want communities in which they can live and
raise families in safety and security without fear of
personal or property crime, victimization or
discrimination.  An effective and efficient securities
regulatory system is important to investor protection.
Effective protection of people and property from fire,
floods, dangerous encounters with wildlife, and harmful
environmental events, as well as from natural, industrial,
accidental and terrorist hazards is also an important part
of this goal.  Albertans expect buildings and systems that
are constructed and maintained to safe standards and
workplaces that are healthy, fair, safe and stable for
employees and employers.  Albertans also want to see
traffic safety improved to reduce collisions, injuries and
fatalities on our highways.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Government of Alberta directed
$1,293 million toward the protection of persons and
property.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Carefully manage and control the
growth of the gaming industry in
Alberta.  (Solicitor General and Public
Security)

Consolidate and streamline Alberta’s
workplace legislation related to
employment standards, labour relations
and occupational health and safety.
(Employment, Immigration and
Industry)

Foster equality, reduce discrimination
and barriers to full participation in
society and help build welcoming and
inclusive communities and workplaces.
(Tourism, Parks, Recreation and
Culture)

Develop an effective and efficient
securities regulatory system in Alberta
that meets the needs of Alberta’s
businesses and investors.  (Finance)

Make recommendations on reducing
crime and enhancing safety in our
communities.  (Justice)

Implement an integrated crime
reduction strategy. (Justice and Solicitor
General and Public Security)

Implement a provincial traffic safety plan
to reduce the number of collisions on
Alberta roads.  (Infrastructure and
Transportation)

The Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission worked closely with organizations that are
planning new casino facilities to ensure continued integrity of the gaming industry.  Government
and stakeholders ensured that the gaming industry operated in a socially responsible manner.  A
portion of the proceeds from casino events for First Nation casinos were used to support charitable
and religious purposes in the host First Nation community.  Traditional (non-First Nation) casinos
also provided opportunity for non-profit groups across the province to earn millions to support
their programs and activities.

A concept paper and draft Project Charter were developed, exploring consolidation of
employment standards, labour and occupational health and safety legislation.  

Government helped to build welcoming and inclusive workplaces and organizations for
immigrants, ethno-cultural and racial groups and others through efforts to prevent and resolve
human rights complaints.  In 2007-08, 680 complaints were opened and 733 were closed.
Improved access to information on preventing discrimination and building inclusive workplaces and
communities was provided through the launch of a new website for the Alberta Human Rights and
Citizenship Commission, which provides information about rights and responsibilities related to
human rights law in Alberta. 

Alberta amended its Securities Act to further harmonize and streamline securities laws and to
support the passport system of securities regulation.  Phase 2 of the passport system was
implemented enabling issuers to access Canadian capital markets by dealing only with their
principal regulator and complying with one set of harmonized laws.

Alberta’s Crime Reduction and Safe Communities Task Force report entitled “Keeping
Communities Safe” was released with recommendations to the Alberta government.  The Safe
Communities Secretariat has been established to lead the development of a comprehensive, longer-
term Alberta crime reduction and prevention strategy, which includes implementing the
recommendations from the “Keeping Communities Safe” report.  

Work began on plans to implement the recommendations from Alberta's Crime Reduction and
Safe Communities Task Force report "Keeping Communities Safe" such as:  enhancing the
capacity of the High Risk Offender Unit to provide additional support when Crown prosecutors
pursue Dangerous Offender or Long Term Offender applications; involving Crown prosecutors in
bail applications; adopting the Safer Communities and Neighborhoods Act and increasing the number
of police officers on the street. 

The Office of Traffic Safety was established to coordinate implementation of the Alberta Traffic
Safety Plan, in collaboration with 35 key stakeholder groups.  Government also expanded and
enhanced communication and awareness campaigns with the aim of effecting positive changes in
road safety behaviour.

In 2007-08, the number of Traffic Sheriffs increased to 84 and the Sheriff Highway Patrol opened a
satellite office in Boyle to improve enforcement along Highway 63 to Fort McMurray.  Since the
inception of the program in September 2006, Traffic Sheriffs have issued more than 100,000
violations, attended more than 300 collisions and removed more than 400 suspected impaired
drivers from the road.
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Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Improve access to justice through the
implementation of new types of dispute
resolution processes and additional
support for individuals entering the
system.  (Justice)

Improve family safety and improve
access to family services when families
separate.  (Justice)

Work with federal, provincial and
territorial partners on amendments to
the Criminal Code of Canada.  (Justice)

Enhance the province’s emergency
management system through an
increased focus on consolidated risk
management.  (Municipal Affairs and
Housing)

Promote a government-wide strategy to
ensure information is protected.
(Service Alberta)

Ensure effective coordination of federal,
provincial and municipal enforcement
and public security agencies through an
integrated information and
communications technology strategy.
(Solicitor General and Public Security)

Develop a plan for the continued
efficient delivery of correctional service
programs.  (Solicitor General and Public
Security)

The Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program completed its first year of operation in Red Deer
and Grande Prairie with resolution rates similar to those recorded by the existing sites of
Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat.  Over 3,000 clients were referred to
appropriate agencies from three newly opened Law Information Centres (LInCs) in Edmonton,
Red Deer, and Grande Prairie, which helped clients complete court forms, obtain legal information
and learn about general court procedures.  Family Justice Services has continued to improve
services by expanding the number of Family Law Information Centres to five centres across the
province.  Some of the services included increasing the types of parent education seminars held to
assist families dealing with separation and divorce and expanding caseflow conferencing to Calgary.

Government continued to work to advance the family violence and bullying action plan.  The
Alberta Relationship Threat Assessment and Management Initiative Edmonton office opened in
2007 and started accepting case referrals.  Calgary registries were relocated in the Calgary Court
Centre with Family Justice Services, thereby improving public access to services. 

On February 28, 2008, Bill C-2, the Tackling Violent Crime Act, received Royal Assent in
Parliament.  Alberta strongly supported these amendments to the Criminal Code of Canada,
which include tougher impaired driving laws, making the dangerous and long-term offender
provisions more effective, imposing stricter firearms offence bail provisions and higher penalties
for firearms offences, and raising the age of consent to sexual activity from 14 to 16 years of age.
Legislation to limit the use of conditional sentencing came into force on December 1, 2007.

The Emergency Management Act, passed in 2007, created the Alberta Emergency Management
Agency, which is responsable for leading and coordinating the emergency system in Alberta.  The
Agency Readiness and Response Centre and the Critical Event Response Plan were created to ensure
that the GoA responds effectively to emergency events.  In addition, the new Government
Emergency Management Regulation supplements the Emergency Management Act by further
defining the Alberta Emergency Management Agency’s responsibilities and outlining other
departments’ responsibilities in relation to business continuity planning and consequence
management.

Government employees were provided with knowledge management tools containing guidance
related to privacy, information management and information security to aid decisions involving
protecting personal information.  A web directory of personal information banks was initiated to
ensure all depositories of personal information are accounted for and properly secured.

Policing partnerships and networks were encouraged through enhanced use of technology and
intelligence information sharing mechanisms.  This includes a province-wide radio communication
system to connect law enforcement agencies and first responders in the event of a crisis or natural
disaster and the Alberta Police Integrated Information Initiative to develop a provincial police
information management system.  The establishment of the Alberta Law Enforcement Response
Teams has resulted in increased collaboration among law enforcement agencies in combating
organized and serious crime including illicit drug crimes and the exploitation of children over the
Internet.

The Blueprint for the Future of Corrections report was completed and provided
19 recommendations. An implementation plan was developed that addresses increasing offender
population pressures resulting from changing inmate demographics, an increasing number of gangs
and gang affiliation in correctional centres and increased levels of addictions, health and mental
health issues in offenders.  The Blueprint will guide implementation of new solutions for the
management of adult and young offender custody and community supervision populations.
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Progress Report on Strategies – continued

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Begin negotiations for the renewal of the
contract with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police to ensure the ongoing
provision of policing services for the
citizens of Alberta, and develop a law
enforcement framework.  (Solicitor
General and Public Security)

The negotiation process began with the establishment of a working group comprised of
representatives from Public Safety Canada, RCMP, Provinces and Territories.  Work has
progressed on the law enforcement framework through partnerships with a number of agencies
including the RCMP, municipal police services and the federal government.  A component of this
framework is the new Peace Officer Act, which clarifies the roles and responsibilities of Peace Officers
(formerly called “special constables”), which strengthens qualifications, accountability and training
standards. 
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Public Perception of Safety in the Neighbourhood (50)

The percentage of Albertans who feel reasonably safe to very safe walking alone in their area after dark.
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• Perceptions of crime in the community are shaped by a number of
factors including citizens’ previous victimization experience, the
experiences of friends and family and media reports of crime.  This
year’s result of 75% is unchanged from the previous year and is
lower than the target of 82%.   

• Factors that may have potentially influenced the result included:
heightened media exposure of high profile criminal cases as well as
focused media coverage on safe communities initiative. 

• The provincial economic boom might have resulted in both a
decrease in residence stability of established neighbourhoods and
an increase in the number of new neighbourhoods where residents
are not familiar with their neighbours or surroundings.

Property Crime Rate (51)

Alberta’s property crime rate per 100,000 population, as reported by police.
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• Alberta’s property crime rate was 4,480 per 100,000 population in
2006.  During this time, breaking and entering decreased by 14%,
while motor vehicle theft increased by 13%.  This represents an
overall eight percent decrease in property crime in the province.  The
national average property crime rate also dropped four percentage
points during the same time period, resulting in Alberta’s property
crime rate being five percent closer to target than the previous year,
but still 25% above targeted levels. 

• There are several influencing factors that impact crime rates.
However, it is difficult to be certain of exactly how much impact
each of these factors may have had on Alberta’s property crime rate. 

• Influencing factors may include:  Alberta has a higher percentage of
young adults (15-24 years of age), the most criminally active age
group, and Alberta’s booming economy has attracted both temporary
workers, with no permanent attachment to the province, and more
criminals, intent on taking advantage of the boom.

Violent Crime Rate (52)(a)

Alberta’s violent crime rate per 100,000 population, as reported by police.

Target = Lower than or equal to the national rate
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• Alberta’s violent crime rate was 1,101 per 100,000 population in
2006.  During this time, the homicides decreased by 14%, while
assaults remained unchanged.  This represents an overall one percent
decrease in violent crime in the province.  The national average
violent crime rate remained unchanged during the same time period,
resulting in Alberta’s violent crime rate being slightly closer to
target, but still 16% above targeted levels. 

• There are several influencing factors that impact crime rates.
However, it is difficult to be certain of exactly how much impact each
of these factors may have had on Alberta’s violent crime rate. 

• Influencing factors may include:  Alberta has a higher percentage of
young adults (15-24 years of age), the most criminally active age
group(52)(b), and Alberta’s booming economy has attracted both
temporary workers, with no permanent attachment to the province,
and more criminals, intent on taking advantage of the boom.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Work Stoppages (53)

Percentage of collective bargaining agreements settled without a work stoppage (strike or lockout).
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• In 2007-08, 98% of the Collective Bargaining Agreements were
settled without a work stoppage, meeting the established target.
The Alberta government ensured this positive result by providing
expertise and third-party impartial support to labour and
management in resolving collective bargaining disputes, promoting
innovative practices, and promoting alternative dispute resolution.

• Alberta’s vibrant economy and the implementation of the historic
agreement between the Government of Alberta and the Alberta
Teachers’ Association added many challenges in the effective
resolution of labour relation issues.  Contributory factors included a
shortage of skilled workers, a decrease in unemployment rates and an
increase in the level of business competition. 

• These factors could have resulted in increased conflict in union-
management relationships and likelihood of work stoppages.  The
current result of 98% was considered a major achievement given
these added challenges.

Workplace Lost-time Claim (LTC) Rate (54)

Number of lost-time claims per 100 person-years worked.
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employers.  Although it missed the target of 1.9, this record-
setting safety performance continued the downward trend of the
LTC rate in recent years.  

• A LTC rate of 2.12 represents about 21,000 fewer lost-time
injuries each year and more than $400 million in direct annual
claims cost savings to the Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta
when compared to the 2000 rate of 3.4.

• It demonstrates the ongoing efforts of the Alberta government to
increase the awareness of workplace health and safety issues among
employers and workers and to reduce the probability of workplace
injury and disease through the Work Safe Alberta initiative.

Effectiveness of Human Rights Protection (55)

Percentage of adult Albertans who believe human rights are well protected in Alberta.
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• In 2007-08, 88.0% of adult Albertans felt human rights were
very well or fairly well protected in Alberta.  These results
remained high, essentially equaling the result in 2006-07 and are
above the target of 87%. 

• Results were influenced by considerable consultation work
undertaken in the area of human rights and multiculturalism, as
well as information and support provided to communities and
workplaces in Alberta.  

• Examples include:  workshops with approximately 2,900
participants on building respectful and inclusive workplaces,
displays at 20 events targeting an estimated audience of
approximately 4,300, and a network of municipalities and partners
were involved in activities promoted by the Coalition of
Municipalities against Racism and Discrimination.

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

Participation in community and cultural activities and
enjoyment of the province’s historical resources and
parks and protected areas are essential to Albertans’ high
quality of life.  Supporting the nonprofit and voluntary
sector, libraries, sport and recreation, the arts and
heritage fosters a culturally vibrant province, enhances
quality of life for all Albertans and attracts the creative
and skilled knowledge workers Alberta needs to ensure
its continued economic prosperity.  The preservation of
Alberta’s natural heritage and historical resources is
realized through a network of provincial parks and
protected areas and world renowned museums and
historic sites that provide opportunities for outdoor
recreation, heritage appreciation and tourism.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$538 million toward the support of the province’s
natural, historical and cultural resources, which includes
funding from the Alberta Lottery Fund.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Develop a Community Spirit Program
for Charitable Giving and establish a
Community Spirit Fund.  (Tourism,
Parks, Recreation and Culture)

Develop policy recommendations for the
not-for-profit/voluntary sector, including
a non-profit/voluntary sector framework
and agreement.  (Municipal Affairs and
Housing)

Lead the development of a culture policy
encompassing Alberta’s cultural,
historical and natural heritage.
(Tourism, Parks, Recreation and
Culture)

Renew infrastructure for provincial parks
and recreation areas, visitor information
centres, community public-use facilities,
historic sites, museums and interpretive
centres.  (Tourism, Parks, Recreation and
Culture)

Support was increased for Alberta charities and non-profit organizations through the creation of
the donor-driven Community Spirit Donation Grant Program, effective April 2008, which will
help increase private charitable donations in the province.  This complements the $80 million
enhanced charitable tax credit announced in 2007. 

A Memorandum of Understanding, the Framework for Collaboration was signed with leaders of
the non-profit/voluntary sector to examine, clarify and strengthen the relationship between the
province and the sector.

The Spirit of Alberta: Alberta’s Cultural Policy was released, which provides a decision-making
framework for the support, growth and development of Alberta’s culture.  Further initiatives
include:  $4.5 million in additional funding to the Alberta Foundation for the Arts in 2007-08 in
support of over 1,300 artists and arts organizations; the provision of $1.5 million for a new grant
program to assist provincial sport and recreation associations to support their volunteers; and a
partnership with the Indigenous Sport Council of Alberta to develop a program to improve and
expand sport and recreation activities for Aboriginal youth.   

There was a one-time increase of $29.2 million in capital maintenance funding to assist in
upgrading Alberta’s network of more than 500 provincial parks and protected areas.  Projects
completed in 2007-08 include:  upgrading provincial park water treatment systems at Pigeon Lake,
Park Lake, Wabamun, Fish Creek and Cypress Hills provincial parks.  The Eagle Point Provincial
Park and Blue Rapids Provincial Recreation Area were established to help protect environmentally
sensitive landscapes by adding close to 6,900 hectares of land to the province’s parks system.
Exhibits and educational outreach programming in museums such as the Royal Tyrrell Museum
were also improved.
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Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Parks and Recreation Areas (56)

Visitor satisfaction with experiences at provincial parks and recreation areas.
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• Visitor satisfaction with experiences at provincial parks and
recreation areas increased slightly from 89.1% in 2006-07 to
89.5% in 2007-08, but was below the target of 92%. 

• Visitors’ satisfaction is influenced by several factors, including
interactions with other visitors, programs offered during the visit,
public awareness of facilities and services, service provided by
contractors and park staff and the age, condition and cleanliness of
facilities. 

• Alberta’s provincial parks and recreation areas continue to attract
over eight million visits a year.

Participation in Sport and Recreation (57)

Participation in sport and recreational activities by adult Albertans.
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• The percentage of adult Albertans who participated in sport and
recreational activities decreased to 78.6% in 2007-08, 2.7%
lower than last year, and below the 83% target.

• Results may be affected by many external influences such as
lifestyle choices, time pressures, family responsibilities, careers, the
disposable income Albertans have to spend on sport and
recreational activities, admission fees to recreational facilities, user
fees for areas that offer recreational benefit, and demographic
changes.

• A continued emphasis on active living strategies that are promoted
and encouraged by the government of Alberta is required to
continue to strive for the 83% participation target.  Additionally,
continued research regarding the positive results that active living
has on overall health and wellness may increase participation in
sport and recreation over the next few years.

Level of Community Volunteerism (58)

Level of community volunteerism by adult Albertans.
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• The percentage of adult Albertans who volunteered increased
from 65.4% in 2006-07 to 68.6% in 2007-08, essentially
meeting the target of 69%. 

• Common barriers among non-volunteers include not having the
time to volunteer and being unable to make a long-term
commitment.  Given a prosperous economy with an increasing job
market, many Albertans who are now working do not have the
same amount of free time to volunteer and are therefore giving
through in-kind donations and financial donations versus
volunteering their time.  

• Volunteerism in Alberta was supported through providing financial
assistance to nonprofit organizations; delivering governance
workshops and presentations; training volunteer instructors;
supporting the Vitalize 2007 conference and partnering with
Volunteer Alberta to facilitate a provincial focus on Volunteer
Week in Alberta.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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Participation in Arts Activities or Events (59)

Participation in arts activities or events by adult Albertans.
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• The percentage of adult Albertans who attended or participated
in arts activities or events remained over 87% in 2007-08, but
was below the target of 89%. 

• Albertans’ decisions to attend and participate in arts activities or
events are influenced by many factors, including the wide array of
entertainment options available, personal and employment
commitments and the ability of arts events to attract audiences. 

• The release of The Spirit of Alberta: Alberta’s Cultural Policy in
January 2008 and the implementation of related strategies is
anticipated to increase Albertans general awareness of the arts and
culture, which may lead to increased participation.

Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Historic Sites, Museums and Interpretive Centres (60)

Visitor satisfaction with experiences at provincial historic sites, museums and interpretive centres.
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• In 2007-08, 98.2% of visitors reported overall satisfaction with
their visit to a provincial historic site, museum or interpretive
centre.  These results remained high and nearly met the target of
99%. 

• Considerable opportunities for Albertans and visitors to experience
the province’s rich cultural diversity and heritage were generated
through the government’s support for cultural events and through
the operation of provincial historic sites, museums and interpretive
centres.

Public Library Use (61)

Usage of public library services by adult Albertans.
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• Adult Albertans who used a public library decreased slightly from
51% in 2006-07 to 50% in 2007-08 and was slightly below the
target of 52%.  Public library use by adult Albertans may have
been influenced by several factors such as library hours of
operation, time constraints and the increasing use of electronic
sources of information, such as the Internet.  

• Usage data indicates annual visits have decreased slightly although
the percentage of the population served by public libraries
increased two percent reflecting the overall population growth of
1.9%. However, traditional library usage increased:  circulation
increased 1.4% and the number of library cardholders increased
1.9%. Furthermore, the use of networked library services (the
Internet) has been growing steadily, interlibrary loan traffic
increased 7.9% in 2006, and virtual visits (library’s and library
system’s website and/or online catalogue) increased 19%, from
22.1 to 26.3 million virtual visits. 

Performance Measures - continued

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

Community and regional development, including
community renewal projects, beautification and land
rehabilitation are key to growth, sustainability, and
quality of life for Albertans.  The development of a
financially sustainable, efficient and responsive local
government sector, which provides the services and
infrastructure Albertans and businesses need, is
encouraged through partnerships, cooperation, and an
appropriate legislative framework and the
implementation of a provincial Land-use Framework.

Through Strengthening Relationships: The Government
of Alberta’s Aboriginal Policy Framework, the province is
committed to increasing the participation of First
Nations, Métis and other Aboriginal people in the social
and economic life of Alberta.  Increased participation
will result in improved quality of life and contribute to
the province’s long-term vision of Alberta as a place
where Aboriginal Albertans have achieved a socio-
economic status equivalent to that of other Albertans.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the provincial government directed
$755 million toward Aboriginal issues not addressed
under other government goals.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Support and work with municipalities to
implement the approved housing and
municipal support recommendations of
the Oil Sands Ministerial Strategy
Committee.  (Treasury Board)

Consult with municipal governments to
develop guidelines for resolving regional
planning issues.  (Municipal Affairs and
Housing)

Evaluate the impact of high growth on
municipalities in order to help affected
municipalities address capacity issues.
(Municipal Affairs and Housing)

Finalize the Aboriginal consultation
strategy.  (International,
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal
Relations)

Finalize the long-term governance and
funding arrangements with the Métis
Settlements.  (International,
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal
Relations)

Coordinate discussions and initiatives to
improve Aboriginal participation in the
economy and economic development in
Aboriginal communities.  (International,
Intergovernmental and Aboriginal
Relations)

Bring forward a response to
recommendations from the Minister’s
Council on Municipal Sustainability on
roles and responsibilities and new long-
term sustainable funding arrangements
with municipalities.  (Municipal Affairs
and Housing)

The Oil Sands Sustainable Development Secretariat began work on a Community Development
Plan that would see the acceleration of much needed housing development in the Fort McMurray
region.  Innovative models are being considered that would ensure the timely delivery of reasonably
priced housing.

Government has taken a leadership role in the development of the Capital Region Integrated
Growth Management Plan and has provided support to the Calgary Regional Partnership.
Efforts underway in the capital region and the greater Calgary area will lead to stronger regions that
are able to more effectively capitalize on economic opportunities. 

The Inter-municipal Dispute Resolution Program continues to be an effective tool to promote
cooperation and help resolve growth-related conflicts between municipalities.

In addition to the new long-term funding of the Municipal Sustainability Initiative, funding
through other grant programs has been used by municipalities on a wide variety of projects that
have lead to better coordinated responses to growth and improved service delivery for Albertans.

Significant support was provided to the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo to assist the region
in dealing with growth-related challenges and allow for growth to be managed more effectively.

Government continued to work with First Nations and industry partners to determine which First
Nations should be consulted regarding resource development projects.  The first Annual Quality
Assurance Assessment for consultation was concluded and progress was made on revised
consultation guidelines specific to the oil sands region.  Support continued for two programs
which assisted First Nations involved in the consultation process:  the Traditional Use Studies
Program and the First Nations Consultation Capacity Investment Program.

The Métis Settlements General Council submitted a business case for long-term future
arrangements with Alberta.  Based, in part, on this business case, the government agreed to a three-
year $18 million funding arrangement subject to the negotiation of an agreement with the Métis
Settlements General Council.  The objectives of the funding are effective governance, enhanced
accountability and long-term sustainability.

A review of the First Nations Economic Partnership Initiative was completed and has been shared
with First Nations and industry partners.  An agreement in principle has been reached on the
Bigstone Treaty land entitlement claim.

The government responded favourably to the majority of recommendations of the Minister’s
Council on Municipal Sustainability.  These recommendations serve as a starting point for
strengthening inter-municipal co-ordination and long-term municipal sustainability.

One of the key outcomes of the report of the Minister’s Council was the development of the
Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI).  The MSI is an unprecedented 10-year funding
commitment that is assisting municipalities in meeting growth related challenges and enhancing
long-term sustainability by providing secure, long-term funding that can be used to address local
priorities.
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Aboriginal Affairs (62)

Public approval rating on Aboriginal issues compared to the average of the four nearest provinces.
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• In 2007, the Alberta government had an eight percent higher
approval rating on Aboriginal issues compared to the average
rating of the four nearest provinces.  This result was on par with
the previous year and met the performance target for 2007.  

• The rating for Alberta has remained constant over the last few
years:  51% in 2005, 49% in 2006 and 50% in 2007.

Albertans’ Satisfaction with their Local Governments (63)

Percentage satisfied.
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• In 2007-08, 73% of Albertans were satisfied with their local
governments, below the target of 80%.  The results show a six
percent decrease in Albertans’ level of satisfaction.

• While unable to determine conclusively the factors causing this
decrease, the survey was conducted just prior to the municipal
election so increased press coverage and candidate debate on
municipal issues may have had an effect.  Many municipalities are
also facing challenges in addressing growth and capacity related
issues in their communities.  

• The results in previous years indicated a fairly constant level of
satisfaction among Albertans with their municipal governments.

Performance Measures

The number beside the title of each measure, or imbedded in the text, refers to the endnotes in the Source and Data listing at the end of this document.  For more detailed information, see the measures methodology at www.alberta.ca.
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What the Goal Means

Alberta’s continued growth depends on many factors
including infrastructure to get goods to market.
Increased competitiveness in domestic and international
markets is more attainable with infrastructure,
communications and utilities that are managed
effectively and efficiently.

Expenses and Capital Plan Spending

In 2007-08, the Alberta government directed
$2,306 million to support Alberta’s transportation
infrastructure.

*   Local Authorities Capital is also included in the Goal Expense amount.
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Progress Report on Strategies

2007-10 Strategies Outcomes

Expand the capacity of Alberta’s highway
system to address growth pressures.
(Infrastructure and Transportation)

Develop a new provincial aviation
strategy to explore options to ensure the
viability of small airports in Alberta.
(Infrastructure and Transportation)

Government continues to expand the highway system and develop strategic economic corridors
such as the North-South Trade Corridor, extending from Coutts at the Alberta-United States border
to the British Columbia border west of Grande Prairie, to enable the safe transport of goods and
people.  The government has now completed 1,055 kilometres of twinning construction on the
North-South Trade Corridor and initiated twinning of Highway 63 south of Fort McMurray.
The province also continued to develop ring roads in the province’s two major metropolitan areas
to ensure efficient and effective transportation systems in these two cities.  Government also
provided support to municipalities to address local transportation infrastructure priorities through
grant programs such as the Alberta Municipal Infrastructure Program, Cities Special Transportation
Grant, Streets Improvement Program, and Rural Transportation partnership.

Government has developed a strategy and will continue to explore options to ensure Albertans are
both well served by community airports and are getting an optimal return on their investment. 

Physical Condition of Provincial Highways (64)

Physical condition of pavement as good, fair or poor.
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Good Fair Poor

• The results for 2007-08 indicate that the percentages of paved
highway in good, fair and poor condition are 59.0%, 25.9% and
15.1% respectively.  Performance is better than the established
targets but still shows a continuing deterioration.

• A significant amount of the paved provincial highway network is
approaching an age where rehabilitation may be necessary.  The
province is addressing this challenge and has made increasing
investment in highway repaving a priority. 

• The province continues to provide innovative solutions to expand,
manage and maintain the existing highway network and
accommodate increasing traffic volumes safely.  The provincial
highway network consists of approximately 31,000 kilometres of
roadways, of which about 27,000 kilometres are paved.

Performance Measures
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Expense by Goal (Core Business)
(millions of dollars)

Expense by Goal by Ministry, 2007-08 Actual
(millions of dollars)

2006-07 2007-08 2007-08
Goal (Core Business) Actual Budget* Actual

1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economy (Agriculture, Resource Management   1,959 2,129 1,909
and Economic Development)  

2 Albertans will be well prepared for lifelong learning and work (Education)  7,976 8,568 8,884
3 The high quality of Alberta's environment will be sustained (Environment)  218 238 345
4 Alberta will have a financially stable, open and accountable government and maintain  1,198 1,546 1,466

 its strong position nationally and internationally (General Government; and Debt Servicing)  
5 Albertans will be healthy (Health)  10,878 12,259 12,281
6 Albertans will be independent and our children will be well cared for   

(Human Support Services; and Housing)   3,193 3,497 3,655
7 Alberta will be a safe place to live, work, and raise families   

(Protection of Persons and Property)  1,208 1,183 1,293
8 Albertans will have the opportunity to enjoy the province's natural, historical and   

cultural resources (Recreation and Culture)  308 541 538
9 Alberta will have strong and effective municipalities and self-reliant Aboriginal   

communities (Regional Planning and Development)  400 736 755
10 Alberta will have effective and efficient transportation infrastructure  

(Transportation, Communications and Utilities)  2,169 2,365 2,306

29,507 33,062 33,432Total Program and Debt Servicing Expense  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
Legislative Assembly - - - 86 - - - - - - 86

Advanced Education and Technology 232 3,001 - - - - - - - - 3,233
Agriculture and Food 832 - - - - - - - - - 832
Children's Services - - - - - 976 - - - - 976

Education - 5,619 - - - - - - - - 5,619
Employment, Immigration and Industry 81 258 - 2 30 451 45 - 3 - 870
Energy 219 - 13 46 - -  - - - 16 294

Environment - - 266 - - - - - - - 266
Executive Council   - - - 23 - - - - - - 23
Finance    34 - - 396 66 - 30 - 320 - 846

Health and Wellness   - - - - 12,062 -  - - - - 12,062
Infrastructure and Transportation    26 6 32 460 25 3 38 - 4 2,290 2,884
International, Intergovernmental and 16 - - 8 - -  - - 40 - 64
    Aboriginal Relations  

Justice - - - - - 69 313 - - - 382
Municipal Affairs and Housing - - - 37 - 503 62 28 387 - 1,017
Seniors and Community Supports - - - - 98 1,634  - - - - 1,732

Service Alberta   3 - - 181 - - 88 - - - 272
Solicitor General and Public Security - - - - - 19 496 2 - - 517
Sustainable Resource Development   235 - 34 - - - 215 - - - 484

Tourism, Parks, Recreation   231 - - - - - 6 508 - - 745
    and Culture   
Treasury Board    -  -  - 13  -  -  -  - 1  - 14

Total Program Expense   1,909 8,884 345 1,252 12,281 3,655 1,293 538 755 2,306 33,218

Debt Servicing Costs   - - - 214 - - - - - - 214

Total Program and Debt
    Servicing Expense 1,909 8,884 345 1,466 12,281 3,655 1,293 538 755 2,306 33,432

Pension Provisions - - - - - - - - - - 2,290 2,290

Total Expense 1,909 8,884 345 1,466 12,281 3,655 1,293 538 755 2,306 35,722

Goals

* Budget numbers in the Government of Alberta Annual Report have been restated to reflect transfers for capital emergent projects totalling $51.6 million and transfers for capital project planning totalling
$11.5 million from Infrastructure and Transportation to other ministries; and to reflect reclassification of $83 million in capital grants and $4 million in operating expense to Capital Investment.  Also included in
the budget restatement is the transfer of responsibility for funding of the pre-1992 portion of the Alberta Teacher’s Retirement Fund from the Ministry of Education to Finance.  Budget numbers appearing in the
ministry annual reports are as published in the original budget tabled on April 19, 2007.
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Core Businesses Key
The following is a brief description of the general areas of the government’s
work for each of its core businesses. 

Agriculture, Resource Management and Economic Development – includes
programs and services related to agriculture, fish and game, oil and gas,
forestry, economic development for industry and trade, tourism and other
economic sectors, labour force development and immigration, and research
establishments.  Also includes provincial grants for related capital
infrastructure. 

Debt Servicing Costs – includes interest and other charges pertaining to
servicing of the public debt, including debt-servicing costs for accumulated
debt obligations, which are matched to investments locked into the Debt
Retirement Account.

Education – includes early childhood services to secondary education
(e.g., school boards, schools, teachers, curricula, textbooks and classroom
resources), post-secondary education (e.g., universities, colleges,
apprenticeships, industry training and support to adult learners) and
retraining (skills upgrading).  Also includes provincial grants to local
authorities for related capital infrastructure.

Environment – includes programs and services related to sustainable
environmental management, ensuring safe and adequate supplies of water,
actions taken on climate change and protection of the land.

General Government – includes the Legislature, the Lieutenant Governor,
government and legislative staff and officials, international and
intergovernmental relations, and general administration (including budgeting
and accounting, tax and revenue collection, and communications).

Health – includes health services for all Albertans, including hospital
services, medical care, drug programs, preventive care, x-rays, alcohol and
drug rehabilitation, and health services for persons with disabilities.  Also
includes provincial grants to local authorities for related capital
infrastructure.

Housing – includes housing of seniors, low-income families and those with
special needs.  Also includes provincial grants for related capital
infrastructure.

Human Support Services – includes services for people in need including
child protection services, income support for adults and seniors, services for
victims of crime, provision of legal aid, supports for people with disabilities
and support for those unable to work due to illness or disability.

Protection of Persons and Property – includes programs and services related
to public security, policing, the judicial system, human rights, maintenance
enforcement, firefighting, related regulation, labour relations, safe work
environments, and correctional and rehabilitation services. 

Recreation and Culture – includes programs and services related to
recreation, sport, culture, historical artefacts and sites, museums, libraries,
and provincial parks and protected areas.  Also includes provincial grants for
related capital infrastructure.

Regional Planning and Development – includes community and regional
development affairs and services including planning and zoning, Aboriginal
communities, and land claim negotiations and settlements.  

Transportation, Communications and Utilities – includes programs and
services related to provincial transportation including air, road and rail
transport, telecommunications, pipelines, and gas and electricity utilities.
Also includes provincial grants to local authorities for related capital
infrastructure.

Capital Plan by Goal (Core Business)**
(millions of dollars)

2006-07 2007-08 2007-08
Goal (Core Business) Actual Budget Actual

1 Alberta will have a diversified and prosperous economy (Agriculture, Resource Management   
and Economic Development) 82 142 112

2 Albertans will be well prepared for lifelong learning and work (Education) 978 1,256 1,526
3 The high quality of Alberta's environment will be sustained (Environment) 118 198 158
4 Alberta will have a financially stable, open and accountable government and maintain

its strong position nationally and internationally  (General Government; and Debt Servicing) 393 267 320
5 Albertans will be healthy (Health) 934 1,220 1,290
6 Albertans will be independent and our children will be well cared for 

(Human Support Services; and Housing) 122 206 348
7 Alberta will be a safe place to live, work, and raise families 

(Protection of Persons and Property) 34 159 42
8 Albertans will have the opportunity to enjoy the province's natural, historical and 

cultural resources (Recreation and Culture) 123 383 331
9 Alberta will have strong and effective municipalities and self-reliant Aboriginal 

communities (Regional Planning and Development) 4 250 274
10 Alberta will have effective and efficient transportation infrastructure 

(Transportation, Communications and Utilities) 1,981 2,626 2,570

4,769 6,707 6,971Total Capital Plan

** Capital plan spending includes support for both Local Authorities Capital (Capital Grants and Other Infrastructure Support), which is included in the amounts presented in the Tables on the facing page, and
Government-Owned Capital (Capital Investment in Government-Owned Projects). 
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Sources and Notes

(1) Gross Domestic Product
Source:  Statistics Canada – Provincial Economic Accounts, and Finance
Note:  Historical results revised by Statistics Canada.

(2) Total Goods Exports
Source:  (a) Statistics Canada
Note:  2004-07 historical results revised by Statistics Canada.  Also, the percentage changes in the graph are calculated from unrounded
data.  (b) Statistics Canada made a significant downward adjustment to crude oil exports for the years 2004-2007.  This revision was the
result of a provincial misallocation of oil exports: not enough was allocated to Newfoundland and Saskatchewan and too much to
Alberta.  For the period 2004-2006, the average annual estimate of crude oil exports (and hence of total goods exports) was lowered by
$3.8 billion.  For the period 2005-2007 the downward adjustment was approximately $5 billion a year, mainly due to an estimated $7
billion revision to 2007 oil exports.

(3) Personal Disposable Income
Source:  Statistics Canada – Provincial Economic Accounts
Note:  Historical results revised by Statistics Canada.

(4) Labour Productivity
Source:  Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry
Note:  Historical results revised by Statistics Canada.

(5) Manufacturing and Service Industry Investment
Source:  Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry
Note:  2006 results revised by Statistics Canada.

(6) Upstream Oil and Gas Industry Investment
Source:  Statistics Canada, Private and Public Investment in Canada (PPI) publications
Note: Historical results have been revised due to the adoption of a new data source (PPI).

(7) Manufacturing and Service Exports
Source:  Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry
Note:  The 2003-2006 results were revised by Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry.  Percentage change from
the previous year is calculated from unrounded data.

(8) Total Tourism Expenditures
Source:  Statistics Canada, Canadian Travel Survey (renamed in 2005 to Travel Survey of Residents of Canada) and the International
Travel Survey, and Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture
Note:  The 2006 estimate was revised to reflect the release of the 2006 International Travel Survey. Results for 2005, 2006 and 2007 are
estimates based on historical data provided by Statistics Canada.

(9) Labour Force Participation Rate
Source:  Statistics Canada

(10) Government Support for Innovation
Source:  Statistics Canada and Government of Alberta Annual Reports

(11) Sponsored Research at Alberta Universities
Source:  Advanced Education and Technology

(12) Business Expenditures on Research and Development
Source:  Statistics Canada
Note:  Historical results (2002-04) have been revised by Statistics Canada to reflect new information available on business expenditures
on research and development in Alberta.

(13) Literacy and Numeracy
Source:  Education
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Sources and Notes - continued

(14) Dropout Rate (K-12)
Source:  Education

(15) High School Completion Rate (K-12)
Source:  Education

(16) High School to Post-secondary Transition
Source:  Education

(17) Educational Attainment of Albertans
Source:  Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey

(18) Educational Attainment of Aboriginal Albertans
Source:  Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey

(19) Adult Participation in Learning
Source:  Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey

(20) Lifelong Learning
Source:  Advanced Education and Technology and Education

(21) Employment Rate of Recent Alberta Advanced Education Graduates (biennial survey)
Source:  Advanced Education and Technology
Note:  Results for Journeyperson available in 2008-09.

(22) Employment Rates of Albertans Age 25-34 by Highest Level of Education
Source:  Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey

(23) Skill Development (biennial survey)  
Source:  Advanced Education and Technology and Education

(24) Skills Development
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry and Advanced Education and Technology
Note:  Results for 2005-06 and 2006-07 have been revised to reflect improvements in methodology.

(25) Physical Condition of Learning Facilities
Source:  Infrastructure & Transportation
Note:  Good is defined as adequate for intended use and expected to provide continued service life with average maintenance.  Fair
means aging components are nearing the end of their life cycle and require additional expenditure for renewal or refurbishing.  Poor
means upgrading is required to comply with minimum codes or standards and deterioration has reached the point where major repairs or
replacement are necessary.  Results for 2007-08 were not available for schools due to timing of data availability.  Results will be published
in the 2007-08 Infrastructure and Transportation Annual Report.

(26) Air Quality Index
Source:  Environment, Wood Buffalo Environment Association, Peace Airshed Zone Association, Parkland Airshed Management Zone,
Fort Air Partnership and Palliser Airshed Society

(27) River Water Quality Index
Source:  Environment

(28) Drinking Water Safety Indicator
Source:  Environment
Note:  Facility Design Standards – Results are based on 1997 or 2006 standards, as applicable.
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Sources and Notes - continued

(29) Effective Water Management Infrastructure
Source:  Environment
Note:  Good is defined as adequate for intended use and expected to provide continued service life with average maintenance.  Fair
means aging components are nearing the end of their life cycle and require additional expenditure for renewal or refurbishing.  Poor
means upgrading is required to comply with minimum codes or standards and deterioration has reached the point where major repairs or
replacement are necessary.

(30) Municipal Solid Waste to Landfills
Source:  Environment

(31) Alberta’s Credit Rating
Source:  Federal Department of Finance, and Finance
Note: Historical data revised by the Federal Department of Finance.

(32) Tax Load
Source:  Federal Department of Finance, and Finance
Note:  Historical data revised by the Federal Department of Finance.

(33) Albertans’ Satisfaction with Access to Services and Information
Source:  Ipsos Reid (2007-08): Survey of Albertans

(34) Physical Condition of Government-owned and Operated Buildings
Source:  Infrastructure and Transportation

(35) Life Expectancy at Birth
Source:  Health and Wellness, Vital Statistics Registry, Alberta Health Care Insurance Plan Stakeholder Registry – Alberta data

(36) Self-Reported Health Status
Source:  2007 and 2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted by the Population
Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta; 2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta
conducted by IPSOS; 2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and Wellness
conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta.

(37) Participation in Healthy Behaviour (biennial survey)
Source:  Statistics Canada – Canadian Community Health Survey
Note:  2007 results not available at time of publication, therefore, latest available data is 2005 compared to 2007-08 targets.

(38) Ease of Access to Services
Source:  2007 and 2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted by the Population
Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta; 2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta
conducted by IPSOS; 2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and Wellness
conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta.

(39) Public Rating of Health System Overall
Source:  2007 and 2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted by the Population
Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta; 2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta
conducted by IPSOS; 2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and Wellness
conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta.

(40) Physical Condition of Health Facilities
Source:  Infrastructure and Transportation, Regional Health Authorities
Note:  Good is defined as adequate for intended use and expected to provide continued service life with average maintenance.  Fair
means aging components are nearing the end of their life cycle and require additional expenditure for renewal or refurbishing.  Poor
means upgrading is required to comply with minimum codes or standards and deterioration has reached the point where major repairs or
replacement are necessary.
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Sources and Notes - continued

(41) Well-being of Children
Source:  Human Resources and Social Development Canada
Note:  Results for 2000 to 2002 have been revised since Measuring Up 2007.

(42) Support for Albertans with Low Incomes
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry

(43) Economic Status of Albertans
Source:  Human Resources and Social Development Canada
Note:  Results for 2000 to 2002 have been revised since Measuring Up 2007.

(44) Social and Emotional Development
Source:  Statistics Canada and Social Development Canada – National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth
Note:  a and b Phipps, S. and Lethbridge, L. Income and the Outcomes of Children. Statistics Canada Research Paper, 2006.
http://www.statcan.ca/english/research/11F0019MIE/11F0019MIE2006281.pdf

(45) Parenting Skills
Source:  Statistics Canada and Social Development Canada – National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth
Note:  Results for Alberta and Canada in all four years have been restated from what has been reported in previous years.

(46) Support for Albertans with Developmental Disabilities (biennial survey)
Source:  Seniors and Community Supports, Persons with Developmental Disabilities Family and Guardian Satisfaction Survey
Note:  Target and results not available for 2007-08.  Next survey conducted 2008-09.

(47) Support for Families with Low Income with Children (biennial survey)
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry
Note:  Target and results not available for 2007-08.  Next survey conducted 2008-09.

(48) Support for Albertans with Low Income who Need Temporary Help
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry

(49) Seniors’ Average Total Income
Source:  Statistics Canada, Small Area and Administrative Data Division, Seniors Data, Table 5, Sources of Income of Senior Individuals
by Age Group

(50) Public Perception of Safety in the Neighbourhood
Source:  Solicitor General and Public Security and Justice and Attorney General 2008 Survey of Albertans

(51) Property Crime Rate
Source:  Canadian Crime Statistics, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics
Note:  2002-2005 Historical data (for Alberta) revised by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics.

(52) Violent Crime Rate
Source:  (a)  Canadian Crime Statistics, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics; (b)  Silver, Warren, Crime Statistics in Canada, 2006,
Statistics Canada Juristat, Catalogue no. 85-002-XIE, Vol. 27, no. 5, pg. 8
Note:  2002-2005 Historical data (for Alberta) revised by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics.

(53) Work Stoppages
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry

(54) Workplace Lost-time Claim Rate
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry and Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta

(55) Effectiveness of Human Rights Protection
Source:  Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans
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(56) Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Parks and Recreation Areas
Source:  Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture, Camper Satisfaction Survey

(57) Participation in Sport and Recreation
Source:  Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans

(58) Level of Community Volunteerism
Source:  Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans

(59) Participation in Arts Activities or Events
Source:  Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans

(60) Visitor Satisfaction with Provincial Historic Sites, Museums and Interpretive Centres
Source:  Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture, Heritage Facilities Visitor Survey

(61) Public Library Use
Source:  Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans

(62) Aboriginal Affairs
Source:  International, Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Relations and Environics Research Group Limited: Focus Canada report 

(63) Albertans’ Satisfaction with their Local Governments
Source:  Municipal Affairs and Housing – Albertans’ Satisfaction with their Municipal Government Survey – Environics Research Group
Limited Focus Alberta Omnibus Survey

(64) Physical Condition of Provincial Highways
Source:  Infrastructure and Transportation  
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Measuring Up
Progress Report on the 
Government of Alberta Business Plan

– Methodology



PREFACE

Methodology

This Methodology document provides a brief explanation of the data
sources for the measures, and any relevant procedures used to arrive at the
results reported in the Measuring Up component of the 2007-08
Government of Alberta Annual Report.  The results report on the 10 goals
and 64 measures established in the 2007-10 Government of Alberta Strategic
Business Plan.

From year to year, the method of reporting results may change due to
improved or updated measurement procedures.  Any changes in how
results are measured are explained in the methodology.  In some cases,
previous years’ results are updated or revised to be consistent with new
methodology.  These revisions are noted.

Data Quality

One of the most important issues in performance reporting is data quality.
A performance measure is only relevant to the extent that data is available
and reliable.  In practice, however, current data may not be available
because of reporting lags especially if national or international reporting is
involved.  Measuring Up uses the most current data available from reliable
sources.
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GOAL ONE 
 
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) PER CAPITA 
 
This measure tracks the inter-provincial rank and the long-term growth rate of the Alberta economy as 
measured by the three-year annual average growth rate of real GDP per capita. 
 
Real GDP 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   (per capita) 
CA 37,081 37,845 38,632 39,303 39,914 
NL 33,600 33,095 33,386 34,765 38,193 
PE 27,511 28,236 28,551 29,231 29,785 
NS 29,326 29,676 30,269 30,605 31,089 
NB 28,973 29,344 29,507 30,491 30,960 
QC 32,613 33,208 33,646 33,966 34,555 
ON 39,498 39,963 40,668 41,117 41,616 
MB 31,895 32,494 33,268 34,237 35,093 
SK 36,111 37,495 38,990 39,003 39,624 
AB 49,143 50,970 52,492 54,320 54,540 
BC 34,037 34,884 35,983 36,733 37,258 
 
Average Annual Growth (compound rate) 
 2000-03 2001-04 2002-05 2003-06 2004-07 
   (per capita) 
Canada 1.1% 1.6% 1.7% 2.0% 1.8% 
Alberta 0.6% 1.9% 2.8% 3.4% 2.3% 
Rank 9 7 2 1 3 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Provincial Economic Accounts, and Finance 
Note: Historical data revised by Statistics Canada. 
 
GDP is a measure of the value of all final goods and services produced in Alberta in a given year.  Using GDP 
and population data from Statistics Canada, GDP per capita is calculated by dividing real GDP for the year 
by total population as of July 1st of that year.   As cyclical variations are common in Alberta, a longer-term 
trend growth rate is presented, using a three-year compound annual average growth rate. 
 
This original measure was the average growth in nominal GDP.  In 2005-06, the measure was changed to 
report real GDP instead of nominal GDP.  Nominal dollars refer to today’s dollar while real numbers are 
adjusted for inflation.  In addition, a compounded average – instead of a simple average – is now used to 
calculate the three year annual average growth rate.  The compounded annual growth rate is a mathematical 
formula that provides a “smoothed” growth rate and is a more representative measure of annual growth over a 
number of years. 
 
Real GDP is a better measure of growth compared to nominal GDP because it removes distortions created by 
rising (falling) prices.  In 2007-08 this measure was changed to the compound annual growth in real GDP per 
capita. 
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TOTAL GOODS EXPORTS 
 
This measure tracks international commodity exports, including primary agriculture, primary forestry, mining 
and energy, and manufactured goods measured in current dollars.   
 
Annual 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   ($billions) 
 57.0 63.7 r 76.3 r 77.7 r 82.1 e 
 
Three-year Average 
 2001-03 2002-04 2003-05 2004-06 2005-07 
   (billions) 
 54.3 56.6 r 65.7 r 72.6 r 78.7 r 
 
Source: Statistics Canada 
Note: Historical data for 2004-07 revised by Statistics Canada.  Percentage change from the previous year 

is calculated from unrounded data. 
r – revised 
e – estimate 
 
The total value of international commodity exports is based on data reported in Statistics Canada’s World 
Trade Atlas and in Canadian International Merchandise Trade.  Re-exports (exports of goods that have 
previously entered Canada and are leaving in the same condition as when first imported) have been excluded 
from the estimates. 
 
Note: Estimates for 2004 and later years saw significant downward revisions (about $4 billion each year) 

because of a methodological change in Statistics Canada’s estimation of crude oil exports. 
 
PERSONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME 
 
This measure tracks the inter-provincial rank and Alberta’s current dollars per capita for personal disposable 
income. 
 
Personal disposable income is defined as gross personal income less personal direct taxes and other current 
transfers to government by persons, including Canada Pension Plan contributions and Employment 
Insurance premiums.  Personal disposable income per capita is obtained by dividing an economy’s total 
personal disposable income by its population for the year.  Current or nominal dollars refer to today’s dollars 
and have not been adjusted for inflation. 
 
Province 2003 2004 2005 2006p 2007p 
   (dollars) 
CA 22,757 23,713 24,505 25,819 26,962 
NL 18,851 19,414 20,229 25,118 24,394 
PE 19,188 20,083 20,734 21,578 22,405 
NS 20,504 21,388 22,296 23,238 24,185 
NB 20,003 20,994 21,701 22,724 23,690 
QC 21,191 21,955 22,456 23,267 24,386 
ON 23,971 24,738 25,421 26,483 27,374 
MB 21,031 21,931 22,421 23,530 24,859 
SK 20,345 21,909 22,221 23,192 24,980 
AB 25,920 27,848 29,756 32,506 34,494 
BC 22,021 23,009 23,852 25,422 26,607 
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Source: Statistics Canada – Provincial Economic Accounts  
Note: Historical results revised by Statistics Canada. 
p – preliminary 
 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 
 
Employment, Immigration and Industry calculates the provincial labour productivity by using real Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) at basic prices per hour worked for all jobs.  GDP at basic prices is derived from 
GDP at market prices, but excludes indirect taxes and subsidies on products.  In November 2007, all real 
GDP estimates were revised by Statistics Canada with the base year changing from 1997 to 2002.  Statistics 
Canada typically changes the base year for real GDP estimates every five years and this leads to revisions in the 
real GDP dollar values. 
 
Province 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
   (Real GDP ($) per hour worked) 
CA 39.31 39.54 39.71 40.54 40.99 
NL 41.21 43.34 42.02 42.01 42.41 
PE 28.49 28.82 29.99 29.54 29.66 
NS 32.26 32.51 32.89 32.88 33.37 
NB 30.28 31.29 31.51 31.63 32.05 
QC 37.10 37.68 37.74 38.49 38.89 
ON 40.51 40.33 40.44 41.28 41.66 
MB 33.40 33.35 33.71 34.69 35.52 
SK 38.39 39.51 40.59 41.52 40.67 
AB 46.18 46.37 47.08 48.85 49.75 
BC 38.06 38.17 37.90 38.52 38.89 

 
Source: Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry 
 
MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE INDUSTRY INVESTMENT 
 
Statistics Canada surveys all industries once a year about their actual past years’ capital investments, as well as 
their intended investments for the current year.  Data are reported in the Statistics Canada’s Private and 
Public Investment in Canada, Intentions publication.  The estimated investment values for the manufacturing 
and utilities sectors come from this document directly.  For services, the following industries are aggregated: 
transportation and warehousing; information and cultural industries; wholesale trade; retail trade; finance and 
insurance; real estate rental and leasing; professional, scientific and technical services; management of 
companies and enterprise; administrative and support, waste management; arts, entertainment and recreation; 
accommodation and food services; and other services.  Excluded are: housing, primary industries, 
construction and institutions (e.g., public administration, health and education).  The industries referenced as 
included in the calculation are added together to obtain the level of manufacturing and service industry 
investment. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   ($billions) 
 12.5 13.1 14.8 17.7 19.8 
 (6.1%) (4.6%) (13.2%) (19.1%) (12.0%) 
 
Source: Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry 
Note: 2006 results revised by Statistics Canada. 
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UPSTREAM OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY INVESTMENT IN ALBERTA 
 
The upstream oil and gas industry investment in Alberta performance measure tracks annual industry 
investment in the upstream oil and gas industry, including the oil sands.  Continued investment in Alberta’s 
energy sector demonstrates the competitiveness and attractiveness of resource development in Alberta. 
 
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
   ($billions) 
 17.9 19.4 23.7 32.8 37.7 
 
Source: Statistics Canada, Private and Public Investment in Canada (PPI) publications 
Note: Historical results have been revised due to the adoption of a new data source (PPI). 
 
This measure relies on capital expenditure data in Statistics Canada’s Private and Public Investment in 
Canada (PPI) publications.  PPI is a comprehensive national publication, which reports investment for all 
sectors and industries in Canada, for which data is available.  Capital expenditures, or investment, include the 
cost of procuring, constructing and installing new durable plant, machinery and equipment, and capitalized 
costs such as feasibility studies, architectural, installation and engineering fees, among other things.  
Previously, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Statistical Handbook was used as a data source 
for the measure.  Data for 2002-2005 has been restated with the adoption of PPI as a source. 
 
MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE EXPORTS 
 
This measure tracks Alberta’s international value-added exports, including manufactured goods and services 
measured in current dollars. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   ($billions) 
 22.6 r 26.2 r 27.8 r 29.0 r 30.2 e 
 
Source: Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and Industry 
Note: The 2003-06 results were revised by Statistics Canada and Employment, Immigration and 

Industry.  The value of export trade in 2002-06 as presented in Measuring Up 2007 was 
preliminary and has since been revised to incorporate more current data.  Percentage change from 
the previous year is calculated from unrounded data. 

r – revised  
e – estimate 
 
Employment, Immigration and Industry uses Statistics Canada data to monitor the value of goods exported 
to other countries.  Statistics Canada prepares the data monthly and publishes it in Canadian International 
Merchandise Trade. 
 
The total value of Alberta’s international goods exports is equivalent to Statistics Canada’s published 
numbers.  For manufactured goods, export data by commodity from Statistics Canada are used to determine 
industry-specific export values, using Statistics Canada classifications.  A concordance table is obtained from 
Statistics Canada that allocates each commodity exported into a specific industry.  This concordance table is 
then modified to reflect unique characteristics of Alberta’s economy.  For example, natural gas liquids are 
moved from manufacturing to mining.  Estimates for services are developed in-house by Employment, 
Immigration and Industry, based on a number of Statistics Canada reports and databases. 
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TOTAL TOURISM EXPENDITURES 
 
This measure tracks the annual value of total tourism expenditures in Alberta.  This includes expenditures 
made in Alberta by visitors from overseas, the United States, other Canadian provinces and residents of 
Alberta. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   ($billions) 
 4.3 5.0 5.1 e 5.3 re 5.6 e 
 
Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Travel Survey (renamed in 2005 to Travel Survey of Residents of 

Canada) and the International Travel Survey, and Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture 
Note: Historical data revised.  The value of total tourism expenditures in 2006 as presented in Measuring 

Up 2006-07 was preliminary and has since been revised to incorporate more current data. 
re – revised estimate 
e – estimate 
 
The value of total tourism expenditures in Alberta is derived by Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture from 
the data published by Statistics Canada in the Canadian Travel Survey (renamed in January 2005 to Travel 
Survey of Residents of Canada) (Cat. No. 87-212-XIE) and the International Travel Survey 
(Cat. No. 66-001).  Final year-end data for both surveys are usually not available until August of the 
following year. 
 
The estimate for 2007 is based on travel statistics that provide an indication of demand, such as Customs 
counts at Alberta’s land ports and airports, deplanements at Calgary and Edmonton International Airports, 
anecdotal information from the Pre-Summer Tourism Operator Survey, and gate counts at Banff, Jasper, 
Waterton Lakes and Elk Island National Parks.  In addition, occupancy rate information collected by Smith 
Travel Research is used to determine the demand for fixed-roof lodging in the Mountain Parks, Edmonton 
and Calgary.  Travel intention data produced by the Canadian Tourism Research Institute are also applied to 
estimate demand from Alberta’s key domestic markets of British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Ontario.  In 
addition to indicators of demand, estimates of the Travel Price Index are forecast to assist with tourism 
expenditure projections.  Results may be affected by economic conditions in Alberta’s key tourism markets, 
world events such as war, terrorism, disease, natural disaster, implementation of new security procedures at 
border crossings and increased competition from other tourism destinations. 
 
LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE 
 
This measure tracks the inter-provincial rank of labour force participation, and Alberta’s labour force 
participation rate. 
 
The labour force participation rate is a measure of the proportion of an economy’s working-age population 
that is employed or actively seeking employment.  It is calculated as a 12-month average of the monthly 
results, which are distributed by Statistics Canada through the Labour Force Survey statistics. 
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Province 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
CA 67.5 67.5 67.2 67.2 67.6 
NL 59.3 59.2 58.8 59.2 59.2 
PE 67.7 68.0 68.5 68.7 68.2 
NS 63.1 64.1 63.6 62.9 63.7 
NB 63.2 63.9 63.6 63.7 64.0 
QC 66.0 65.8 65.6 65.5 65.7 
ON 68.5 68.4 68.0 67.7 68.0 
MB 68.7 69.1 68.6 68.6 69.4 
SK 67.8 67.9 68.1 69.1 69.7 
AB 73.5 73.5 72.7 73.4 74.1 
BC 65.6 65.5 65.6 65.7 66.3 

 
Source:  Statistics Canada  
 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION 
 
Innovation is comprised of science and technology and also other sources of new ideas that lead to new and 
improved products and services.  Science and technology is comprised of research and development and also 
related science activities, which are reported annually by all Government of Alberta ministries in a Statistics 
Canada report.  (The most recent is Scientific Activities of the Government of Alberta 2006-07 and 2007-08 
Estimates Survey Results, May 2008.) 
 

 Actual 
2002-03 

Actual 
2003-04 

Actual 
2004-05 

Actual 
2005-06 

Actual 
2006-07 

 Current $ (thousands) 
Innovation as % Government of 
Alberta spending 1.71% 1.54% 1.60% 2.67% 2.94%
Statistics Canada  333,421 313,546 362,593 381,800 455,900
Innovation Program 737 6,073 10,059
Alberta Economic Development 
Innovation & Trade 12,302 16,255 13,490 26,499 129,910
Industry & Regional Development 7,305 7,918 9,847  
Innovative Energy Technology 
Program 2,246 12,583 25,648
Alberta Heritage Foundation for 
Medical Research top-up  200,000 150,000
Alberta Ingenuity Fund top-up 100,000 100,000
TOTAL Innovation 353,028 337,719 388,913 726,955 871,517
  
Total Government of Alberta 
Expense 20,685,000 21,883,000 24,329,000 27,191,000 29,665,000
 
Source:  Statistics Canada and Government of Alberta Annual Reports 
 
The actual total expense for the Government of Alberta is the line item 9, total expense found in the 
consolidated statement of operations published in the Government of Alberta Annual Report and also 
presented in the executive summary and the consolidated financial summary.  The information is reported 
annually by all Government of Alberta departments.  Statistics Canada, under contract with Advanced 
Education and Technology, collects the research and development and related scientific activity data from 
GOA departments following internationally accepted guidelines and definitions, documented in the Frascati 
manual by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.  In addition, ministry staff 
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obtains from other departments expenditures on innovation supporting activities.  The most recent audited 
information is used, which is for the fiscal year before the reporting period. 
 
The actual total expense of the Government of Alberta in 2006-07 was $29,665 million.  This number is used 
to calculate the percentage of Government of Alberta expense used to support innovation. 
 
Advanced Education and Technology (the Ministry of Innovation and Science at that time) introduced the 
Innovation Program in 2004, the first year in which this expense appears.  Two line items are used from 
financial statements in Economic Development – Annual Reports.  
 
The Innovative Energy Technology Program in Energy supports the adoption and use of innovative energy 
technologies.  It provides royalty adjustments to a number of specific pilot and demonstration projects that 
use innovative technologies to increase recoveries from existing reserves and encourage responsible, 
development of oil, natural gas and in-situ oil sands reserves.  For the purposes of this measure the royalty 
adjustment is treated equivalent to, and reported as if it were, a Government of Alberta expense.   
 
SPONSORED RESEARCH AT ALBERTA UNIVERSITIES 
 
This measure provides the value of sponsored research at Alberta universities.  The funding sources include 
the provincial government, industry and non-profit organizations, and the federal government. 
 
Sponsored research revenues are those received outside of the university base operating grant and include both 
research grants and research contracts.  This performance measure reflects research capability in Alberta 
through the success of its major universities in attracting sponsored research funding from several sources. 
 
The data is provided to Advanced Education and Technology by the University of Alberta, the University of 
Calgary, the University of Lethbridge and Athabasca University.  The universities submit the data using a 
template and guidelines which outline the information required and specific instructions regarding how the 
revenue should be reported.  This ensures that the data submitted is comparable across universities.  The 
universities derive the data from audited financial statements and supplementary schedules.  The reported 
data is compiled and analyzed by Advanced Education and Technology in the Research Funding at Alberta 
Universities Report.  The time required to compile data means that the last actual report lags one year behind 
the reporting cycle.  The practice has been to use the target in the reporting year as the benchmark against 
which to compare the last actual performance. 
 
 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
   ($millions) 
Total 434.2 583.7 650.5 631.6 686.5 
 
Source: Advanced Education and Technology 
 
BUSINESS EXPENDITURES ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) 
 
This is a measure of the Government of Alberta’s influence on business expenditures on R&D, through the 
research funding programs that as part of the proposal evaluation process considers business investment in the 
proposed projects as a factor in funding decisions. 
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The data were obtained from Statistics Canada’s report Science Statistics published in December 2007. 
Catalogue 88-001-XWE http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/88-001-XIE/88-001-XIE2007008.pdf 
 
 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
   ($millions) 
Total 677r 802r 842r 1,014r 1,077 
 
Source: Statistics Canada 
Note: Historical results (2002-04) have been revised by Statistics Canada to reflect new information 

available on business expenditures on research and development in Alberta. 
r – revised 
 
Statistics Canada obtains R&D data from research performers.  The data is gathered annually by Statistics 
Canada using surveys of business.  The data is then presented in terms of funding.  The funding view of the 
data presents who provided the money regardless of which performing entity spent it.  The Government of 
Alberta accepts Statistics Canada’s quality assurance and data accuracy.  Additional information on Statistics 
Canada’s methodology can be found at:  http://www.statcan.ca/cgi-bin/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function= 
getSurvey&SDDS=4201&lang=en&db=IMDB&dbg=f&adm=8&dis=2 
 
 

GOAL TWO 
 
LITERACY AND NUMERACY GRADE 9 
 
The provincial government administers standardized tests in core subjects annually to students in grades 3, 6 
and 9.  This measure indicates the percentage of students enrolled in Grade 9 who met or exceeded the 
acceptable standard on Grade 9 Provincial Achievement Tests in mathematics and language arts.  Grade 9 
Provincial Achievement Tests in mathematics and language arts are used as proxy measures of literacy and 
numeracy, as adult literacy surveys are not conducted regularly.  Achieving the acceptable standard on the 
mathematics and language arts tests in Grade 9 indicates that students have the fundamental skills to become 
literate and numerate adults. 
 
 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Math 63% 66% 68% 67% 66% 
Language Arts 78% 78% 78% 77% 78% 
 
Source: Education 
 
Students normally take the Grade 9 Provincial Achievement Tests at age 14 to 15.  The results are based on 
the total enrolment of Grade 9 students.  Provincial Achievement Tests are based on the curriculum and are 
developed with extensive involvement from classroom teachers, and input from other educators, business and 
community groups, to ensure that the standards reflect public expectations.  The standards are set for each 
test by a committee of teachers and are then held constant by statistical methods in subsequent years. 
 
The international results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey (ALLS), conducted in 2003, were 
released in May 2005 (The Daily, Statistics Canada, May 11, 2005).  This study tested more than 23,000 
Canadians on their skills proficiency in four domains: prose, document, numeracy and problem-solving.  
Skills were rated on the basis of levels 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest).  The first study report, Learning a Living: First 
Results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey: 2003, presents the international results of the first round of 
data collection in the ALLS survey, and includes results for Canada, Bermuda, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, the 
United States and the Mexican state of Nuevo Leone.  A Canadian report, Building on our Competencies: 
Canadian Results of the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey, released in November 2005 (the Daily, 
November 30), presents provincial results and specific national findings.  Highlights of a second Canadian 
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report, Gaining and Losing Literacy Skills over the Lifecourse, which documents the loss of literacy skills during 
adulthood for Canadians who do not use literacy skills on a regular basis, was released in The Daily on July 6, 
2007. 
 
The 2003 Adult Literacy and Life Skills study built on the International Adult Literacy Survey (1994-1998) 
and is a joint project of the Government of Canada, the United States National Centre for Education 
Statistics (NCES), and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.  Statistics Canada is 
the international coordinator of the project.  The report on international results (Learning a Living: First 
Results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey: 2003) is available on the Statistics Canada website: 
http://www.statcan.ca, Cat. #89-603-X, as are the Canadian reports Building on our Competencies: Canadian 
Results of the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey - Cat. #89-617-XWE, and Gaining and Losing 
Literacy Skills Over the Lifecourse – Cat. #89-552-MWE200716. 
 
DROPOUT RATE (K-12) 
 
The annual dropout rate reports the percentages of Alberta students age 14-18 in public, separate, 
francophone, charter, and private schools who, in the following school year: 
• are not enrolled in the K-12 system 
• are not enrolled in a post-secondary institution in Alberta 
• are not registered in an apprenticeship program in Alberta 
• have not completed high school. 
 
Annual Dropout Rates of Students Age 14-18 
 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Dropout Rate 5.5% 5.3% 4.9% 4.7% 5.0% 
 
The annual dropout rate is derived from data in Alberta Education and Alberta Advanced Education and 
Technology systems.  Adjustments for attrition are based on estimates from Statistics Canada’s Annual 
Demographic Statistics 2006 (R) (CD-ROM).  Students whose education is not the responsibility of the 
provincial government, as well as students who are identified as having a severe cognitive disability or a severe 
multiple disability, are not included in the annual dropout rate.  A detailed description of the methodology 
used to calculate the annual dropout rate is available online at 
http://education.alberta.ca/admin/funding/accountability/results.aspx . 
 
HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION RATE (K-12) 
 
The high school completion rate reports the percentages of Alberta students in public, separate, francophone, 
charter, and private schools who, within five years of entering Grade 10: 
• received a high school diploma, equivalency diploma (GED) or Integrated Occupational Program (IOP) 

certificate 
• entered an Alberta post-secondary program or an apprenticeship program 
• earned credits in five Grade 12 courses, including one language arts diploma examination course and three 

other diploma examination courses. 
 
High School Completion Rates Within Five Years of Entering Grade 10 
 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Completion Year 75.2% 75.5% 77.4% 78.6% 79.5% 
 
Source: Education 
 
The tracking of Grade 10 students excludes some groups of students, such as those identified as having a 
severe cognitive or a severe multiple disability and students whose education is not the responsibility of the 
provincial government.  Data for this measure are from Alberta Education and Alberta Advanced Education 
and Technology systems.  Attrition adjustments are based on estimates from Statistics Canada’s Annual 
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Demographic Statistics, 2006 (R) (CD-ROM).  A more detailed description of the methodology is available 
online at http://education.alberta.ca/admin/funding/accountability/results.aspx . 
 
HIGH SCHOOL TO POST-SECONDARY TRANSITION 
 
The high school to post-secondary transition rate reports the percentages of Alberta students in public, 
separate, francophone, charter, and private schools who are, within six years of starting Grade 10: 
• enrolled in a credit program, part-time or full-time, in an Alberta post-secondary institution 
• registered in an apprenticeship program other than the Registered Apprenticeship Program for high school 

students. 
 
High School to Post-secondary Transition Rates Within Six Years of Entering Grade 10 
 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
Transition Year 51.5% 54.4% 57.5% 59.5% 60.3% 
 
Source: Education 
 
Students are tracked using data from Alberta Education and Alberta Advanced Education and Technology 
systems.  The high school to post-secondary transition rate includes adjustments for attrition and for 
attendance at post-secondary institutions out of province.  Attrition adjustments are based on estimates from 
Statistics Canada’s Annual Demographic Statistics 2006 (R) (CD-ROM).  The estimate of Alberta students 
attending post-secondary institutions out of province uses aggregate student counts from Alberta Advanced 
Education and Technology’s enrollment and Students Finance systems.  Students whose education is not the 
responsibility of the provincial government, as well as students who are identified as having cognitive 
disabilities or a severe multiple disability are not included in the high school to post-secondary transition 
rates.  A more detailed description of the methodology is available online at 
http://education.alberta.ca/admin/funding/accountability/results.aspx . 
 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF ALBERTANS 
 
Statistics Canada’s Labour Force Survey collects information on the highest level of education achieved by 
various age groups.  This measure tracks the percentage of the population age 25-34 who reported having 
completed high school or higher and the percentage of the population age 25-64 who reported completing 
post-secondary programs, including apprenticeship.  These age groups were selected as they reflect recent and 
longer term outputs of Alberta’s K-12 and post-secondary education system.  Results from the Labour Force 
Survey are affected by interprovincial in-migration to Alberta, which has increased in recent years. 
 
High School (age 25-34) 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 89% 90% 91% 90% 91% 
Canada 90% 90% 91% 91% 91% 
 
Post-Secondary (age 25-64) 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 56% 56% 58% 58% 59% 
Canada 56% 57% 58% 59% 60% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Labour Force Survey 
 
The data reported are annual averages for the calendar year, compiled from Labour Force Survey results.  
Between 5,133 and 5,307 Alberta households were surveyed each month in 2007 (an average of 5,244 per 
month), with information provided on between 10,307 and 10,668 individuals each month.  The coefficient 
of variation (the standard error as a percentage of the reported result) is 1.0% for both the Canadian and 
Alberta data. 
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Additional information on the Labour Force Survey Methodology and interpreting CV’s is available on pages 
19-21 and 28-29 of the Guide to Labour Force Survey, 2007.  Catalogue no. 71-543-GIE (Revised February 
2007), available online from Statistics Canada: www.statcan.ca. 
 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF ABORIGINAL ALBERTANS  
 
This measure indicates the percentage of Aboriginal Albertans age 25-34 living off-reserve who report they 
have completed high school or higher, as well as the percentage of the Aboriginal population age 25-64 who 
report having completed post-secondary programs (diploma, certificate, or university degree).  These age 
spans were selected as being most representative of the outcomes of Alberta’s K-12 and post-secondary 
education systems. 
 
High School (Aboriginal Albertans Age 25-34) 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 76% 73% 76% 77% 76% 
 
Post-Secondary (Aboriginal Albertans Age 25-64) 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 45% 43% 44% 43% 45% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Labour Force Survey 
 
Statistics Canada’s Labour Force Survey collects information on the highest level of education achieved by 
various age groups for the off-reserve Aboriginal population of Alberta.  Aboriginal identifier questions were 
added to the Alberta Labour Force Survey, and the sample was increased.  Increased sampling was undertaken 
in urban centres such as Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge and Red Deer with significant Aboriginal 
populations.  The data reported are annual averages for the year.  
 
Between 329 and 433 Aboriginal households in Alberta were surveyed each month in 2007, with information 
provided on between 98 and 136 Aboriginal individuals age 25-34 each month.  The coefficient of variation 
(the standard error as a percentage of the reported result) for high school completion was 7.5%.  Information 
was provided on between 321 and 407 Aboriginal individuals age 25-64 each month, with a coefficient of 
variation for post-secondary completion of 5.2%. 
 
Additional information on the Labour Force Survey Methodology and interpreting CV’s is available on 
pages 19-21 and 28-29 of the Guide to Labour Force Survey, 2007.  Catalogue no. 71-543-GIE 
(Revised February 2007), available online from Statistics Canada: www.statcan.ca. 
 
ADULT PARTICIPATION IN LEARNING 
 
Statistics Canada’s Labour Force Survey collects information on the percentage of the population who report 
attending post-secondary programs.  This measure tracks participation of 18-34 year olds in post-secondary 
programs.  The age span of 18-34 years was selected as being most representative of the outcomes of Alberta’s 
current education system.  In previous years 18-24 year olds were targeted, however with the diversification of 
learners, 18-34 year olds better captures Albertans who are participating in post-secondary education.  
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 19% 19% 19% 18% 17% 
Canada 22% 23% 23% 23% 23% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Labour Force Survey 
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The data reported are annual averages for the calendar year, compiled from monthly survey results.  In 2007, 
between 5,133 and 5,307 Alberta households were surveyed each month (an average of 5,244 per month), 
with information provided on between 10,307 and 10,668 individuals per month.  The coefficient of 
variation (the standard error as a percentage of the reported result) is under 2.5% for the Alberta data and 
1.0% for the Canadian data. 
 
Additional information on the Labour Force Survey Methodology and interpreting CV’s is available on 
pages 19-21 and 28-29 of the Guide to Labour Force Survey, 2007.  Catalogue no. 71-543-GIE 
(Revised February 2007), available online from Statistics Canada: www.statcan.ca. 
 
LIFELONG LEARNING  
 
Albertans are encouraged to keep learning and realizing their goals.  This measure reports the percentage of 
survey respondents (Albertans age 18 and over) who are satisfied that adult Albertans are able to access the 
education or training they want.  The percentage reports the aggregated results of questions asked of two 
components of the public: adult learners (those who reported taking education or training in the last 
12 months) and adult Albertans who did not take education or training in the last 12 months.  Data for 
2007-08 are from the report Satisfaction with Education in Alberta, Survey of Public/Adult Learners/Adult 
Non-Learners 2007-08: May, 2008; prepared for Advanced Education by R.A. Malatest and Associates. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 72% 69% 79% 79% 79% 
 
Source: Advanced Education and Technology and Education 
 
Three thousand Albertans responded to the survey.  The results are reliable to within ±2.2%, 19 times out of 
20.  The sample size changes from year to year in order to reach the desired confidence level for both adult 
learners and other adult Albertans. 
 
Adult learners were asked about their satisfaction with being able to access the education or training they 
wanted.  Adult Albertans who did not participate in education or training in the prior year were asked a 
slightly different question about how satisfied they were that most adults were able to access the education or 
training they wanted. 
 
The survey instruments for these surveys use four-point response scales (very satisfied/ 
satisfied/dissatisfied/very dissatisfied or strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree), depending on the 
question.  Although not asked, don’t know responses and refusals are recorded as well.  Results presented are 
the combined percentages of respondents who were very satisfied/satisfied or who strongly agreed/agreed. 
 
EMPLOYMENT RATE OF RECENT ALBERTA ADVANCED EDUCATION GRADUATES  
 
The employment rates of post-secondary graduates are based on the graduate outcomes surveys conducted for 
Alberta Advanced Education and Technology by third party contractors.  These surveys are conducted 
biennially.  Graduates of the Apprenticeship and Industry training system are similarly surveyed by a third 
party contractor biennially.  The next Apprenticeship and Industry training system graduate survey will be 
conducted in 2008-09. 
 
 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
Post-secondary diploma or certificate n/a 97% n/a 96% 
University degree n/a 97% n/a 98% 
Journeyperson 97% n/a 97% n/a 
 
Source: Advanced Education and Technology Surveys 
Note: Biennial surveys  
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Graduates from post-secondary institutions were surveyed two years after graduation.  Graduates were asked if 
they currently had one or more paying jobs, including self-employment and seasonal positions, or were 
currently looking for a job.  The graduate survey was developed through a ministry working group and 
consultations with post-secondary institutions.  Insightrix, a third party contractor, conducted the survey of 
graduates from all publicly funded post-secondary institutions in 2007-08.  A total of 17,059 graduates 
completed the survey.  The results are reliable to within ±.5%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
Apprenticeship and Industry training system graduates were surveyed within two years of graduation.  They 
were asked about their current employment status.  The employment rate is based on those employed as a 
percentage of those employed and those not employed, but looking for work.  A third party contractor, 
Banister Research and Consulting Inc., conducted the 2006-07 survey of Apprenticeship and Industry 
training system graduates.  A total of 3,117 graduate apprentices were surveyed.  The results are reliable to 
within ±1.2%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
EMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALBERTANS AGE 25-34 BY HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
 
This measure identifies the annual percentage of Albertans age 25-34 who are employed by highest level of 
education.  Results are presented for Albertans age 25-34 with high school completion, a post-secondary 
certificate or diploma, and with a university degree.  Albertans age 25-34 were selected as they are the group 
most likely to reflect recent effects of Alberta’s K-12 and post-secondary education systems. 
 
High School 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 84% 81% 82% 84% 83% 
Canada 79% 79% 79% 79% 79% 
 
Post-Secondary Diploma or Certificate 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 87% 87% 87% 87% 89% 
Canada 85% 86% 86% 86% 87% 
 
Post-Secondary Degree 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Alberta 88% 85% 85% 86% 87% 
Canada 84% 84% 84% 85% 85% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Labour Force Survey 
 
The employment rates are annual averages for the calendar year compiled from Labour Force Survey results.  
The Canadian sample size for the monthly Labour Force Survey has been about 54,000 households since 
July 1995.  Alberta’s sample size corresponds to its share of the population.  In 2007, between 5,133 and 
5,307 Alberta households were surveyed each month (an average of 5,244 per month), with information 
provided on between 10,307 and 10,668 individuals per month.  Of these, about 1,832 to 2,049 individuals 
each month are age 25-34.  The coefficient of variation (CV), the standard error as a percentage of the 
reported results: for high school completion was 1.0% for Canada and Alberta; 1.0% for post-secondary 
diploma and certificate completion for Canada and Alberta; and 1.0% for post-secondary degree completion 
for Canada, and less than 2.5% for post-secondary degree completion for Alberta.  
 
Additional information on the Labour Force Survey Methodology and interpreting CV’s is available on 
pages 19-21 and 28-29 of the Guide to Labour Force Survey, 2007.  Catalogue no. 71-543-GIE 
(Revised February 2007), available online from Statistics Canada: www.statcan.ca. 
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SKILL DEVELOPMENT  
 
This measure indicates the percentages of employers who were satisfied or very satisfied with post-secondary 
learning system graduates.  Response options are:  very satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied.  
Respondents who didn’t know or who didn’t answer were also recorded.  The measure is a direct indicator of 
the match between workforce skill levels and job requirements, which supports the competitiveness of Alberta 
businesses.  
 
Results for 2005-06 and 2007-08 reported in Measuring Up are based on employees’ overall level of 
satisfaction with the skills and quality of work of each type of graduate (degree, diploma, certificate, 
journeyperson or high school). 
 
The 2005-06 and 2007-08 employer satisfaction with post-secondary system graduates result is based on a 
simple average of the results for the four post-secondary graduate types (degree, diploma, certificate and 
journeyperson certificate).  This provides a result giving equal weighting to each type of graduate and avoids a 
skewing of the result in favour of the categories with the largest number of graduates.  In the 2001-02 and 
2003-04 surveys, respondents were asked about overall satisfaction with learning system graduates.  In the 
2001-02 survey, post-secondary graduates included graduates of degree, diploma and certificate programs 
(journeyperson certificate graduates were not included).  Starting with the 2003-04 survey, post-secondary 
graduates includes graduates of degree, diploma, certificate and apprenticeship programs. 
 
 2001-02 2003-04 2005-06 2007-08 
Post-secondary graduates 91% 90% 94% 88% 
 
Source: Advanced Education and Technology and Education 
Note: Biennial Survey  
 
Results are reported from telephone surveys of employers conducted by an external consultant every second 
year, with the most recent survey conducted in 2007-08 by CCI Research Inc.  In both 2001-02 and 
2003-04, about 2,000 Alberta employers responded to the survey, while in 2005-06 and 2007-08, there were 
about 2,200 respondents. 
 
Current information about the population of businesses in Alberta was obtained from Alberta Employment 
and Immigration, Office of Statistics and Information, Data Development and Evaluation.  According to the 
2006 Alberta Business Monitor, there were about 149,000 businesses with employees in Alberta.  A 
representative sample of 12,392 business telephone numbers was purchased from RSTS Inc. in Alberta, and 
11,680 numbers were used to complete a total of 2,201 surveys of employers in Alberta.  Data collection for 
the 2007-08 Employer Satisfaction Survey took place during the period of December 1, 2007 to January 
11, 2008 (no calling took place between December 20th and January 1st). 
 
The confidence interval is +2.1% for the employer satisfaction survey results.  There were 1,678 employer 
responses to the question on post-secondary graduates. 
 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
 
This performance measure indicates the success in finding employment for participants in skills programs.  
The percentage of participants employed post-intervention includes those in Work Foundations (WF), 
Training for Work (TFW), Job Placement (JP) and Apprenticeship programs.  Results for the WF, TFW and 
JP portions of this measure are obtained through the Work Outcomes Reporting Project (WORP) surveys.  
To measure the rates of those employed after leaving the Apprenticeship Program, Advanced Education and 
Technology conducts a Graduates of Apprenticeship Survey every two years.  
 
The percentage of WF/TFW/JP participants employed post-intervention is obtained for the question, “Have 
you been employed at any time since you left <program name>?” Yes and No responses are used to calculate 
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the measure result.  The percentage of Apprenticeship participants employed post-intervention is obtained 
from the Graduates of Apprenticeship Satisfaction Survey.  This survey was last conducted in 2006-07 for 
2005-06 graduates and it is expected to be conducted in 2008-09 for 2007-08 graduates.  The 2005-06 
survey results were used for calculating the 2007-08 measure results due to the absence of a 2007-08 survey.  
 
An independent consultant is retained through WORP to contact former program participants three months 
after they leave WF, TFW and JP programs.  The survey sample is based on a probability sample of former 
participants.  The estimated margins of error were ±3.3% (WF), ±3.3% (TFW) and ±4.1% (JP) at a 95% 
confidence level.  For the aprenticeship survey, the estimated margin of error rate was ±1.8% at a 95% 
confidence level.  The margin of error calculation is based on the number of completed surveys addressing the 
performance measure question. 
 
 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 83% 85% 84% 
 
Source: Employment, Immigration and Industry and Advanced Education and Technology 
Note: Results for 2005-06 and 2006-07 have been revised to reflect improvements in methodology. 
 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF LEARNING FACILITIES  
 
To enhance reporting and enable the ministry to compare condition ratings across the facility types, a facility 
condition index (FCI) was adopted as a basis for determining the condition rating of each facility. 
The FCI is the ratio of the cost to correct current and future (five year) physical condition deficiencies, 
relative to current facility replacement values. 
 
In concert with the Government of Alberta’s Capital Planning Initiative (CPI), three measures (good, fair and 
poor) were developed to aid in making sound capital funding decisions.  For an interpretation of FCI values 
for building infrastructure, see the chart below: 
 
Condition FCI Definition CPI Definition 
Good Facilities with an FCI of less 

than 15% 
Adequate for intended use and expected to provide 
continued service life with average maintenance. 

Fair Facilities with an FCI that is 
equal to or greater than 15% 
or equal to or less than 40% 

Aging components are nearing the end of their life 
cycle and require additional expenditures for renewal or 
refurbishing. 

Poor Facilities with an FCI of 
greater than 40% 

Upgrading is required to comply with minimum codes 
or standards and deterioration has reached the point 
where major repairs or replacement are necessary. 

 
Schools 
 
This measure reports the percentage of total school facilities (area) in good, fair and poor condition using 
FCI. 
 
In the initial 1999-00 condition assessments, a non-weighted point scoring system was used for the number 
and type of deficiencies.  Those schools with a point rating between 0 and 399 were in good condition; those 
between 400 and 799 points were in fair condition; those with 800 or more points were considered to be in 
poor condition. 
 
Since 2004, Infrastructure and Transportation has been in the process of conducting follow-up assessments 
on the original 1999-00 assessments.  The difference in the approach is: 
 
• Staged implementation – rather than evaluating all schools at once in one short timeframe, schools will be 

assessed once every five years on a rotational basis. 
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• FCI – rather than focusing on reporting a raw score, the FCI is calculated to comply with the approach 
used in other facility assessments.  Although the end result for an FCI might differ from the previous 
approach, it still identifies a good, fair, and poor rating. 

 
Unlike the original 1999-00 assessments, which used a point based approach, the facility re-evaluations 
calculate the FCI.  The FCI is the ratio of forecasted costs to correct physical deficiencies relative to the 
replacement value.  This ratio is then expressed as a percentage based on the same three-point scale used in the 
1999-00 assessments: i.e., good, fair and poor.   
 
Independent, third-party contractors, who have expertise in facility evaluations, conducted all of the reviews 
of school facilities. 
 
Data are the result of condition assessments of school facilities owned by school boards and funded by the 
Government of Alberta and do not include outreach facilities. 
 
 2003-04* 2004-05** 2005-06** 2006-07** 2007-08*** 
   (percentage) 
Good 52 61 73 71 n/a 
Fair 42 36 25 26 n/a 
Poor 6 3 2 3 n/a 
 
Source: Infrastructure and Transportation 
* These results have been converted to allow comparison to those generated by the current FCI 

methodology. 
** These results include facilities that have been evaluated under the new FCI methodology and facilities 

that have had their condition converted from the previous methodology. 
*** Results for 2007-08 were not available due to timing of data availability.  Results will be published in the 

2007-08 Infrastructure and Transportation Annual Report. 
 
Post-secondary Institutions 
 
This measure is a percentage of the total institutions (area) rated in good, fair and poor condition using FCI. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 

  (percentage) 
Good 45 51 55 60 65 
Fair 39 37 35 30 25 
Poor 16 12 10 10 10 
 
Source: Infrastructure and Transportation 
 
The index ratio compares the total cost of deficiencies to the replacement value of the facility.  The total cost 
of deficiencies was calculated by taking the estimated cost of remedial work recommended for the next five 
years to bring the current condition level to either good or fair.  The cost is then adjusted for factors such as 
location, contingency and consultant fees.  Data are based on 2000-01 evaluations made by external 
consultants, a portion of which is updated annually on a five-year rotational basis of approximately .five 
million square metres a year.  The information is then deposited in Infrastructure and Transportation’s 
Building and Land Information Management System. 
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GOAL THREE 
 
AIR QUALITY INDEX  
 
This measure indicates the number of good, fair, poor and very poor air quality days. 
     Very 
 Good Days Good Fair Poor Poor 
 (percent) (number of days) 
2003* 96 351 14 0 0 
2004** 97 357 9 0 0 
2005** 99 360 5 0 0 
2006*** 97 353 12 0 0 
2007**** 97 355 10 0 0 
 
Source: Environment, Wood Buffalo Environment Association, Peace Airshed Zone Association, Parkland 

Airshed Management Zone, Fort Air Partnership and Palliser Airshed Society 
 
* Based on data from ten stations. 
** Based on data from twelve stations. 
*** Based on data from thirteen stations (the Edmonton Northwest station was replaced by the Edmonton 

South station in 2006). 
**** Based on data from fourteen stations (Cold Lake was added in 2007). 
 
Alberta’s air quality index is calculated based on a minimum of four and up to five major air pollutants 
measured hourly at 14 Alberta locations.  The monitoring stations are situated in urban centres with 
consideration given to proximity to industrial and non-industrial sources.  The measurements are converted 
to a standard scale known as the air quality index (AQI), which is calculated for each pollutant every hour.  In 
2007, the AQI was calculated hourly at 14 continuous monitoring stations, three each in Edmonton and 
Calgary, two in Fort McMurray, and one in each of Fort Saskatchewan, Grande Prairie, Red Deer, 
Lethbridge, Medicine Hat and Cold Lake.  The pollutants used to calculate the AQI are carbon monoxide, 
fine particulate matter (PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide, ozone and sulphur dioxide.  Measurements of at least four of 
the five pollutants must be available to calculate the AQI, and PM2.5 must be one of the pollutants.  The 
pollutant that gives the highest AQI measure for each hour determines the AQI for that hour.  The hourly 
AQI number is compared to AQI ranges that represent Good (0-25), Fair (26-50), Poor (51-100), and Very 
Poor (>100) air quality.  The total number of hours of Good, Fair, Poor and Very Poor air quality for all 
locations in the year are divided by the number of days in the year and expressed as a percentage. These 
categories are derived using formulas based on air quality objectives under the Environmental Protection and 
Enhancement Act and the National Ambient Air Quality Objectives. 
 
RIVER WATER QUALITY INDEX 
 
The river water quality index is used to evaluate water quality in Alberta’s major river systems with respect to 
four groups of variables-- metals, bacteria, nutrients, and pesticides.  Data from these four groups are 
combined to provide an indication of overall water quality.  Alberta Environment has chosen to report on 
river water quality, rather than lake water quality because the effects of human activities are generally more 
diverse and easier to measure in rivers than in lakes.  The index can be used to show relative differences in 
water quality between rivers, between sites on the same river (e.g., upstream and downstream of developed 
areas), and over time.  Such differences can highlight degradation or improvement that may have a human 
cause.  
 
The majority of index values show no trends in water quality over time.  In 2006-07, water quality in 
provincial rivers generally was highly rated.  One out of 12 sampling sites scored a rating of fair, while the 
remaining eleven sites all scored good or excellent.  
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  2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 
                              (Index) 
Oldman River 
 Upstream of Lethbridge 90 96 73 93 
 Downstream of Lethbridge 89 94 72 92 
Bow River 
 Upstream of Calgary 98 100 100 100 
 Downstream of Calgary 90 89 77 84 
Red Deer River 
 Upstream of Red Deer 94 93 80 85 
 Downstream of Red Deer 90 89 85 73 
North Saskatchewan River 
 Upstream of Edmonton 98 98 88 98 
 Downstream of Edmonton 74 74 79 83 
Smoky/Peace Rivers 
 at Watino 91 87 89 97 
 at Fort Vermilion 93 82 90 97 
Athabasca River 
 at Athabasca 97 90 97 100 
 at Old Fort 95 92 94 97 
 
Source: Environment 
 
Index Guidelines 
96 – 100 Almost always met; Best Quality (Excellent). 
81 – 95 Occasionally exceeded, but usually by small amounts; threat to quality is minimal (Good). 
66 – 80 Sometimes exceeded by moderate amounts; quality occasionally departs from desirable levels 

(Fair). 
46 – 65 Often exceeded, sometimes by large amounts; quality is threatened, often departing from 

desirable levels (Marginal). 
0 – 45 Almost always exceeded by large amounts; quality is significantly impaired and is well below 

desirable levels; Worst Quality (Poor). 
 
Data for the river water quality index are collected monthly at numerous monitoring locations throughout the 
province.  These stations comprise the provincial long-term river network.  Stations upstream and 
downstream of agricultural, industrial, or municipal areas are compared to examine the overall impact of these 
developments on river water quality.  Index values for a subset of these stations from the province’s six major 
river systems are used to depict changes in water quality that have occurred over the past several years. 
 
Monthly water quality samples are collected at key locations for each of the province’s six major river systems.  
An index value is calculated for each of four variable groups for data collected between April and March, 
representing both a fiscal and a water year: 
• metals (22 variables measured quarterly); 
• nutrients (6 variables measured monthly, includes oxygen and pH);  
• bacteria (2 variables measured monthly); and  
• pesticides (17 variables measured four times through the summer).  
 
Index values for the four variable groups are then averaged to produce an overall Index of surface water quality 
that can be tracked over time. 
 
The formula used to calculate index values for each group is based on three statistical attributes of water 
quality, relative to desirable levels (defined by water quality guidelines, in most cases): 
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• scope – the total number of water quality variables that do not meet guidelines; 
• frequency – the number of individual measurements for all variables combined that do not meet 

guidelines; and 
• amplitude – the amount by which measurements do not meet guidelines. 
 
Variables in the first three groups (metals, nutrients and bacteria) are compared to guidelines listed in Surface 
Water Quality Guidelines for Use in Alberta.  Where a number of guidelines exist for one variable, the 
guideline for the most sensitive use (recreation, agriculture, or the protection of aquatic life) is typically 
chosen.  Drinking water guidelines are not considered, since surface water should not be used for drinking 
without first being treated.  The index calculator is periodically revised to keep current with updates to 
National Water Quality Guidelines. 
 
Variables in the fourth group (pesticides) are evaluated based on whether they can be detected in a water 
sample.  This conservative approach was adopted because some pesticides do not yet have official guidelines 
and, unlike metals, nutrients, and bacteria, do not occur naturally in the environment. 
 
DRINKING WATER SAFETY INDICATOR  
 
The drinking water safety indicator measures the ability of regulated facilities in delivering safe drinking water 
to Albertans.  The indicator is comprised of three sub-measures that demonstrate continuous improvement of 
facilities and their operation.  
 
  2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
Facility Design Standards 
 Number of regulated facilities 554 567 583 
 Percent of facilities meeting newest (1997 or  
   2006) standards, as applicable 78% 81% 85% 
 Percent of facilities meeting pre-1997 standards 22% 19% 15% 
Facility Operational Requirements 
 Number of incidents 35 35 46 
 Number of facilities where incidents occurred 28 28 35 
Water Quality 
 Number of incidents where health-related limits 
   were exceeded 60 43 48 
 Number of facilities where incidents occurred 51 40 46 
 
Source: Environment 
Note: Facility Design Standards – Results are based on 1997 or 2006 standards, as applicable. 
 
Under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, Environment regulates waterworks facilities that 
provide drinking water to Albertans, including campgrounds and rural subdivisions that use surface water 
sources, and all waterworks in villages, towns, and cities.  This measure demonstrates the quality of Alberta’s 
drinking water program, ensuring Albertans continue to enjoy safe drinking water. 
 
Facility Design Standards (FDS) 
 
The measure is an assessment of an approved drinking water facility’s design against newer Alberta 
Environment design standards.  These standards are revised every five to ten years.  In January 2006, new 
standards were introduced and have been utilized for the facilities to which they apply.  The reported results 
indicate the number of facilities that have been maintained or upgraded to meet newer requirements.  Staff 
members at Alberta Environment update these assessments throughout the year and report the results 
annually.  The reported results indicate if continuous improvement and upgrading is occurring at the 
regulated facilities. 
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Facility Operational Requirements (FOR) 
 
Approved drinking water facilities operate under conditions of an approval or registration issued under the 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act.  Facility Operational Requirements data show incidents where 
approval conditions have not been met and could lead to water quality concerns. 
 
Facilities are required to self-report non-compliance and, in addition, Alberta Environment staff annually 
inspects approved facilities and report the number of non-compliance incidents. 
 
Water Quality Measure (WQ) 
 
Regulated drinking water facilities must report on the quality of the treated water against specified limits.  
Alberta has adopted the health-related limits of the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality published 
by Health Canada as well as establishing treatment performance requirements. Most health-related limits are a 
concern if the water is consumed over a long period of time (many years) while performance requirements are 
of a more immediate concern.  Intervention is needed in either case, and may range from a public health 
advisory, preventing consumption of the water, to a requirement to upgrade a waterworks facility. 
 
This measure reports the number of incidents where a quality parameter exceeded the limits and identifies the 
total number of these non-compliance incidents on a provincial basis. 
 
EFFECTIVE WATER MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
This is the state of physical fitness or readiness for use, based on established standards for the type of 
infrastructure asset. The physical condition is a critical factor involved in the decision to maintain, 
rehabilitate, or replace the infrastructure. 
 
This measure is based on expert assessment of water management structure, including headworks, dams and 
irrigation canals. The measure is recorded as the percentage of physical infrastructure based on replacement 
value, rated as being in good, fair, or poor condition. The three external factors that affect the results for this 
measure are: implementing necessary upgrades to water management infrastructure; costly damage to water 
management infrastructure from flood or other acts of nature; and changes in legislation that require costly 
alterations to water management infrastructure. 
 
 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
                             (percentage) 
Good 93.3 95.5 97.0 96.5 
Fair 6.1 3.6 2.9 3.4 
Poor 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.1 
 
Source: Environment 
Note: Good is defined as adequate for intended use and expected to provide continued service life with 

average maintenance.  Fair means aging components are nearing the end of their life cycle and 
require additional expenditure for renewal or refurbishing.  Poor means upgrading is required to 
comply with minimum codes or standards and deterioration has reached the point where major 
repairs or replacement are necessary. 
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The CPI rating criteria used is as follows: 
 
Condition 

Rating 
Textual 
Value 

 
Meaning 

Equivalent 
CPI Rating 

2 Excellent New or like new requiring minimal maintenance. Good 
4 Good Fully operational and requiring normal maintenance. Good 
6 Fair Operational but requiring considerable ongoing maintenance. Fair 
8 Marginal Operational but requiring excessive ongoing maintenance or 

failure may be possible during a major event. 
Poor 

10 Poor Not operational or failure may be imminent or occurred. Poor 
 
Assessments are done by a combination of internal staff and independent consultants on the basis of visual 
inspections and discussions with staff that are familiar with the operation of the infrastructure.  Where initial 
inspections identify potential problems, a more detailed analysis utilizing engineering techniques is employed 
to confirm the nature and extent of the problems.  Due to the large number of water management structure 
assets, assessments are done on a rotational basis. 
 
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE TO LANDFILLS 
 
This measure tracks the kilograms per capita of municipal solid waste going into landfills. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   (kilograms per capita) 
 796 800 806 818 838 
 
Source: Environment 
 
This measure indicates Alberta's progress toward meeting a continuous reduction, on a per capita basis, of 
municipal solid waste disposed in municipal landfills.  Waste from the residential sector; the industrial, 
commercial, and institutional sector; and the construction, renovation, and demolition sector is included in 
this measure.  The calculation is based on the kilograms of municipal solid waste sent to each landfill, and the 
population served by each applicable landfill. The measure is calculated using the most up to date population 
statistics, either Municipal Affairs and Housings’ official provincial population list or Statistics Canada’s 
census data. For the 2007 result the population list used Municipal Affairs and Housing’s official provincial 
population list. The calculation can also be further divided to illustrate urban and regional disposal amounts.  
The information is collected from landfills with weigh scales, and is voluntarily provided.  Approximately 
84% of Alberta’s population is served by reporting landfills.  Estimates are used for the remaining population, 
and are derived by multiplying measured urban and measured regional per capita disposal rates with 
unmeasured urban (if applicable) and unmeasured regional populations. 
 
Since 2000, there have been increases each year in waste going to landfills, which is attributed to Alberta’s 
increasingly robust economy.  Alberta is moving toward using a measurement tool that focuses on the 
reporting of diversion as well as disposal.  It has been found that using disposal figures alone as the measure of 
performance is inadequate.  Disposal may be more indicative of the province’s general economic activity and 
less indicative of the province’s ability to divert solid waste.  The collection of data on both disposal and 
diversion are required to determine a clear and balanced indication of reduction. 
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GOAL FOUR 
 
ALBERTA’S CREDIT RATING 
 
This measure indicates Alberta’s blended credit rating for domestic debt. 
 
Year Alberta Ontario B.C. Canada 
2004 AAA AA AA- AAA 
2005 AAA AA AA AAA 
2006 AAA AA AA+ AAA 
2007 AAA AA AA+ AAA 
2008 AAA AA AAA AAA 
 
Source: Federal Department of Finance, and Finance 
Note: Historical data revised by the Federal Department of Finance. 
 
A credit rating is an independent credit rating agency’s assessment of the future ability of an organization to 
repay its long-term debt, and a method of comparing the quality of different bond issues.  A blended rate is 
an average (rounded) of the domestic debt credit ratings issued by the following credit rating agencies: 
Standard and Poor’s Rating Services; Moody’s Investors Service Limited; and Dominion Bond Rating Service.  
The highest possible rating is AAA. 
 
TAX LOAD 
 
Tax load, or tax effort, compares actual tax revenues generated within a province to the revenue that the 
province would generate if it were taxed at national-average tax rates.  Tax load is expressed as an index with 
the average provincial tax load equal to 100 basis points. 
 
Province 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
   (percentage) 
NF 110.8 108.3 r 107.4 105.9 r 108.8 
PE 107.0 107.6 r 105.0 r 107.5 r 111.5 
NS 104.5 107.0 r 102.8 r 100.2 r 103.5 
NB 104.2 101.9 r 101.4 107.8 r 110.3 
QC 117.0 117.5 r 115.3 r 118.8 r 117.0 
ON 97.3 99.4 r 100.2 r 100.6 r 101.7 
MB 111.3 111.8 r 107.9 r 108.7 r 110.0 
SK 120.6 116.4 r 114.3 r 113.7 r 113.2 
AB 75.2 74.7 r 81.9 r 78.7 r 74.9 
BC 102.9 99.2 r 95.9 r 94.2 r 96.7 
 
Source: Federal Department of Finance, and Finance 
r – Historical data revised by the Federal Department of Finance. 
 
This measure of tax load includes: personal and business taxes; provincial-municipal taxes including property 
taxes, non-renewable resource revenues and net income from commercial operations; and revenue from 
premiums, fees and licenses, including health care premiums.  Each year, the provinces report these tax 
revenues to the federal government as part of the reporting requirements for the Equalization Program.  The 
territories are excluded from this calculation because they are not part of the Equalization Program. 
 
National average tax rates are calculated by dividing total national tax revenue by the national tax base.  The 
revenue that the province would generate if it taxed at national rates is equal to the national-average tax rate 
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multiplied by the provincial tax base for each of the tax categories.  Provincial tax load is equal to the ratio of 
actual provincial revenues divided by the results of the previous calculation multiplied by 100. 
 
The data to calculate the tax load are obtained from the Federal Department of Finance, and the tax load data 
are derived by Alberta Finance. 
 
ALBERTANS’ SATISFACTION WITH ACCESS TO SERVICES AND INFORMATION 
 
This measure surveys Albertans’ overall satisfaction with their ability to access government services whether 
online, by telephone, by mail, by fax or in person. 
 
 2007-08 
 65% 
 
Source: Ipsos Reid (2007-08): Survey of Albertans 
 
Interviews were stratified by region – i.e., the City of Edmonton, the City of Calgary, Smaller Cities North, 
Smaller Cities South, Rural North and Rural South.  Quotas were established to ensure a reliable sample size 
within each region for regional analysis.  The data were weighted to ensure the overall sample’s regional and 
age/gender composition reflects that of the actual Alberta population age 18+ years according to 2006 
Canadian Census data. 
 
Respondents were presented with a list of actual Government of Alberta services or information and asked 
which they had accessed or tried to access in the past six months. Those who accessed one or more services or 
information on the list in person, by telephone, on the Internet or by mail/fax were asked to rate their 
satisfaction with their current ability to access Government of Alberta services and information, overall, 
regardless of means.  In the past, prompting respondents with a list of services and information was not part 
of the methodology.  Due to the methodology change, comparisons to prior years are not possible.  
(Respondents are now presented with a list of Government of Alberta services or information, and if they had 
accesses one or more of the services in the previous six months, they were asked to rate their satisfaction with 
their ability to access the service or information.) 
 
In 2007-08. the results are reliable to within ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED AND OPERATED BUILDINGS 
 
This measure reports the percentage (of total area) of government-owned and operated buildings in good, fair 
and poor physical condition.   
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
   (percentage) 
Good 47 44 43 40 38 
Fair 49 53 53 56 57 
Poor  4 3 4 4 5 
 
Source: Infrastructure and Transportation 
Note: See the methodology for Physical Condition of Learning facilities in Goal 2 for an interpretation of 

good, fair or poor for building infrastructure. 
 
Condition is based on an assessment of five major building systems.  Each system is given a condition rating 
from one to six, and a weighted average of the five systems produces the overall building rating.  Buildings 
with an overall rating of one, two or three are considered poor, four is considered fair, and five or six are 
considered good. 
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The department is also using the FCI method of building rating.  The FCI is the percentage of the total 
estimated value of the maintenance and renewal requirement over the next five years divided by the building 
replacement cost.  As more building data is collected using the FCI methodology, it will replace the current 
condition rating scale. 
 
 

GOAL FIVE 
 
LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH 
 
This measure identifies Albertans’ life expectancy at birth.  Life expectancy is greater where individuals live in 
a healthy physical environment, eat a healthy diet, engage in regular physical activity, enjoy a positive work 
environment, and have better access to quality health care. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Male 77.5 77.8 77.5 77.9 78.2 
Female 82.3 82.6 82.7 82.9 83.0 
 
Source: Health and Wellness, Vital Statistics Registry, Alberta Health Care Insurance Plan Stakeholder 

Registry – Alberta data (2007) 
 
The results are reliable to within ±0.2 years, 19 times out of 20.  Life expectancy at birth is an estimate of the 
number of years that a person born in that year will live, based upon current mortality statistics.  The life 
expectancy for males in 2005 was restated due to adjustments in the Vital Statistics Registry data.  
 
SELF-REPORTED HEALTH STATUS 
 
This measure identifies Albertans’ self-reported health status.  How people rate their own health is affected by 
a variety of factors including chronic disease, disability, temporary illness and mental health. 
 
18-64 years 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

  (percentage) 
Good 26 27 30 25 29 
Very Good 39 42 34 39 35 
Excellent 23 20 24 23 24 
 
Source: 2007-2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta 

conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta;  
2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted 
by IPSOS;  
2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and 
Wellness conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta. 

 
Data are collected through a telephone survey of 4,300 randomly selected Alberta households (n=3,696).  The 
results are reliable to within ±1.0%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
To assess self-reported health status, this measure reports on Albertans 18 years of age and over who were 
asked: “In general, compared with other people your age, would you say your health is excellent, very good, 
good, fair, or poor?”  This measure reports on the reported health status as excellent, very good, or good. 
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65 years and over 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

  (percentage) 
Good 31 33 33 32 30 
Very Good 32 32 33 29 34 
Excellent 15 13 20 17 20 
 
Source: 2007-2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta 

conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta; 2006: HQCA 
Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted by IPSOS;  
2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and 
Wellness conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta. 

 
Data are collected through a telephone survey of 4,300 randomly selected Alberta households (n=598).  The 
results are reliable to within ±2.9%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
To assess self-reported health status, this measure reports on Albertans 65 years of age and over who were 
asked: “In general, compared with other people your age, would you say your health is excellent, very good, 
good, fair, or poor?”  This measure reports on the reported health status as excellent, very good, or good. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN HEALTHY BEHAVIOUR 
 
This measure identifies Albertans’ participation in healthy behaviour. 
 
 Exercise Healthy Body Healthy 
 Regularly Mass Index Eating 
  (percentage) 
2001 52 49 33 
2003 56 47 39 
2005 55 46 39 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Canadian Community Health Survey, 2005 
 
The Canadian Community Health Survey includes questions about eating habits, type and level of physical 
activity, and the respondent’s height and weight, from which the Body Mass Index is calculated using the 
international standard.  In Measuring Up 2005, Healthy Body Mass Index was referred to as Acceptable 
Weight.  This survey of Canadians age 12 years and older (except for healthy body mass index (18 years and 
older) is conducted every two years, with the next release in 2007 and includes a wide range of questions 
about the health and health practices of residents in each province.  Data excludes non-respondents.  The 
spproximate sample size for Alberta is 12,000 households.  The results are reliable to within ±1.0%, 19 times 
out of 20.  
 
EASE OF ACCESS TO PHYSICIAN SERVICES 
 
This measure identifies the perception of ease of access to physician services, based on a statistically significant 
population sample. 
 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Physician 85% 86% 78% 72% 79% 
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Source: 2007-2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta 
conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta;  
2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted 
by IPSOS;  
2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and 
Wellness conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta. 

 
Data are collected through a telephone survey of 4,300 randomly selected Alberta households.  The question 
is asked only of respondents who report having received services from a physician within the past 12 months 
(n=3,512).  The results are reliable to within ±1.3%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
To assess ease of access to physician services, Albertans 18 and over who had received physician services within 
the past 12 months were asked: “How easy or difficult was it for you to obtain this service from your 
physician?  Would you say it was very easy, easy, a bit difficult, or very difficult?”  This measure reports on 
access as easy or very easy. 
 
EASE OF ACCESS TO HOSPITAL SERVICES 
 
This measure identifies the perception of ease of access to hospital services, based on a statistically significant 
population sample. 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Hospital 73% 72% 67% 70% 68% 
 
Source: 2007-2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta 

conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta;  
2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted 
by IPSOS;  
2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and 
Wellness conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta. 

 
Data are collected through a telephone survey of 4,300 randomly selected Alberta households.  The question 
is asked only of respondents who report having received services at a hospital (including in-patient, out-
patient, or emergency services) in Alberta within the past 12 months (n=1,503). The results are reliable to 
within ±2.4%, 19 times out of 20.   
 
To assess ease of access to hospital services, Albertans 18 and over who had received hospital services within 
the past 12 months were asked: “How easy or difficult was it for you to get this hospital service when you 
needed it? Would you say it was very easy, easy, a bit difficult, or very difficult?”  This measure reports on 
access as easy or very easy. 
 
PUBLIC RATING OF HEALTH SYSTEM OVERALL 
 
This measure identifies Albertans’ rating of the health care system and the quality of medical services it 
provides. 
 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
 65% 67% 65% 55% 60% 
 
Source: 2007-2008: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta 

conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta;  
2006: HQCA Satisfaction with Healthcare Survey – Health Quality Council of Alberta conducted 
by IPSOS;  
2004-2005: Public Survey about Health and the Health System in Alberta – Alberta Health and 
Wellness conducted by the Population Research Laboratory at the University of Alberta. 
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Data are collected through a telephone survey of 4,300 randomly selected Alberta households (n=4,255).  The 
results are reliable to within ±1.5%, 19 times out of 20.  
 
To assess public rating of health system overall, Albertans 18 and over were asked: “Thinking broadly about 
Alberta’s health care system and the quality of medical services it provides, how would you describe it overall?  
Would you say it is excellent, good, fair, or poor?”  The measure reports on the overall rating as excellent or 
good. 
 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF HEALTH FACILITIES 
 
The cost to correct physical deficiencies in health facilities was obtained through evaluations conducted by 
professional consultants or qualified staff of the health regions. Facility ratings were reviewed by Infrastructure 
and Transportation in consultation with the health regions to assess whether facility assessment information 
was complete. In cases where facility evaluation data was incomplete, Infrastructure and Transportation 
estimated the total physical deficiency costs. Replacement values were determined using factors, such as 
construction type, maintenance responsibility type, location, and gross building area. Health facility 
replacement values are generated and confirmed in an annual process that involves ministry cost managers, 
program areas and health region representatives. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
   (percentage) 
Good 84 71 70 67 65 
Fair 11 25 26 28 26 
Poor 5 4 4 5 9 
 
Source: Infrastructure and Transportation, Regional Health Authorities 
Note: See the methodology for Physical Condition of Learning Facilities in Goal 2 for an interpretation of 

good, fair or poor for building infrastructure. 
 
 

GOAL SIX 
 
WELL-BEING OF CHILDREN 
 
The Market Basket Measure (MBM) is a measure of low-income reported by Human Resources and Social 
Development Canada and reflects differences in costs of living across Canada.  The well-being of children 
measure provides an estimate of the percentage of Alberta children who live in families with incomes at or 
above the MBM low-income thresholds. 
 
 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
AB 84% 86% 89% 85% 85% 
 
Source: Human Resources and Social Development Canada 
Note:  Results for 2000 to 2002 have been revised since Measuring Up 2007. 
 
The estimated cost of a specific basket of goods and services is referred to as the MBM threshold.  The basket 
is calculated for a reference family of four (two adults and two children).  To purchase the market basket, the 
family must have sufficient disposable income to purchase nutritious food, buy clothing for work and social 
occasions, house themselves in their community, and pay for transportation and other expenditures.  The 
costs of the items in the basket vary across the country and are adjusted for different family sizes and 
configurations. 
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Income to purchase the basket is based on family income, minus income taxes, payroll taxes, child care costs 
incurred to enable parent(s) to work, alimony, child support payments made by non-custodial parents, and 
out-of-pocket health care expenses including dental care, prescriptions, glasses, and disability aids. 
 
People are considered to have low-income if the family’s disposable income is less than their MBM threshold.  
 
SUPPORT FOR ALBERTANS WITH LOW INCOMES 
 
This measures the Percentage of Alberta’s Income Support clients receiving health benefits coverage in 
addition to core benefits. 
 
 2006-07 2007-08 
 86% 85% 
 
Source:  Employment, Immigration and Industry 
 
The Health Benefits measure tracks the proportion of Income Support clients who are receiving health 
benefits through the Alberta government.  The result is calculated based on caseloads from the last month of 
the fiscal year.  This reference month is considered a typical month of the year and no significant fluctuation 
in the caseload is expected from month to month. 
 
Percentage of Cases Receiving Health Benefits = 
Cases Receiving Health Benefits in addition to Core Benefits  X 100% 
        Cases Receiving Income Support Core Benefits 
 
ECONOMIC STATUS OF ALBERTANS 
 
This measure includes the percentage of Albertans who live in families with incomes at or above the Market 
Basket Measure (MBM) low-income thresholds.  (See Methodology for well-being of children for further 
information on the MBM.) 
 
 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
AB 87% 88% 90% 88% 88% 
 
Source: Human Resources and Social Development Canada 
Note:  Results for 2000 to 2002 have been revised since Measuring Up 2007. 
 
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT/PARENTING SKILLS  
 
The results for this measure are based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth 
(NLSCY), administered by Statistics Canada and Social Development Canada.  The NLSCY is a long-term 
survey designed to track child development and well-being from birth to early adulthood.  The survey 
includes information about how a child’s family, friends, activities, school and community affect their 
learning, behaviour and health.  The survey follows a representative sample of children, who were age 0-11 
years at the first cycle of the study (1994-95) and collects information on these children at two-year intervals 
and will continue until they reach adulthood.  In each subsequent two-year cycle, as the initial cohort of 
children gets older, an additional sample of children is added.  Responses to questions are scored and overall 
results are obtained by using a cut off point or threshold to identify children displaying or not displaying the 
level of behaviour or attribute.  Data determined to be unacceptable are not included in the reporting.  For 
instance, data in which insufficient numbers of cases were available to draw statistically valid results were 
excluded.  Additionally, data on children living in the Territories, children living on reserves and children 
living in institutions are not included in the reporting. 
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Social and Emotional Development 
 
Behaviour scales are used to assess the child’s emotional problems/anxiety and pro-social behaviour.  The 
person most knowledgeable of the child answers the questions associated with the behaviour.   
 
The survey questions used to calculate the social development result capture different age-related aspects of 
behaviour such as how a child interacts with him/herself, with strangers, with parents, and with objects such 
as toys.  The survey questions used to calculate the emotional development result deal with whether the child 
appears unhappy, depressed or nervous, indicating the presence of emotional problems/anxiety.  The 2004-05 
results for emotional development are reliable to within ±1.2% nationally, and to within ±3.9% for Alberta, 
19 times out of 20. 
 
In 2000-01 NLSCY data collection for social development, the Pro-Social Scale used for 1998-99 was 
replaced with the Personal-Social Scale using Ages and Stages Questionnaires.  As a result, 1998-99 
percentages are not applicable for ready comparison with those for subsequent years.  The social development 
results for 2004-05 are reliable to within ±1.1% nationally and to within ±3.3% for Alberta, 19 times out 
of 20. 
 
Social Development 
 1998-99 2000-01 2002-03 2004-05 
Alberta n/a 91.0% 85.9% 86.0% 
Canada n/a 88.5% 84.3% 85.4% 
 
Emotional Development 
 1998-99 2000-01 2002-03 2004-05 
Alberta 87.8% 89.1% 83.8% 87.1% 
Canada 86.2% 86.5% 83.3% 85.3% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada and Social Development Canada – National Longitudinal Survey of Children and 

Youth (NLSCY) 
Note: Data is provided through the Early Childhood Agreement by Statistics Canada and Social 

Development Canada. 
 
Parenting Skills 
 
The survey questions used to calculate the parenting skills result capture a parent’s interaction with the child, 
such as praising the child and playing games with the child.  The person most knowledgeable of the child 
answers the survey questions.  The 2004-05 results are reliable for Canada and Alberta to within ±1.0% and 
±3.0%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
 1998-99 2000-01 2002-03 2004-05 
Alberta 1,2 91.3% 91.6% 90.6% 92.9% 
Canada 1,2 88.3% 89.0% 92.4% 91.1% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada and Social Development Canada – National Longitudinal Survey of Children and 

Youth (NLSCY) 
Note 1: Data is provided through the Early Childhood Agreement by Statistics Canada and Social 

Development Canada. 
Note 2: Data for Alberta and Canada, in all four years, have been restated from what has been reported in 

previous years.  The parenting skills indicator is developed by combining data from two scales 
within the NLSCY.  The methodology for combining these two scales was changed, in order to 
make it comparable to the way multiple scales are combined for other indicators that are calculated 
from the NLSCY. 
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SUPPORT FOR ALBERTANS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES  
 
This measures the satisfaction by families/guardians of persons with developmental disabilities, with Persons 
with Developmental Disabilities (PDD)-funded services. 
 
 2000-01 2002-03 2004-05 2006-07 
 90.4% 88.7%  85.8% 83.4% 
 
Source: Seniors and Community Supports, based on the Persons with Developmental Disabilities Family 

and Guardian Satisfaction Survey 
 
The 2006-07 satisfaction survey was conducted by an independent research firm, the Vocational and 
Rehabilitation Research Institute (VRRI).  A written questionnaire was sent by mail to legal guardians 
including public guardians, and/or family members in the absence of a legal guardian of individuals receiving 
PDD-funded services in Alberta.   
 
A total of 5,181 survey forms and self-addressed envelopes were distributed and survey responses were 
collected between September 8, and October 31, 2006.  A total of 2,054 completed surveys were received. 
 
The result for the performance measure was obtained by analyzing all cases (n = 1,647) that provided a valid 
response to all of the following three indicators (questions): 
1. Services meet the person’s needs;  
2. Overall, I am satisfied that the services provided enhance the person’s quality of life; and  
3. Overall, I am satisfied that the person’s services help him/her to be a part of the community as much as 

he/she wants to be.  
 
For each indicator, responses of strongly agree and agree were combined to indicate satisfaction and responses 
of disagree and strongly disagree were combined to indicate dissatisfaction. The average of the three scores was 
then computed to obtain the final result.  With a total of 1,647 valid responses, results are considered accurate 
within a margin of ±1.51%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
In 2006-07, 83.4% of families/ guardians (public and private) reported overall satisfaction with PDD funded 
services received by the person to whom they provide guardianship. Satisfaction dropped slightly from 
2004-05 and remained below the 2006-07 target of 89%. 
 
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES WITH LOW-INCOMES WITH CHILDREN 
 
This measures the percentage of Alberta Child Health Benefit (ACHB) parents who agree they are able to 
obtain health services they would not otherwise have been able to get for their children. 
 
 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 88% n/a 91% n/a 
 
Source: Employment, Immigration and Industry 
 
ACHB parents are surveyed every second year to provide feedback on the services they receive.  The result of 
this measure is a weighted average of the results of three survey questions: 
“Using a scale of strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree or strongly agree, to what extent do 
you disagree or agree that:  
1. The Alberta Child Health Benefit Program helps your children get dental services that they would not 

otherwise be able to receive. 
2. The Alberta Child Health Benefit Program helps your children get optical services (such as eye care 

and glasses) that they would not otherwise be able to receive. 
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3. The Alberta Child Health Benefit Program helps your children get prescribed drugs that they would 
not otherwise be able to receive.” 

 
The weighting factor for each question is calculated by dividing the number of responses for that question by 
the number of total responses for all three questions.  The percentage of strongly agree and somewhat agree 
responses in all responses for each question is then multiplied by the weighting factor to generate a weighted 
percentage for that question.  The result of this measure is the sum of the weighted percentages of the three 
questions.  The results are reliable to within ±5.1% (dental services), ±5.3% (optical services) and ±5.1% 
(prescribed drugs), 19 times out of 20. 
 
SUPPORT FOR ALBERTANS WITH LOW INCOMES WHO NEED TEMPORARY HELP 
 
This measures the percentage of participants employed after leaving Income Support. 
 
 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 68% 59% 61% 
 
Source: Employment, Immigration and Industry 
 
An independent consultant was retained to contact former Income Support program participants three 
months after they left the program.  Participants were asked to respond to the question “Have you been 
employed at any time since you stopped receiving social assistance (welfare)?” The results are reliable to within 
±7.5%, 19 times out of 20.  The margin of error calculation is based on the number of completed surveys 
addressing the performance measure question.  The result was calculated using the following formula: 
 
Percentage employed =          Yes           X 100% 
                                            Yes + No 
 
SENIORS’ AVERAGE TOTAL INCOME 
 
This measure indicates the difference between the average total income of Alberta seniors and the average total 
income of Canadian seniors. 
 
To calculate this measure, tax filer data from Statistics Canada is attained.  The total aggregate income of 
Alberta seniors is divided by the number of seniors (65+) receiving income to attain the average total income 
of Alberta seniors.  The same calculation is performed on data on Canadian seniors to attain the average total 
income for this population.  The percentage difference between these two resulting figures, the difference 
between the average total income of Alberta seniors and Canadian seniors, is then calculated.  
 
 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
 +11.2% +10.1% +9.4% +11.1% +13.4% 
 
Source: Statistics Canada – Small Area and Administrative Data Division, Seniors Data, Table 5, Sources of 

Income of Senior Individuals by Age Group 
 
The methodology for this measure has changed since it appeared in the 2006-09 Government of Alberta 
Strategic Business Plan.  The percentage difference between the average total income of Alberta and Canadian 
seniors is now calculated using unadjusted rather than constant dollars to simplify interpretation of results. 
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GOAL SEVEN 
 
PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF SAFETY IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
 
This measure identifies the percentage of Albertans who feel reasonably safe to very safe walking alone in their 
area after dark.  
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 76% 77% 72% 75% 75% 
 
Source: Alberta Solicitor General and Public Security and Alberta Justice and Attorney General 2008 

Survey of Albertans 
 
A public opinion telephone survey is conducted on an annual basis.  The survey was last conducted from 
January to March 2008.  Professionally trained interviewers conducted all interviews from a central telephone 
facility.  The survey is completed on a computer-assisted telephone interviewing system that allows for 
ongoing tabulation of results.  Ten percent of all interviews were monitored online. 
 
This survey has been conducted on an annual basis since 1996 using a sample size of 750 participants.  In 
2008, the survey sample size was expanded to 1,200 participants to improve statistical confidence in looking 
at results from various regions throughout the province.  The survey was suspended from February 3 to 
March 3, due to the provincial election.  450 interviews were conducted prior to February 3, and 750 
conducted in March after the election.  To survey a random and representative sample of adult Albertans, 
quotas were established based on 2006 census data from Statistics Canada.  In each of six geographic regions 
of the province, the number of interviews in each age-gender segment was proportionate to their 2006 
population estimates.  The results are reliable to within ±2.8%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
PROPERTY AND VIOLENT CRIME RATE 
 
The property and violent crime rates compare Alberta’s crime rate to the national rate.  The target for this 
measure changed from a comparison of Alberta’s violent and property crime rates to the other three western 
provinces, to a comparison between Alberta and the national rates.  This change in target was initiated 
because over the last five years, Alberta rates of violent and property crime have consistently remained lower 
than the other three western provinces.  It was determined that a change to a comparison to the national rate, 
which has been lower than the Alberta rate over the same time period, would give Alberta a stretch target  and 
encourage program development and delivery that may result in even lower crime rates.  
 
The rate is defined as the total number of Criminal Code of Canada incidents involving youth and adults per 
100,000 population.  Crime statistics are collected by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics using the 
Uniform Crime Reporting Survey, a common survey used to measure police-reported crime in each Canadian 
jurisdiction.  Many factors may influence police-reported crime statistics: reporting by the public to the 
police; reporting to Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics by the police; the impact of new initiatives such as 
changes in legislation, policies or enforcement practices; and, demographic, social and economic changes.  
Population data from Statistics Canada are used to convert reported crime into crime rates per 100,000 
population. 
 
Property Crime Rate 
 
This measure expresses Alberta’s property crime rate in comparison to the national rate.  Property crime 
includes incidents involving unlawful acts with the intent of gaining property, but do not involve the use or 
threat of violence against an individual.  Theft, breaking and entering, fraud and possession of stolen goods 
are examples of property crimes. 
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Province 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
 (per 100,000) 
Alberta 4,674r 5,125r 5,060r 4,865r 4,480 
Canada 3,973 4,121 3,970 3,737 3,588 
Percent difference 18% 24% 27% 30% 25% 
 
Source: Canadian Crime Statistics, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 
r – Historical data revised by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics. 
 
Violent Crime Rate  
 
This measure expresses Alberta’s violent crime rate in comparison to the national rate.  Violent crime involves 
offences that deal with the application or threat of application of force to a person.  These include homicide, 
attempted murder, and various forms of sexual and non-sexual assault, robbery and abduction.  Traffic 
incidents that result in death or bodily harm are not included. 
 
Province 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
 (per 100,000) 
Alberta 1,078r 1,100r 1,100r 1,111r 1,101 
Canada 969 965 945 950 951 
Percent difference 11% 14% 16% 17% 16% 
 
Source: Canadian Crime Statistics, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 
r – Historical data revised by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics. 
 
WORK STOPPAGES 
 
This measure refers to the percentage of Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBAs) that have been successfully 
negotiated and ratified by the parties involved without a work stoppage. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 99% 99% 98% 99% 98% 
 
Source: Employment, Immigration and Industry 
 
Employment, Immigration and Industry collected data on the number of CBAs settled without a work 
stoppage and the number of legal strikes/lockouts.  This measure does not include data on illegal strikes and 
lockouts.  This measure is reported by fiscal year and is calculated using the following formula: 
 
% of CBAs settled without a work stoppage* = 
# of settled CBAs – # of settlements with a work stoppage X 100% 
                                  # of settled CBAs 
 
* This measure includes data from all contracts under the Alberta Labour Relations Code and the Police 

Officers’ Collective Bargaining Act.  Contracts covered under other legislation are excluded (i.e., contracts 
under the Public Service Employees Relations Act, Federal jurisdiction, the Post-Secondary Learning Act). 
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WORKPLACE LOST-TIME CLAIM (LTC) RATE 
 
The LTC rate represents the probability, or risk, of disabling injury or disease to a worker during a period of 
one year’s work.  The measure indicates the number of lost-time claims per 100 person-years worked to 
indicate increases or decreases in this risk. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
   (LTC rate) 
 2.78 2.54 2.41 2.35 2.12 
 
Source: Employment, Immigration and Industry, and Workers’ Compensation Board - Alberta 
 
The Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta (WCB) records a LTC when a worker, his/her physician, or 
his/her employer submits an injury report form.  The WCB collects this information and provides the data 
files to Employment, Immigration and Industry (EII) for analysis.  The LTC rate is reported by calendar year 
and is calculated by EII using the following formula: 
 
LTC Rate = Number of LTCs  X  100 
                    Estimated Person-Years* 
 
* One person-year is equivalent to one full-time worker working for one year, or 2,000 hours worked. 
 
EFFECTIVENESS OF HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION 
 
This measure identifies the percentage of adult Albertans who indicated that human rights are well protected 
in Alberta. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06  2006-07 2007-08 
 84.8% 87.6% 86.7% 88.1% 88.0% 
 
Source: Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans 
 
The Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture survey of Albertans is an annual province-wide telephone survey 
of 1,000 adult Albertans.  Research Innovations Inc. conducted this survey using a random sample stratified 
by age group, gender and geographic location to be representative of Alberta’s population.  Results are based 
on the combined total of adult Albertans who indicated human rights are fairly well or very well protected in 
Alberta, the top two categories of a four-point rating scale. 
 
Interviews were conducted from January 3 to February 3, 2008 and from March 4 to April 10, 2008. 
Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced interviewers.  Question order was randomly rotated to 
minimize potential question order bias.  Interviews were monitored while in progress and 10% of each 
interviewer’s work was directly monitored.  The response rate was 53%.  Data were analyzed with STATXP 
software. The results are reliable to within ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20.  Results may be affected by issues, 
events and legislative matters concerning human rights, both in the province and in other jurisdictions around 
the world, media coverage, demographics and respondents’ historical and personal circumstances and 
experiences. 
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GOAL EIGHT 
 
VISITOR SATISFACTION WITH PROVINCIAL PARKS AND RECREATION AREAS 
 
This measure indicates the percentage of visitors who were satisfied overall with the services and facilities at 
Alberta’s provincial parks and recreation areas. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 90.4% 90.9% 91.1% 89.1% 89.5% 
 
Source: Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture, Camper Satisfaction Survey 
 
The level of visitor satisfaction at provincial parks and recreation areas is determined through Tourism, Parks, 
Recreation and Culture’s Camper Satisfaction Survey.  The survey includes a representative cross-section of 
93 provincial parks or recreation area campgrounds according to size (visitation), management method and 
geography.  Only automobile accessible campgrounds where visitation is greater than 1,050 occupied 
campsite nights are included.  A random sample of adult campers is surveyed at approximately 
24 campgrounds per year on a four-year rotational cycle.  Although 24 campgrounds were identified to be 
surveyed in 2006-07, two campgrounds were excluded from the analysis due to inadequate sample size.  
Overall results are determined through the combined response categories of very satisfied and satisfied, the top 
two categories of a five-point rating scale.  The sample size was 2,409, with data collected from June to 
September 2007.  The response rate was 38%.  Results were calculated with Statistical Analysis System 
software. The results are reliable to within ±1.8%, 19 times out of 20.  Results may have been influenced by 
several factors, including interactions with other visitors, programs offered during the visit, awareness of 
facilities and services, service provided by contractors and park staff and the age, condition and cleanliness of 
facilities. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN SPORT AND RECREATION  
 
This measure indicates the percentage of adult Albertans who participate in sport and recreational activities in 
a given year.  
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 80.4% 83.4% 82.4% 81.3% 78.6% 
 
Source: Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans 
 
The Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture survey of Albertans is an annual province-wide telephone survey 
of 1,000 adult Albertans.  Research Innovations Inc. conducted this survey using a random sample stratified 
by age group, gender and geographic location to be representative of Alberta’s population.  Respondents were 
asked if they had participated in a recreational activity such as walking, bicycling, skiing, golfing, skating, 
swimming and amateur sports in the past year. 
 
Interviews were conducted from January 3 to February 3, 2008 and from March 4 to April 10, 2008. 
Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced interviewers.  Question order was randomly rotated to 
minimize potential question order bias.  Interviews were monitored while in progress and 10% of each 
interviewer’s work was directly monitored.  The response rate was 53%.  Data were analyzed with STATXP 
software.  The results are reliable to within ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20.  Results may be affected by external 
influences such as lifestyle choices, disposable income, user fees and demographic changes, such as the general 
trend of an aging population. 
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LEVEL OF COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERISM 
 
This measure indicates the percentage of Albertans who volunteered in a given year.  Volunteering is an 
unpaid contribution of time, energy and/or talents to charitable or non-profit organizations, causes, 
community development activities, or help through personal initiative to individuals. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 68.3% 66.5% 68.9% 65.4% 68.6% 
 
Source: Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans 
 
The Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture survey of Albertans is an annual province-wide telephone survey 
of 1,000 adult Albertans.  Research Innovations Inc. conducted this survey using a random sample stratified 
by age group, gender and geographic location to be representative of Alberta’s population.  Respondents were 
asked if they had volunteered in areas such as arts, culture, sports, recreation, libraries, human services, youth 
development, informal volunteering or any other type of volunteer work.  
 
Interviews were conducted from January 3 to February 3, 2008 and from March 4 to April 10, 2008. 
Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced interviewers.  Question order was randomly rotated to 
minimize potential question order bias.  Interviews were monitored while in progress and 10% of each 
interviewer’s work was directly monitored.  The response rate was 53%.  Data were analyzed with STATXP 
software.  The results are reliable to within ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20.  Volunteer participation may be 
affected by factors such as awareness of the benefits of volunteering and personal circumstances related to age, 
lifestyle and economic conditions. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN ARTS ACTIVITIES OR EVENTS   
 
This measure indicates the percentage of adult Albertans who attend or participate in arts and cultural 
activities in a given year. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 85.5% 87.2% 88.8% 87.6% 87.4% 
 
Source: Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans 
 
The Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture survey of Albertans is an annual province-wide telephone survey 
of 1,000 adult Albertans.  Research Innovations Inc. conducted this survey using a random sample stratified 
by age group, gender and geographic location to be representative of Alberta’s population.  Respondents were 
asked if they had personally attended or participated in a broad range of arts and cultural activities in the last 
year.  
 
Interviews were conducted from January 3 to February 3, 2008 and from March 4 to April 10, 2008.  
Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced interviewers.  Question order was randomly rotated to 
minimize potential question order bias.  Interviews were monitored while in progress and 10% of each 
interviewer’s work was directly monitored.  The response rate was 53%.  Data were analyzed with STATXP 
software.  The results are reliable to within ±3.1%, 19 times out of 20. 
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VISITOR SATISFACTION WITH PROVINCIAL HISTORIC SITES, MUSEUMS AND 
INTERPRETIVE CENTRES 
 
This measure indicates the percentage of visitors to provincial historic sites, museums and interpretive centres 
who were satisfied overall with their experience. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 97.7% 97.7% 98.5% 98.5% 98.2% 
 
Source: Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture Heritage Facilities Visitor Survey 
 
The satisfaction level of visitors at provincial historic sites, museums and interpretive centres is determined 
through Tourism, Parks, Recreation and Culture’s Heritage Facilities Visitor Survey.  This measure reports 
the overall satisfaction level of “independent” visitors, not including school groups, tours or other groups; 
after-hours visitors to facilities; people attending education programs; or visitors attending facilities for special 
functions.  A private research firm, Banister Research and Consulting Inc. was responsible for survey and 
questionnaire design updates, data quality control, conducting data entry and verification and final report 
preparation.  Overall results were determined using the top two combined response categories of a five-point 
rating scale for the categories very satisfied, satisfied, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, dissatisfied and very 
dissatisfied. The rating scale has been updated to more accurately reflect satisfaction, from 2006-07 when it 
was excellent, good, neither good nor poor, poor and very poor.  A multi-stage, stratified systematic random 
sample was used, and each facility was sampled independently.  More than 5,900 interviews were processed at 
17 facilities across the province, and 99.8% of respondents who completed the survey answered the overall 
satisfaction question.  The results are reliable to within ±1.3%, 19 times out of 20.  
 
The sample was based on two seasons, winter 2006-07 and summer 2007.  Winter data were estimated from 
actual winter survey data collected for 2002-03, and adjusted to represent the winter of 2006-07.  Surveying 
during winter is conducted on an occasional basis only, as the winter period makes up a relatively small 
proportion of visitation.  Summer data were collected from May to September 2007.  Results may have been 
impacted by the addition of new exhibits, renovated facilities, visitors’ expectations and previous experiences. 
 
PUBLIC LIBRARY USE 
 
This measure indicates the percentage of adult Albertans who have used public library services in Alberta in a 
given year. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 51% 50% 52% 51%  50% 
 
Source: Research Innovations Inc., Survey of Albertans 
 
Consistent with surveys in previous years, 1,000 adult Albertans were interviewed in a province-wide 
telephone survey.  Research Innovations Inc. conducted this survey using a random sample stratified by age 
group, gender and geographic location to be representative of Alberta’s population.  Respondents were asked 
if they had used a public library in the past 12 months.  Interviews were initially conducted from January 3 to 
February 3, 2008.  The survey was then put on hold for one month, due to the election, and the remaining 
surveys were completed during March 4 to April 10, 2008.  
 
Interviews were conducted by trained and experienced interviewers.  Question order was randomly rotated to 
minimize potential question order bias.  Interviews were monitored while in progress and 10% of each 
interviewer’s work was directly monitored.  The response rate was 53%.  Data were analyzed with STATXP 
software.  The margin of error is no greater than ±3.1% at the 95% confidence level.  Public library use by 
adult Albertans may have been influenced by several factors such as library hours of operation, time 
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constraints, other leisure activities and the increasing use of electronic sources of information, such as the 
Internet. 
 
 

GOAL NINE 
 
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 
 
This measure indicates the public approval rating of the Alberta government on Aboriginal relations 
compared to the average rating of the four nearest provinces. 
 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
                          (higher than average rating of four nearest provinces) 
 10% 9%  6% 8% 8% 
 
Source: International, Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Relations and Environics Research Group 

Limited: Focus Canada report 
 
Four times per year, Environics Research Group Ltd. conducts a national opinion poll surveying the views of 
Canadians regarding the performance of their provincial and federal governments in various areas of 
governance.  The results for each quarterly poll are reported in the Focus Canada Report (2007-1, 
2007-2, etc.).  During each poll, a sample of Albertans is asked to indicate their approval or disapproval of the 
way their provincial government is performing in the area of Aboriginal issues.  The approval ratings from the 
four surveys each year are averaged to indicate the percentage of citizens approving of their provincial 
government’s annual performance.  These results are compared to the average approval rating for the four 
nearest provinces (British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario).  
 
For the fourth quarter 2007 survey, Environics completed telephone interviews with 2,032 adult Canadians 
between December 12, 2007 and January 3, 2008. The results are reliable to within ± 2.2%, 19 times out of 
20.  The reliability is greater for results pertaining to each province due to smaller sample size.  In the fourth 
quarter 2007 survey, 200 interviews were conducted in Alberta, and the results are reliable to within ±6.9%.  
The reliability for the four provinces nearest to Alberta were as follows: British Columbia ±6.6%; 
Saskatchewan ±8.7%; Manitoba ±8.7%; Ontario ±4.0%. 
 
ALBERTANS’ SATISFACTION WITH THEIR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
 
This measure reports the percentage of Albertans’ satisfied with their local governments. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
 79% 79% 80% 79% 73% 
 
Source: Municipal Affairs and Housing – Albertans’ Satisfaction with their Municipal Government 

Survey – Environics Research Group Limited Focus Alberta Omnibus Survey 
 
The data for this measure is gathered as part of a nine question telephone survey about Albertans’ satisfaction 
with various aspects of their municipal governments.  The results of the survey are based on a probability 
sample of 1,011 adults living in Alberta.  A sample of 1,011 persons within the population produces results 
that are reliable within plus or minus 3.1% 19 times out of 20.  The sampling method was designed to 
complete 1,000 interviews within randomly selected households across the Province of Alberta.  The sample 
was drawn in proportion to the populations of 12 urban centres (two Census Metropolitan Areas and 
10 smaller urban municipalities) and three rural regions within the province based on information from 
Statistics Canada 2001 data. 
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From within each multi-person household randomly selected, residents 18 years of age and older were 
screened for random selection using the “Most Recent Birthday” method.  The contractor’s report provides a 
detailed sampling methodology. Survey data, beyond what is in the final report, is stored with the contractor. 
 
The survey is conducted in the early fall of each year.  For 2007-08, the survey was run from September 18 to 
October 2, 2007. 
 
 

GOAL TEN 
 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS 
 
This measure reports the percentage of provincial highways with pavement in good, fair and poor condition. 
 
 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 
   (percentage) 
Good 65.5 65.5 63.0 60.6 59.0 
Fair 23.3 23.3 24.1 25.4 25.9 
Poor 11.2 11.2 12.9 14.0 15.1 
 
Source:  Infrastructure and Transportation 
 
The International Roughness Index (IRI) measures the roughness of roads and is used as an indicator of the 
overall physical condition of provincial highways.  The identification of roads as good, fair or poor relies on 
standards established as a result of a comprehensive research study conducted on the government’s behalf by 
the University of Calgary in 2002 of condition and other performance measures.  The values are categorized 
by road classification and are based on one-kilometre segments.  The source IRI data was collected and 
processed by independent consultants.  Data received was reviewed and used by Infrastructure and 
Transportation staff in the performance measure analysis.  See the methodology for physical condition of 
learning facilities in Goal 2 for an interpretation of FCI values for building infrastructure. 
 
After existing good, fair, or poor segments are identified, anticipated work activities and pavement 
deterioration rates are incorporated to determine future performance targets. 
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